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Mr. James Pattee, for many years an honored and respected citizen of this city, died at
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Belfast 6.

Madison 9,
M.idison

,c

base

ball team played the Bel-

Congress’street grcunds, Aug. 4th,
fast and interesting game by a score
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itowe, Belfast’s third baseman, was
eariy in the game, a ball striking him
his left eye, cutting a gash two
,e.; g through the eyebrow and into the
F. C. Small was on the grounds and
.fcin-, ki his car to his office, where several
!5l-s were taken. He had only recently re-j

[re(j from a bad injury to his right eye,
igd v a ball bounding from the ground
There was a large crowd
r m practice.
at this game, and many old friends
greet “Billy” Dilworth, the manthe Madison team, an old-time ball
f note. The score:
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oase hits, La Fleur, Gray, Twaddle 2,
dleton, Reed, Brignolia, Cawley, Mci:
Stolen bases, McDonald, Gray, Wildes
Bases on balls, by Gray 1, by Mctruck out by Gray 6. by McLellan 6.
its, Davanaugh. Double plays. Dray
waddle; La Fleur to Twaddle. Hit by
> .; ul, Brignolia and Green. Wild pitches,
1m pi re, Saunders. Time, 2.00.
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Rockland 0.

•hing by Green for Belfast shut out
ilsr.d, 5 to 0, in a fast game on Congress
ft grounds last Friday afternoon.
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Pennsylthem survive their father;
of

during his army
service—scarcely ever being free from pain.
Since selling his home in Belfast three years
ago, he has lived with his son Dr. Pattee of
Searsport. Everything possible for his comfort was done, and when the long illness terminated in death, it took away a man whose
years had been full of the honers and respect
of the community where he had lived so long,
and a faithful servant of the Lord who has
entered into the reward of a well spent life.
Prayer was offered Monday at 10 a. m. by
Rev. C. H. McElhiney at the home of his son,
Dr. Sumner C. Pattee, in Searsport. and the
funeral service was held in Belfast at 3 p. m,
at the home of his son, Clifford J, Pattee, Rev.
David L. Wilson of Bath officiating. The bearers were Hon. Robert F. Dunton, Dr. A. O.
Stoddard, W. A. Swift and S. G, Swift. The
interment was in Grove Cemetery.
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Both of
one being Clifford J. who carries on the old
insurance business established by his father,
the other being Dr. Sumner C. Pattee of
Searsport. Two brothers also survive him,
David of Jackson, and Daniel of Belfast—
also two sisters, Mrs. E. D. Tasker of Jackson, and Mrs. C. L. Pooler of Belfast. Mr.
Pattee had always suffered greatly because
vania.
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Eliza A., widow of the late Ether S. Jefferds,
died at 10 p. m. August 10th, at her home on
6
27 13*7 Charles street extension of bronchial pneu28 5
monia, For several years she had had attacks
ROCKLAND.
ab r bh po a e of this disease, but her wonderful vitality and
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0 0 strong constitution had enabled her to withionala, ss. 5 0 0 0 4 0 stand them. Mrs. Jefferds was born in the
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.‘f. 4 0 0 2 0 0 terian family, who went to Ireland from Scot* lb. 4
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bland, p. 3 0 0 0 2 0 the family of five children came to St. James.
0
0
0 0
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0
N. B., where she spent her childhood and in
womanhood was a school teacher. She
35
0
3 24 10 3 early
married there Mr. Jefferds, a young man from
Dings.1 23456789
tot.0 0002030 —5 Monroe, and their first three children, James
base hits, Mayo, McLellan. Three base E., Susan and Margaret, were born in St.
brignolia. Stolen bases, Cawley, Pendle- James. Later they moved to Ontario, Canada,
Curt.n. Bases on balls by Buckland 2.
>ck out by Green 6; Buckland 6.
Sacrifice where James Lewis, Albert E. and Mary E.
wildes 2, Green, Loraine. Double p lays, were born. The deceased was the last of her
uleton to Cawley. Hit by pitched ball, Mc- father’s
family and is survived by her daughFussed ball, Nevins. Umpire, Reed.
ter Susan, now Mrs. H. O. Nickerson of Swan* 1.30
ville, her son Albert and daughters Margaret
and Mary of Belfast. About 40 years ago Mr.
Belfast 6, Rockland 1.
e|faet defeated Rockland, 6 to 1, on the Jefferds came back to Monroe to take the
home place,and 26 years ago the family moved
Pwb street grounds Monday afternoon, in
to Belfast, which has since been their home.
°f the best
of
the
season.
games
Brignolia
M air-tight ball for the home team, but Mrs. Jefferds was devoted to tne interests of
*
visitors seeing first baae. In the last her home, a loyal friend, and was beloved by
*
innings he disposed of nine batters in or* all who knew her. She had strong religious
He had perfect support. Rockland also
convictions and was one of the leaders and
UP a good game.
Gardiner will play here
“*> and Thomaston on Saturday,
promoters in this city of the International
to score:
Bible Students association, which for years
BELFAST
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Deleetin Whitaker died August 5th at his
Troy of myocarditis at the age of 70
years. Mr. Whitaker was born in Troy and
had been a lifelong resident of that town. In
bis younger days he wae a dealer in livestock
and a drover, and in connection with this busihome in
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due the ten members of. the choir sod Prof
Sweetser for willingness to Undergo hardships
of the long ride. Mrr, Henry Knceiand of
Harold Tibbetts is spending the week in
Dorchester Mass accompanied the choir as soloist. By request Mr. Thompson gave a sum- Unity.
Miss Doris McKenney of Jackson is the
mary of his address of the previous evening.
The sermon of the afternoon was delivered by guest of Hiss Mildred I. Darby.
Prof. Calvin M. Clark of Bangor. Theological
Mrs. George W, Miller visited relatives at
Seminary. It was a ringing call for action to Linculnville, Beach the past week,
the church of today. "God for man, man for
Mrs. Celia V. Richards of Reading, Mass., is
God and man for man” and the vital necessity
the guest of Mrs. Julia G. McKeen,
of unselfish devotion is the theme in brief.
Mrs. L. E. Orcutt of Northampton, Mass., is
The many friends of Supt Charles Harbutt
the guest of Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley.
listened with interest to his address upon conMr. and Mrs, N. W. Delano have returned
ditions past and present of the Maine Missionary Society, and appreciated his tribute to from a two weeks’ visit at Swan’s Island.
Rev. Jonathan Adams,
Mrs. Susan C. Mathews and Mrs. E. J. MoriUnder direction of Prof. Frederick Sweetser son went to Bangor
Tuesday on business.
he choir rendered the music of the occasion
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Small of Freedom were
■n a delightfully finished manner. It was both
guests Wednesday of Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
appropriate and fortunate that Mr. Ebon SawMiss Bernice Thayer of Hingham, Mass, is
yer of New York was present to give his valliable aiaiitance. The rfaenratinna wara con- the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown.
Richard Sherburne of Lexington. Mass., will
tributed and arranged by the Junior Helper
be the guest of Kenney A. Burgess over SunSociety.

Congregational

Saturday, Aug.

7th, and Sunday, Aug. 8th
witnessed the observance of the one-hun
dredth anniversary of Congregationalism ii
Searsport. Following is the program:
Saturday Afternoon Aug. 7, 2 o'clock p. m.
Reception in Conference Room in the church
8 o'clock.
Greetings and reminiscences, James H. pun-

Died in Oakland, California, July 10, 1916
James A. Kimball. He leaves to mourn tbeii
loss three sisters and two brothers: Mrs
Mary Emery, Mrs. E, A. Dusenbury of Bel
fast, Maine; John S. Kimball, Charles Kimbal
and. Mrs. Susan P. Cooper (his twin sister), al
of Oakland, Calif.
He enlisted in the 26ti
Maine Regiment, Co. I, which held its reunior
*n Belfast August 10th, He was
unmarriec
and the youngest of a family of seven children

can,

Moderator,

Devotional service, Hymns 96 and 102, followed by The Lord’s Prayer,
Brief addresses by Rev. Char. Whittier on
"The Rev. Stephen Thurston," Mr. James M,
McDougall on "Old Searsport Shipmasters,’1
Rev, James Ainslie on “Greetings of the
Methodist Episcopal church," Mr. Joseph A.
Clement on "The Rev."Jonathan E. Adams,"
Mr. George Merrill on "The Choir and Sundav
school."
Clambake at the vestry, 5 o’clock,

Capt. Roas S. Tuttle, who was drowned ii
New York harbor Ang. Sd, belonged in Rockland, where he leaves a widow and three children. He had been in command of the schoonei
M V B Chase for the past six years, and wai
one of the best known Maine
shipmasters in
the coastwise trade.

Saturday Evening 7.30 o'clock.
Voluntary service conducted by James H.

Duncan.

Doxology.
Invocation, Rev. Chas. Harbutt.
Anthem—"By the Waters of Babylon,"

Reunion of the 26th Maine.
The 26th Maine Regimental association held
their annual reunion Tuesday, Aug. 10th, with
Thomas H. Marshall Post in Memorial Hall.
At the morning session,President D. O Bowen
of Morrill presiding, officers were elected as
follows: Hon. Fred S. Walls of
Vinalhaven,
president; H. M. Chase of Swanville, secretary
and treasurer; Commander John W.
Ferguson
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, Comrades I.
A.
Conant and P. S. Staples, executive comm.ttee. Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies oi
the G. A. R provided dinner, and by
request
of the visiting comrades charged 26 cents
per
plate. The dinner was all that could be desired and well served. Covers were laid for
about 100, including those who served.
The afternoon session was called to order
by D. O. Bowen and America was sung by
the audience with Miss Alice E. Simmons
at the piano.
The Lord’s prayer was then

1

The

Fair.

J--*

Our Fathers’ God to Thee we raise
Our voice in songs of joyful praise.
Inspire our hearts; Our souls possess
With bounteous love and righteousness.
To Thine abundant mercies, Lord,
Our hearts respond, in full accord
Direct us thro’ the passing years;
Let Faith dispel all doubts and fears.

Triumphant over Death and Grave
Reveal Thy willing power to save;
Mercy command with outstretched arm
The stormB to cease, the

calm.

spite of rain and fog every exercise was
by a goodly number. From the be
ginning the gatherings were characterized bj
warm-hearted fellowship. Old acquaintanc<
In

time, single handed, marching 25 rebels
into the Union lines where they were held ae
prisoners. He then introduced Mr. Gurney, s
Civil War Veteran, and Col. Hatch of the
standing army .and their meeting was an interesting incident of the reunion.
Among the visitors were Comrades Thomae
Winters of Millbury, Mass., formerly a clerk
with Marshall & Swan, and a member of Fred,
erick Barker's Company, and Philip Holmes ol
Salem, Mass., formerly of Searsport.
The session closed with singing “God be witl
you till we Meet Again.” Then the veteram
spent an hour at the Opera House, where
they were guests of the manager, Walter J.
Clifford of A. E. Camp, Sons of Veterans
and enjoyed the pictures.
PRESCOTT

to

are

attended

one

THE

bounteous

waves

thy gifts of Love
Outnumb’ring e’en the stars above,
Cheer to our Fathers in days of old,
The portals of the past we now unfold.
All

renewed and strangers introduced at th< 1
reception. In the receiving lim 1
were Rev. and Mrs. Charles H. McElhiney
Capt. and Mrs. James Pendleton, Capt. am 1
Mrs. James Parse, Mr. and Mrs. James Dun
can, Mrs. Charles Adams and Mrs. B. F. Col
cord. Miss Orilla Carlon and MisB Harrie
Erskine acted as UBhers.
was

opening

special

mcnuoD

snouia

do

maae

oi

tn< 1

beautiful tribute paid the Rev. Stephen Thura
ton by hia son-in-law, Rev. Charles Whittiei
who came from his home in Dennysville to
this purpose. Mr. Whittier, now a man o

■

eighty-five, is known and loved thrcughou
the State. The pastoral letter of Rev. Rober
Uarbutt bridged the miles separating hio 1
from his loved people and deeply affected al 1
hearing it.
The clam bake planned for the Mosmai 1
shore was held in the upper vestry and thougl 1

FAMILY REUNION.

The annual reunion of the Prescott famil}
was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Adams, South Montville, Aug. 7th. Althougt
the day was rainy there were 65 present anc
the day was erjoyed Oy all. One noticeabU
fact was that not a Prescott by name wai

Mrs. Hattie Gilmore Jones of Howard, R.
L,
is visiting Belfast relatives and
friends.
Mrs. El wood Jepson of Waterville is
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Ada E. Wildes.

C, E. Lynda of Boston has been

a guest for
weeks at the home of Mr. M. L. Mitchell.
Dr. Herbert A. Harmon of Philadelphia, Pa.*
is the guest of bis brother, Charles A. Harmon.

Mrs. Helen Patterson Robinson is the
guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Patterson.

Charles

Mass.,

the eye could not feast upon the beauties o ^
the bay, the palate could enjoy the excellen [
clams and coffee provided by the committee
in spite of unromantic surroundings. Abou 1
ness brought the first pair of western steers
the put jeer: lire. Lora Ripley Goodell
one hundred attended the “picnic,"
into the Stats. They was sent from Brighton Geo. WThe historical address of Rev. A. H. Thomp
Preacott, John Robinson, Cbu
to Fairfield. About S5 years ago he was marMoody, Mrs. Lissie Preacott Goodrich anc son, a former Sears port boy, was a revelatioi
ried to Mias Edith A. Hunt of Thorndike, who Mrs. Nellie Adams. Officers were elected ai in the history of church and town to the youni
survives him. For the last 25 years Mr. Whit- follows: Wm. E. Prescott, Pruident; F. F
and a delight to those old enough to shar 1
aaer had resided on the farm which he bought
Phillips, Vice Pruident; Oren W. Ripley, Sec the memory of the historian. For an hou :
at that time. He was a man of sterling char- retary; Elwin A Dinslow, Treasurer; Margaret and a
quarter Mr. Thompson chsrmed his au
acter, devoted to his family, and enjoyed A. Connor, Eva N. Ripley and Bertha Dinslow dience with interesting and amusing incident 1
townsmen
and many committee on entertainment. The place ol
the coe fide ace of hie
of the early days. All are very grateful to :
friends. Besides his widow he leaves four the next muting was left with the secretary the amount of time
spent in research an< I
to
and thou wishing
act as host will pleui
soae: Leo 8. and Harry D. of Waterville.Knapp
come forward.
The program opened with ai preparation of this paper.
D. and Kenneth C. of Troy; one sister, Mrs. addreu of welcome
The Sunday morning service was of aim
by C. S. Adams, whi
Elisabeth West of Tiey, and one brother, donated hie hall for our enjoyment, followet
plicity and deep devotion. To the many wh<
a
F.
F.
of
He
was
all
Traftoo
a
story
by
member
by
Phillips,
singing
Unity.
by
George
remember with affection'Rev. J. E. Adams i 1
E. 8. Adams; song, Orville Gross
of Harvest Moon grange of Thorndike. The music by
with encore; remarks on the history of thi ; was a great pleasure to see his son, Rev. Wil
funeral was held Sunday, Rev. Frank S. Dol- family by F. F. Phillips; music by E. S
liam C. Adams of Cambridge, Maas., and hea
iiff. an old friend of the family,officiating. The Adams. After the program a social hour wai the excellent sermon which he delivered
all.
A
unanimous
vote
of
thanki
enjoyed by
burial was in Unity.
Sermon subject, “The Church Universal/*
was given Mr. and Mrs. Adams for their hos
Rev. James Ainslie and congregation of th
pitality. One pleaunt feature of the day wai
The remains of William F. Shaw arrived by the presence of aunt Nancy Prescott Colby M. E. Church were
present at all the Sunda;
train Saturday evening from Augusta, whore who is put 91, and enjoyed every moment ai
services held in the village. The afternooi 1
well as the youngest of us. About 5 p. m., al
be died August 6lh after a long illness with
dispersed for their several homes, feeling bet service held at Park was attended with mud
Bright’s diceaae.He was born in Belfast and was ter for the day so spent
inconvenience by out of town people becaus ,
The Dale muting was announced for Satur
a resident of the East side, where his wife and
of really dangerous condition of roads, never
at the Grange hal |
14th,
evening,
Aug.
day
child died about 18 years ago of malignant
theless Sandypoint, Stockton,
Brooks an< I
and all are invited to attend. The Pruiden
Sears port, werek represented. Special credit 1
diphtheria.! Be had jived In Augusta for SOT- hu something op his sleeve,—Scc'y.
d

ton

land.
John F. Tilton of Portland, formerly of
made a short visit here the past

Mr.
this

city,

week.
Wm. A* Paunce of Toledo, Ohio, arrived
to visit his sister, Mrs. William B.

Juan,

Swan.

Mrs. E. J. Morison and daughter, Cora S.
Morison, visited relatives in Rockland last

Misses Myra C, .and Alice M. Duthe aie
visiting their sister, Mrs. Etta D. Bartour, in

--

Springs.

Sylvester of Concord Junction,
visiting friends in Belfast and Rock-

is

Thursday

o/»

Wilson, Belfast; land in Searsmont.
Freeman F. Waning, Roxbury, Mass., to
Frank S. Goodhue, Hyde Park, Mass.; land and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
Martha J. Davis, Liberty, to Ernest A. Davis, Montville; land and buildings in Liberty.
John H. Cuzner, Belfast, to Mary F. and
Edith M Davidson, do; land and buildings in
Belfast.
William F. Shaw, Augusta, to Lydia E.
Smith, Belfast; laud and buildings in Belfast.
Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast,to Phebe A.
Frasier, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Martha J. Davis, Liberty, to Ada C. Hart,
do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Emma Hersey, Troy, to Ira D. Fernald, do;
land and buildings in Troy.
Walter Gerald, Unity, to E. B. Hunt and E.
B. Rand, do; land in Unity.
Lottie A. Crosby, Belfast, to Winfield R.
Hopkins, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Mary A. Smith, Searsport, to Mary N.
Blanchard, Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Searsport.
Stephen B. Smith, Somerville, Mass., to
Mary E. Blair, do.; land and buildings in Stock*

the

two

Boothbay.

were

•_1_1

to her defence if she is forced into the
world war.
All joined in singing with much spirit,
“Marching Through Georgia.” Comrade Fred
S. Walls, the newly elected president. Comrades Crockett of Frankfort. Isaac Cojk of
Monroe, L. C. Putman and I. A. Conant made
brief remarks. Comrade Crockett said that
out of 45 men who went out with a company
from Winterport, but two were living. Mr.
Morse, in the name of the visitors, thanked the
ladies of the G, A. R. and all who took part in
the program or in any way assisted in making
this a successful reunion. He then spoke ol
Comrade Samuel G. Gurney, who as a youngster did such good work in the Civil War, at

a visit
in Searsport.
^
John E. HaVt of Burnham is at
Temple
Heights for his annual vacation.

Mrs. Charles Lane and Miss Mildred Cassens
of Boston are guests of Mr. and Mre, Walter

Tuesday morning the sun shone and there Friday.
hopes of a fair day for the opening of
Mrs. S. L. Gray and Miss Elizabeth M. Gray
the fair. But before noon the clouds gathered,
oi masnua, «. u., are guests of Mrs.
V duntary, Hymn 86, responsive reading,
George
the rain descended and the outlook was disM. Gray.
Apostle’s Creed, conducted by Rev, Mr. Mccouraging. Then it held up for a time, nut
Leod of Springfield, 111.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Deane of Roslindale,
Lord’s Prayer— (Gregorian Chant) Choir
between two and three o’clock there was a
Solo—“My Hope is in the Everlasting,” veritable cloud burst. It never rained harder. Mass., recently visited Mr. and Mrs, A. F.
Stainer, Miss Harriett N. Roulstone.
Carleton.
It came down as though poured out of innumOffertory—Prelude and Intermezzo, organ,
Rev. and Mrs. E. R. Noble of Ferristown,
piano, Mascagni, Miss Mildred Shute, Prof. F, erable buckets. Of course that put a stop to
W. Sweetser.
everything at the fair grounds and the man- Pa.,were recent visitors in Belfast, registering
C.
Prof.
M.
Scripture Reading by
Clark,
agement at once set the fair ahead a day, mak- at the Wayside.
Hebrews XI and XII-1.
The Anthem, Te Deum (B minor) Buck.
Mrs. Roy Paul and little son Wilfred of
ing yesterday the opening day. All the arPastoral prayer, Rev. James Ainslie.
rangements were completed and there was Hope, R. I., are guests of Postmaster and Mre.
Response—Quartette—“Even Me,” Warren, everything on the grounds for a successful A. W.
Keating.
Miss Roulstone, Mrs. C, E. Adams, Dr. F. K,
fair, with the best list of horses ever seen
Sawyer, E. E. Sawyer.
County Attorney Walter A. Cowan of
Sermon—Rev. William C. Adams, Cambridge, here, the Redding flying machine and other
repeated in concert. Capt. John W. FerguWinterport was in Belfast Tuesday and WedMass. (Son of Rev. J. E. Adams, D. D., pastoi
attractions and a lively midway.
son, Commander of Thomas H.
Marshall 1864-1876
nesday on business.
)
Post, extended a cordial welcome to all
dawned
“brite
and
with
the
Wednesday
fair,”
Hymnal Benediction—“Agnus Dei,” CruikMr. and Mrs, Herbert Hastings of East
wind from the northwest, and every promise
present and Comrade D. O. Bowen responded shank.
Union and Roy Taylor of South Hope are visitSacrament of Lord’s Supper, immediately
in a few well-chosen words. In
of
a
The
fair
continues today and
good day.
speaking of
ing relatives in Belfast.
following this service, conducted by Revs. tomorrow, and it is
the presence of Comrade Maddocks of
hoped that favorable
Hamp- Charles Whittier and A. H. Thompson.
den Mr. Bowen referred to a
Mayor and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs, son
meeting of the
Deacons—Capt. J. P. Butman and Mr. James weather conditions may continue. The track is
Horace and daughter Alice,are at their cottage
in good condition and one bright day has dried
‘‘boys in that town when 600 were present; MacDougall.
“Ten Oaks," Tilden's pond.
today there are but 24 present and all are over
up the grounds.
Sunday Afternoon, 2.30 O'clock.
70 and some 85 years of
Second
Mrs. Abbie Salisbury, Mrs. Adelaide Smith
The
(At
Church,
The
committee
Park)
age.
Poultry Show.
on resolutions—L. C. Morse of
The poultry business has become a leading and little daughter Dons, went to Ellsworth
Doxology.
Liberty, I. A.
Conant and P. s. Staples—reported
Apostle’s Creed-Invocation, Rev. Charles industry of Waldo county and no efforts have Tuesday to visit relatives.
through Harbutt.
their chairman sixteen deaths. Mr. Morse
Lord's Prayer (Gregorian Chant, by Choir) been spared to make an exhibit this year that
Roy McLane of Framingham, Mass., is visitspoke at length of Comrades J. W. Black of
Historical address, Rev. A. H. Thompson.
would exceed all former shows. It is safe to ing his aunt, Mrs. Geo. W.
Burgess of Belfast,
Sanctus
(from St. Cecilia) Gounod, say that it will Dot be surpassed at any of the and relatives in Searsmont.
Searsport and Abner Fletcher of Burnham and ;1 Anthem,
the Choir.
State fairs. There are about 1200 birds on exfeelingly referred to the death of his brother
Scripture reading by Rev, William C. Adams,
Mrs, Nina D. Cook and Miss Verna I. JelliSamuel Morse, which left him the sole sur- 1st. Cor. 12.
hibition. necessitating an addition of 50 feet to
son were in Bangor last Thursday and
Friday
vivor of the five Morse brothers who went to
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Beaumont of Stockton the poultry house, and Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
visiting Mrs. Miles S. Jellison.
Springs
the front in the Civil War. In
Colcord may well feel proud of the success of
referring to
“Even
Response,
Me,” Quartette, (Warren)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred I. Beane of Roslindale,
the important
duty of the pickets who stood Mrs. Kneeland, Mrs. C. E. Adams, Dr. F. K. their endeavors. Mrs. Colcord worked all day
visited Mrs. Beane's sister, Mrs. Joel P.
between their comrades and death he illus- Sawyer, E. E. Sawyer.
Tuesday cataloguing the entries and has Mass.,
Sermon, Prof. Calvin M. Clark, Bangor Theo- otherwise assisted her husband. Mr. Silas Wood, in Northport last week.
trated the deep feeling of, fellowship of the
logical Seminary.
men who wear the little bronze button on
Rev. David L. Wilson acd family of Bath
Hymnal benediction, “Agnus Dei,” (Cruik- Bartlett of Lewiston, an expert poultry judge,
their coats of blue. When the last comrade
will award the premiums. Ribbons will be are spending a few weeks in the Knowlton
shank).
Sacrament of Lord’s Supper immediately
shall have passed away it can be said of the
given for the three classes and money awards cottage at Lake George, Liberty.
G. A. R. that they fought a good fight and did following this service, conducted hv Revs
for the first and second. It is estimated that
Prof, and Mrs. Richard Stevens of the New
Charles Harbutt and C, H. McElhiney, Deacons
their duty. Mrs. Carl Lamson rendered a J. A. Clement and J. M.
MccDougall. Mrs. the awards will be nearly $500. Among the England Conservatory of Music, Boston, are
was
violin solo, her husband accompanying on the Rolfe Buck
baptised. Mr. and Mrs. Rolfe out of town exhibitors are A. J. Kenniston and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.
into the church on confespiano, and responded to a hearty encore with a Buck were receivedMiss
J. R. Scriptures of Bangor, Walter Bennett oi
sion of faith and
Annie Buck and Mrs.
Capt. W. M. White of Miami, Fla., arrived
medley of familiar airs. Miss Alice E. Sim- William Smith by letter.
Limestone,E. A. Drinkwater of Sabattus,Elmer Monday to join his wife and
daughter at the
mons read with fine
of
Oland
expression and feeling
of
FarmWaterville,
Craig
Sawyer
White homestead, No. 137 High street.
Sunday Evening 7 O’clock.
‘‘The One Who Gave”—a story of Lincoln.
The
local
exhibitors include H. Fair
ington.
Voluntary,
Frank Roome of Billerica, Mass., arrived
The veterans were pleased to have with
Holmes, Harold Herrick, Rufus Mayo, E. P.
Hymn 334.
to join his wife end daughter in a
Saturday
them Col. E. E. Hatch of the 4th U. S. InfanInvocation^ the Pastor.
Michaels, O. W. Aldus, Ivan Havener, Leslie visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Whitehead.
Anthem, "Father, Into Thy Hand I Commend
He has been in
try, formerly of Liberty.
Arthur Robbms, Wesley Patterson.
Mendall,
My Spirit," from Cantata, (Theo Dubois).
Ross H. Pattershall and family arrived SunWashington about a year, but his regiment is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Colcord
have
an exbibit of white
Offertory.
dav mornimr from Ronton and aro cnionta of
now in Texas and he will join it there at the
Scripture reading, the Pastor, Selection 10, j nr~__J.il_ m__a
ru“°
i ducks and 16 pairs of geese, white turkeys,and his mother, Mrs. Grace E. Pattershall, at the
expiration of his furlough. Col. Hatch ex- beginning at 13 verse.
Prayer, Rev. William C. Adams.
Upper Bridge.
pressed his deep interest in the Civil War vetResponsive, ‘‘Savior, When Night Involves fowl of every variety.
erans, as his father was in that war. He spoke the Skies," the Quartette (Shelley).
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winter, son, daughter
Address. Prof. Calvin M. Clark, Bangoi
of the different conditions of the prepardness
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
and daughter-in-law of Millbary, Mass., are
Theological
Seminary.
for war then and now. He spoke of the Spanish
spending a few days in Belfast, Mr. WinAnthem,‘‘Awake Thou that Sieepest" (Stainwar and of the Mexican situation and said out
The following transfers of real estate were ter’s old home.
er).
|
Address, Rev. Charles Harbutt, Portland, recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
country did not want strife. We are now a
Rev. David L. Wilson of Bath was the guest
for the week ending August 11, 1915.
neutral country, but may be forced into war to Me., Supt Cong’l Conference.
I Monday and Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Closing remarks, Pastor.
to
Rantie
A.
save the lives of our men, women, children
L.
Hall,
Brooks,
George
Hall, E. Owen while in Belfast to attend the funeral
Hymnal benediction, “Thee we Adore, C
|
and our property. He feelingly referred to the
Christ," from Cantata (Theo. Dubois).
do; land in Brooks.
of James Pattee.
Wm. F. Shaw, Augusta, to Benj. F.Colcord, I
mother found dead with two daughters clingMrs. George E. Evans and son Georgie of
A
Centennial
Hymn. Tune—Duke Street Belfast; land in Belfast.
ing to her after a steamer had been torpedoed,
Stamford, Conn., arrived Tuesday to spend a
Smith B. Bunker, Searsmont, to Edmund
and said this country has many good men to
Composed by Edward B. Billings.

|
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Belfast

It Opened Yesterday and will Continue Today and Tomorrow.

Sunday Morning 10.45 o’dock,Aug.8,1915

come

PERSONAL.
H. M. Prentiss returned
Sunday from

day.

Pastoral Letter—Robert G. Harbutt, Ken*
wood, Cal., Pastor 1886-It01.
Centennial bymn, written for the occasion
by Mr. E. B. Billings of LynD, Mass.
Historical address. Rev. A. H. Thompson,
Raymond, N. H.
Prayer and benediction by the pastor.

q^~

wttmrpp

PERSONAL.

Searsport.

■

■

-Tb*.^**addajuMtatatob

a'member of the Lodge o
delegates to attend th
committal service at Grove Cemetery, Rev
Horace B. Sellers, Methodist, officiating. Th
funeral was held in Augusta.
was

AUGUST 12, 1915/

■

1

’uck vat by brigaalia U. by
baa bit. Uraaa Mild pitch,
•~d balla, Nileak Capita.

■*

He

Forresters, who

Searsport, Friday morning, August 6th, after
a long and painful illness.
He had been confined to his bed for nearly a year, and during
all this time had been tenderly and lovingly
cared for by his children, who did everything
possible for his comfort and to relieve his sufferings. Mr. Pattee was born in Jackson,
July 26, 1840, the son of James and Salome
(Pattee) Pattee, being the eldest of eight children. His father died when he was fourteen,
and he conducted the farm until he was twentyone, when he enlisted in Co. D, 4th Maine
Infantry. He contracted rheumatism while
in the service and was six months in the
General Army Hospital in West Philadelphia.
After the war he learned the carriage painter’s trade and worked in Jackson and Newburgh, finally opening a place of business in
Belfast in 1868. He was elected Register of
Deeds and served from 1878 to 1883, being the
last Register in Waldo county to serve five
years before the term was limited to four
years. In 1883 he purchased the insurance
business of Miles C. Staples, being in partnership for a time with F. W. Patterson. In 1898
he took his elder son, Clifford J., into partnership and finally retired from active work in
1909. While he lived in Jackson he was Clerk,
Treasurer and Collector for several years and
was an officer of the
State Senate several
terms.
From 1893 to 1906 he was Treasurer
of the City of Belfast.
In 1869 Mr. Pattee was married to Lydia
Tasker of Dixmont, who died in 1910. He
was made a Mason in Archon Lodge of Dixmont and affiliated with Phoenix Lodge of
Belfast in February 1869, being at the time of
his death one of its oldest members.
For
fourteen years he served the Lodge as its
Secretary. He and his wife brought their
letters of membership to the First Congregational church of this city soon after coming
here and through all their remaining years
were honored and faithful
servants of the
church. For sixteen years Mr. Pattee served
as a Deacon of the church, until failing health
compelled his retiring from the office. He
was a member of Thos. H. Marshall Post No.
42 G. A. R., being Adjutant for several years
He was a director of the Peoples Nationa
Bank from its organization until it became the
Waldo Trust Co., and was Clerk, Treasurer, or
Director of various other corporations. It
was his
great ambition that his sons should
have opportunities that were denied to him
and he gave them both a splendid education.
One of them graduated at the University of
Maine, the other at Bowdoin College and the

County Correspondence. .Regimental
Reunions. ..Family Reunions.. Wedding Bells.
The Italian Note in Fashion.. Political Points. .Railroad Business Im
proving. .Farmers Depend on Forrsts.. Forest Fire Protection.. Frankfort News of 1859. .Recent Deaths..
Marine Matters.
Editorials .The Churches. .Through
The Yellowstone Park.
The News of Belfast.
tug Light (story). .Siege Warfare..
Socialist View of the War..Germany’s Contempt of Us. .Pittsfield
Personals. .Capt. Charles E. Ranlett.
Resolutions of ReBpect. ..Eastern

>l }

oral years.

of Today’s Journal.

MAINE^THITRSDAY)

weeks at the home
Fletcher, Main street.

few

of Mrs.

Lucinda

Mrs. James Jones and and son, JameB left

Mrs. Caro Lane Baldwin of Philadelphia,
Pa., is tne guest oi her niece, Mrs. Caro Lane
Sticxney.
Miss Natalie M. PotCle left Saturday for
Howard, K. 1., to visit her lamer, Natnaniel
J. Pottle.

Mitchell went

Grace M.

H,, last satuiuay
Lmdgreu.

Manchester, N.
Mis. Alexander

to

visit

to

jeiiison spent Sunday in Bangor
is a patient at the
Paine private hospital.
Mnes 6.

!

Mis. iteinson, who

wrm

Mib. D. h.

Eleanor,

are

Duncan,
lua

ol

Stephenson

J.b. Robinson ol

^Mrs.

ol

gutbi

me Lome

Charms
rived

Daniel

biunswick

gueats ol their aunt, Mrs. laa
beverai aays tne past week.
!

uaughter,

Mrs.

'iLimabtcu.
Donam Mace ol

ana

little

ana

visiting her bister,

Mace

were

Morrison,

Norlcuk, \ a., is the
D. fi. Haaley, at

her motner, Mrs.

Rich.,
Rutland, Mass.,
lew nays’ visit with

ol Mrs, M. VV.

L, Know lion

Ihuisaay

lor a

mother, Mib. L.

A.

oi

Know

ar-

his

lion.

1. Burieigh of Augusta has been encouncilor at Camp Quantabatook,
gaged
the boys camp, for the remainder of the sumDonaia

as

mer.

Mrs, Dora Dudley Ingle of Springfield,
Mass., is the guest of.her sister, Mrs. hrederick W. Brown, at her summer home on Cottage street.

*

and Mis. Albert Fierce of Frankfort
and Mi6s Ada Williamson of Boston, their
guest, were in Bellast briday and lunched at
Hon.

The

Wayside.

Mrs. Frank Stephenson and Mr. and
William A. Mace of Brunswick were in
Belfast the past week, guests of Mrs. Ida
Mace Morrison.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Carrie Hilton Littlefield, who has been
H. Walden for several
months, left last Thursday for her home in
St. Andrews, N. B.
Mrs.

with

Mrs. Charles

Mrs. Alice Terrill and daughters, Edith,
Doris and. Theiesa, of Revere Beach, Mass.,
arrived Saturday morning to visit Mr. an
Mrs. Charles C. Chapman.

Waldo and Florence
Morrill, teachers in the city schools,
were in Belfast Friday on their tfay to Rock'
land for a few days visit.
Misses Esther Evans of

Cross of

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Poor and Mrs. S. rf.
Church and daughter Dorothy of Fairhaven,
Mass., have been guests of Belfast relatives
and are now at the Poor cottage in East Belfast.
Mr. W. H. Williams, who has been the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, left yesterday for Eastport, and will go from there to
Aroostook county for a &hort visit before returning to his home in Springfield, Mo.

Buckeport Saturday afternoon on their return
to Arlington, Mass., after a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. J. Robert Emery.

Capt. A8mus Leonard of New York, vice
president of the Munson steamship line, and
John Morrisey, chief engineer of the S. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Holbrook and daughter
Saratoga, left Thursday after a few days’
Majorie of Malden, Mass., are visiting Belfast visit with Capt. Cleveland Downs, a former
friends, Mrs. Holbrook was formerly Miss Ella captain of the Saratoga.
Whitmore of this city,
Harold Jones,who has been at the University
Mrs. George O. Bailey and Miss Maude E. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, since last SepBarker have returned from North Shore* tember, arrived Tuesday morning to visit his
Northport, where Miss Barker entertained a mother, Mrs. J. W. Jones, and other relatives.
house party at the Howes cottage.
He had been employed in Pennsville, N. J.,
Mibb Helen Fowler of Unity and Miss Vivian for several weeks.

!
I

|
:
:

Jay of Albion were guests of the former’s
aunt, Mrs. \\ D. Thompson, Hammond street,
the past week.—Bangor News.
Miss Alice Parker has returned to Newton,
Mass, to continue her training in a private
hospital, after spending three weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Parker.

Mr. and Mrs. Almon S. Fales of Newton
Center, Mass., who are at Bicdeford Pool for
August, arrived Tuesday to spend a few days
with Miss Maude E. Barker.

Mias Mary Kent Davey, who was the kuest
o* friends in Monterey, Calif., for a part of
June, took the trip leisurely across the Continent from the Pacific coast, takirg in the fair
at San Francisco and stopping at several
places to visit relatives and friends. She ia
now with the family of Rev. Win. H. Dewart
in
at; Mancheater-by-the Sea. Mr. Dewart
rector of the historic Old North church in

Boston.

Eva E. Worthing, at als, Palermo, to Hattie
Mrs. Nathaniel Partridge of Sandypoint
Mr. and Mrs, L. F. Marden and Mr. and Mrs.
J. Chadwick, do; land and buildings in Palermo.
to West Newton. Mass last week to atleft Tuesday morning in went
R.
W.
Cunningham
!
William A. Chamberlain, Windsor, to Emma
the
tend
wedding of her son, Harry Partridge,
the former’s car for a weeks visit in Portland,
Hersey, Troy; land and buildings in Troy.
to Miss Eflie Curtis, formerly of Stockton
the way of Rockland and bath.
by
going
Lizzie A. Denaco, Unity, to Charles B. Dencongratulations
Springe. Friends extend
Mr. C. E. Clements and friend of Lynn
aco, do; land and buildings in Unity.
and beet wishes for a happy married
George W. Bartlett, Belfast, to Parley R Masf<„ who have been guests of bis mother, life. Mr. and Mrs. Partridge will visit Maine
UM
M
I
('l.mart, nf UI.Ma
»kA__
Larrabee, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
They were married
the first of September.
Edward Sibley, Belfast, to Swan-Whitten- we ek,returned to Boston by the Tuesday right at the home of Mr and Mrs. B. F. Barlow of
Bickford Company, do; land and buildings in boat.
W eat Newton.
Belfast.
Mrs, W. K. MacNeil, who was operated on in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury and# their
Swan-Whitten-Bickford Company, Belfast, Bangor some weeks ago, recently spent two
v uests, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hanscom of Bosto William B. Swan, do; land in Belfast.
days at the Girls Home, of which she is matron.
in their touring
Fields S. Pendleton, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Alice It is hoped she will socn be able to resume her ; ton, left Friday afternoon
n_ii_._I_,1_1
duties there permanently.
i car for Boothbay Harbor, after a few days
Belfast. Mrs. Jack Fuller and little
Miss Ethel Wakh of East Boston, a student visit in
Islesboro.
son Billie of Tampa, Fla., who are visiting in
the
at
Waldo
nurse
who
Was
County
hospital,
Fields S, Pendleton. Brooklj n, N. Y„ to Pen*
recently operated on, has been at the Metho- ! Rockland, were also guests at the Bradbury
dleton Brothers, Islesboro; land and buildings dist
parsonage the past week, the guest of home Thursday and Friday. Mrs. Fuller ie.
in Islesboro.
Rev. and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers.
Liic unu^iuci
Frank N. Curtis, Frankfort, to Robert R.
Miss Marjorie J. Carleton, who is employed
is well known in Belfast.
|
&
of
Curtis, do; land in Frankfort.
Kimball
and
her
McKenney
Boston,
by
John W. Brock, Belfast, to Alfred Ellis, do; friend, Miss Alice Savage of Everett, Mass.,
I sm told that Mr. and Mrs, Alvin R. Bailey
are enjoying a vacation at the home of Miss
of Richardson street, Newton, have invited
land and buildingt in Belfast,
Cr rleton’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. A, F. Carle- the members and friends of Channing church
Hay F. Brown, Payne, New York, to William ton,Congress street.
in that city to their heme on Sunday to an in’L. Lassell, Burnham; land and buildings in
reception from 4 to 7 o’clock to meet
Harry H. Upton, who has been supplying formal
Burnham.
the Rev. and Mrs. Harry Lutz, who are soon to
the Baptist pulpit in the absence of the pasBoth Mr. and
Ceorge W. Smith, Hampden, to Junius S,
for
a trip to California.
leave
tor, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, and was the
work
Stone, do; land in Winterport.
O. Hayes during his stay in Mrs. Bailey are prominent in patriotic
C. W Hussey, Waterville, to William Lsb- guest of Mrs. J.
and
are
members, respectively,
went to Portland Monday and later and interests,
Belfast,
sell, Burnham; land and buildings in Burnham. will
of the Sons of the American Revolution and
spend a few weeks in Waterboro.
Rantie A. Hall, Brooks, to Ralph E. Hur*
the Daughters of the American Revolution.
pby, do; land and buildings in Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira H. Holbrook and little Boston Post, August 7th.
Yinnie B. Remick, Bucksport, to Lemuel C.
of
Malden, Mass., are
daughter, Marjorie
Hoody, Winterport; land in Stockton Springs. guests of Mr.
Will R. Howard, U. of M. ’82, principal of
and Mrs. William Staples. Mrs.
Lewis Bachelder, Hontville, to Arthur JackHolbrook was formerly Miss Whitmore and for the Williamstown High school, was a guest for
son, do; land in Hontville.
a few days last week of Prof. Ralph K. Jones,
some years prior to her marriage was bookof the
keeper for the Critchett & Sibley shoe factory, Mr. Howard was a well known athlete was a
Irving Dinsmore of the firm of Dinsmore & now
his college days and
Leonard & Barrows.
during
University
the
Belfast
shoe
was
a recenl
Son,
big
firm,
member of the Varsity Nine. This was pracvisitor in Bucksport. Hr. Dinsmore ia a nephew
Mrs. John BillingB of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
tically the only athletic organization at the
of P. E. Dinsmore, Bucksport'a veteran ahoi
returned to her home after visits in Castine University at that time. He was a star first,
dealer. He is one of the cleverest users o) and in Belfast. While here she was the guest
baseman, an all round good fellow and a popunewspaper advertising space in Heine and hai
of her sisters, Mra. W. G. Preston and Mrs. H.
lar student, tie has been the principal of the
built up a very extensive business by carefu
E. MacDonald. Mrs. MacDonald entertained Willismstown High school for a number of
am
continuous
buying, judicious,
advertising
last Friday Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C. Kemp years and returns to his old home at Belfast
square dealings. As an ad writer, he ia prob* and son Donald of New York, who are touring every summer where he has a cottage at The
ably not excelled |in ^the'State.—The Bucks* Maine and passed through here on their way Battery, the home of many summer colonists,
port Times.
from Bar Harbor.
-U. of M. Notes in Old Town Enterprise.
_
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WEDDING BELLE.

County Correspondence.
MUHTV1LLE.

SOUTH

Miss Ads Stetson
McCormick-Peirce.
Peirce, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mellen C.
Peirce of 214 Cedar street, Bangor, was united

LlftLULNVILLH,

We

glad
improving in health.

to learn

are

that W. E. Preecott is

Miss Georgia Hall
over

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilman and son Harold
are visiting her aunt, Mrs. M. A. Conners.
W. B. Bow ley and U. M. Howes each sold
Mr. Libby a large yoke of beef cattle last
week.
Davis of Media, Penn., who was
with her friend, Mrs. E. S. Adams, caring for
her during her last sickness, is boarding with
Mrs. Carl Adams.
Miss Greta

Mrs. Chester M. Howes of Try on,
Carolina, are visiting friends and relatives in this place. We are glad to greet
them after nn absence of five years.
Mr. and

North

was

at

home fro

m

Bel fas

Horace Hammond of Boston will arrive this
Halls Cottage.

5IA

week at

Mrs. Bert Mosman of

Mr. and

visiting

spen ding

are

tioston

Miss Ethel Hall
last Sunday.

was

at

The PARK & POLLARD

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rcss from New Hampshire are guests of Hon. and Mrs. N. D. Ross.

H. C. McCorrison took
his auto Aug. 2nd.

a

GROWING FEED

W. E. Dickey, wife and son,Ernest Dickey,of i
Somerville, Mass., are at D. L. Cross for a few

in the ArabialT Nights could
jNiTM&gician
results any faster than.this feed.

week.

produce

Sarah McCobb arrived recently from
and is the guest of her son,
Herbert McCobb,at the village.

party to Bangor in

"Mrs. V. B. Ells has gone to Knox to work
awhile for B. M, Shibles.
Rev. T. P. Williams of Houlton and his son
of Freedom attended church here last

*

(

are

relatives in town.

From 1H os. when hatched to'
10 lb. weight at six months is
nothing unusual.on this ration.'

Massachusetts

home from Albion

George Paul of Boston returned home Sunday after a visit to his daughters, the Misses
Gladys and Frances Paul,at Hall's Cottage.

TRY.IT

at our expense;

geuigcue

Yourimoncy back if fl does,

Frank Berry of Waterville spent the past
week in town a guest at F. H. Rankins. He
was collecting and soliciting for the Waterville Sentinel.

better than

jthey

1_:_.
*'■

S Stevenson

_1

.1_:_ L_

*■»

*--J

half

nf

Swan=Whitten-Bickford Company
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, BELFAST, MAINE.

Littlefield and family were in town
his brother Harry.

Eben

Sunday visiting

MORRILL.

Prof. Fred Simmons arrived last Tuesday to
spend his vacation vritb his mother, Mrs. Annie Simmons.
Frank and Stanley Brown arrived
recently from Lawrence, Mass., to join their
wives, who have been spending the summer
here.
Messrs.

and Mrs. Fred H. Morgan took

Rev.

auto

an

ride to Detroit last Friday to accompany his
aged father and mother, who have been their
guests ihe past seven weeks.
The funeral of Mrs. Ellen A. Coombs took
place at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Mary
Brown, last Friday, Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating. There was a profusion of beautiful
Bowers, and the music by Mrs. Hunt and her
daughter Esther

very fine.

was

present writing.

Farmers
In the

growing
hay makers.

L. W. Rollins
Saturday.

was a

business visitor in Ban-

pleasant

family

here.

Margaret Rainey of Augusta is
sister, Mrs. L. F. Ames.
visiting
Mrs. W. J. Matthews and Mrs. Fred Stinson
were recent guests of Mrs. C. H. Gray.
her

of Brewer

was a

recent

W. H. Kelley
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward visited Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Cunningham of Swanville last SunMrs.

guest

day.
and Mrs. C. H. Gray

Mr.

are

rejoicing

son, Vincent Marion.

the birth of a
extend congratulations.

over

Friends

Mrs. M. K. Stackpole returned last Saturwith her
day from a week’s visit in Bangor
cousin, Mrs. Hannah Farris.
Mrs. Wilson Dow of North Searsport is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow. Sympathy
is extended to Mrs. Dow in the loss of her

by fire.

home

THORNDIKE.
Coffin of Salem, Mass., is the guest
Miss Hattie Gilliatt.
Mrs.

Wagner

of

friends of Charles Hogan will be
health.
sorry to near that he is in very poor
is now
been
has
who
poorly,
Patterson,
Fred
The many

being treated by

Dr.

Trueworthy

of

Unity.

Burton Gross and daughter and Mrs.
Richard Higgins passed Friday afternoon in
Mrs.

Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gilliatt are visiting
relatives in Nova Scotia, which was formerly
their home.
Frank L. Pbilbrick lost one of his good farm
horses last Saturday. The horse was sick only
a

few

minutes.

As Rev. David Brackett was ill, Rev. F. S.
Dolliff of Jackson held divine service at the
Centre church Sunday.Aug. 1st,and gave a fine
sermon from the words, “What hath the Lord
required of me.” Miss Hattie Gilliatt sang
and all were glad to hear her voice in the old
church again.
SWANVILLE.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair gave us another one of
excellent sermons last Sunday.

hiB most

were

and Mrs. A. E. Brown of Searsport
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Merrithew

Sunday.
Mrs.

Charles Libby and two children of Win-

tpmnrt

uons,

recent

guest

visited her mother. Mrs. Emiiv Par-

Sunday.

and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson of Frankfort
guests Sunday of his sister, Mrs. A. T.
Nickerson and family.
Mr.

were

Foster

and

bins of Bath

were guests of her sister, Mrs. G. T.
Nicaerson and family, last week.

Do not forget the re-dedication of our
church is to take place August 22d, followed
by the Sunday school memorial exercises at
the cemetery.
\

The L. A. S. will hold its annual fair and sale
the Grange hall August 19th. A good program will be presented and ice cream and
cake will be served.

at

Mrs. Elvira Cunningham and daughter Inez,
who have been visiting relatives in town, have
returned to Melrose, Mass., accompanied by
Albert Porter, who was also a guest here.
Mrs. Eben Miller of Brooks, who has been
the guest of her father. C. E. Small, has returned to Brooks, accompanied by her son,
Little Miss Eleanor prefers to stay et the
farm a while longer.

for

a

few

Boy Scouts had an ice cream sale Wednesday evening. The dance in Riverside hall
Wednesday evening was attended by a large
company, many coming from Rockland and
Camden. The music was by Overlock’s orThe

chestra.

OASTORIA

Harold Ernest Small, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vm. Small of this town, has graduated from
* he medical school in Burlington, Vt., and will
* nter upon the practice of his profession in

’ittsburg (?) Mass.,

at

once.

__

LIBERTY.
Hon. and Mrs. L. C. Morse went to Belfast
^ 'riday to attend the opera Mikado.
Pattee and family of Boston are at Green
1 sland,staying at the White cottage.
Mr.

r

Wood has nearly finished his job on the
stable and house of Mrs. S. J. Gushee, which
included raising the stable nearly two feet,new
sills and floor timbers to stable, new wall laid
in cement, raising L to house, new interior
Wm.

finish to buildings and
CENTER

new

plumbing.

MONTVILLE.
_

a

carriage house.

David Boynton has bought the Charles Boynplace and moved his family there.

ton

J. F. Barkill of Hudson, Mass.,
Mr. and
are at Hill View Farm for this month.
Mrs.

George Thompson has built

an

ell

on

the

Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Long of North Grafton,
Mass., were at T. S. Erskine’s Thursday.

Many tons of hay mowed July 28th are
gradually turning into a substance resembling
/
Neponset sheathing paper.
William E. Barrows, of Attleboro and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Herbst of Uxbridge, Mass.,
are guests of Mrs. A. W. Ricker.

Mrs. Cora Jones and family have moved into
her old home while her brother and workmen
are cutting the hay on the place.

Miss Fannie Gilman is in town for an indefiite stay, a guest at the Hoit residence.

W. L. Cargill and family of Pittsfield
£ pent Sunday in town at the shore of Georges
j ike.
Dr.

her.

Mrs. J. J. Clement and Mr. and Mrs.
P. A. Clement and children were Sunday
guests of Mr and Mrs. Willis Crosby in VasMr. and

mired,”
Mrs. L. W. Howard got home from Tapley’s
hospital July 27th. While at the hospital she
received seventy-two postcards from sympathizing friends.
Mrs. Emma Cushman recently entertained
Sheriff and Mrs. F. A. Cushman, and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred S. Jackson, of Belfast, and C. B.
Cushman and family.
Mrs. Franklin Sherer, Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh
Nash, Mrs. Mildred Thompson and Mr, Condon
of Rockland were at D. C. Cain’s and J. L.
B can's Sunday.
On account of bad weather but a small part
of the hay crop has been harvested. Last
week as Chester Cushman was hauling hay on
the Perley Allen lot the wheels cut into the
soft wet ground,and he had to unload and hitch
on the third horse to pull the wagon out of the
Never can tell when you’ll mash a finger or
suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prepared. Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic
Oil. Your druggist sells it 85c and 60c.

The 17th Maine.
The 53d anniversary of
he muster in of the 17th Maine Regiment will
Dunstan. Wednesday.

Ana.

8th. Members, with their families and guests,
^ill assemble at the Elm street car station,
] langor, and the business meeting will be held
s t 11 o’clock in the forenoon, dinner being
1 erved at noon.
Round trip railroad rates
* ave been granted.
The 21st Maine. The annual reunion of the
Maine Regimental association will be held
it Grand Army hall, Bath, on Thursday, Aug.
S 6th.
The business meeting and election of
* ssociation officers will be
held at 10 o’clock
* nd dinner will be served at noon
The pres1 nt officers of the association are
Henry Grov4 r of Lynn, Mass., president, and Joseph T.
1st

Voodward, Augusta, secretary.
«

[.The 16th Maine. The 1915 reunion dates of
( he 15th Maine Regimental association will be
S iept. 15th and 16th, in Bangor, and details are
ow being arranged by the secretary, H. A.
* horey, and Eva L. Shorey, assistant secre1 ary. The secretary now has a complete list
< f survivors, furnished from Washington.
It
i s hoped that there will be a large attendance
* t this meeting, which will be the 30th that
5r. Shorey has attended.
The 19th Maine.

The 43d reunion of the
Regimental Association will be held
t Waterville, Maine, on Wednesday, August
Dinner will be furnished by the
i 5, 1915.
1 idies of the G, A. R. Circle at the Post Hall,
j or 35 cents. Arrangements are being made
t o give the boys a good reception,including an
s utomobile ride about the city. The M. C. R. R.
^ rill give reduced rates—one and three-fifths
* are for the round trip—good from August 24th
Comrades are requested to
3 27th inclusive.
^ orward to the Secretary the names of deceasd members that they can be reported. Water^ ille offers good facilities to get to and from
ae Reunion.
Only a few more. Silas Adams
9th Me.

■K
S'

1

IU lie

P'

]

Wonderful for pastry, too, and just

as good
and
bread.
rolls
hot
for biscuits,
Goes farther—a help in household econoniv
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

l|

I

I

;

^^^^^William Tell Flour^^.
I

Xcffl

Ijl'iic^j

0

Mrs. Richard Ayer of Rockland is passing a £ ecy.
weeks in town, the guest of Hoo. and |
The 11th Maine. The 44th annual reunion
Irs. L. C. Morse.
Walter Young and family motored to Water- c f the llth Maine Regimental Association will
ille Sunday and spent the day with his half- * e held in Portland, Sept. 8th and 9th, with
eadquarters in the West End Hotel. The pro1 rother, who resides there.
ram will be as follows:
Wednesday, 10 30 a.
Mrs. Maud Hurd and son Mark, who have
l. Business meeting to read reports, appoint
* een visiting friends in town for the past two
c ommittees, and read the roll of honor.
2,20
reeks, returned to Pittsfield last week.
To listen to reports of committees,
m.
Clyde Wilkins, principal of the Liberty High € lect officers, read letters from absent comchool last year, and now assistant commis- t ades, and such other business as may come
^ ioner of agriculture, was in town last Saturp. 7.30 p. m. Camp fire, to which all com( BT7 nallinrr r\r» fi.iAn,la
ades and their ladies, Ladies of the W. C. R.,
Mr. and Mrs. Dodd of Boston, who had been 1 idies of the G. A. R. Circle, Daughters of
quests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peck at their 1 reterans, Sons of Veterans and their auxiliary,
ottage for several days, returned to their * nd also Spanish War Veterans, are invited,
( ummer home in Topsham last week.
'hursday, Sept. 9. A general good time,

|

Miss Katherine Walker, who has been passng several days at her home here, returned to
West Park, New York, last week. She was accompanied by her cousin, Master Cristie Bryan
>f St. Louis.

.,

Mr. and Mrs. Bantom and daughter of Boston, who have been passing a week in town
with Mr. Bantom’s mother, Mrs. Frank Sanford, returned home Saturday. Mr. Bantom is
an the editorial staff of The Youth’s Com-

panion.
WHITE'S CORNER

(Winterport.)

Mrs. C. H. Libby and Miss Louise visited
Mrs. Emily Parsons in Swanville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith of Newburg visited Mrs. C. W. Nealley last Thursday.
Mrs. Lizzie Clements and son Paul of Lynn,
are guests of her sister, Mrs. E. C.
Clement.

Maas.,

Professor and Mrs. Wm. Stone of Exeter,
N. H., are spending a few weeks at the home
of C. B. Jewett.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Knowlton and party of

Newburg motored
were

to

Winterport Sunday

and

callers at R. L. Clements.

Mrs. Carrie Btfrgess of Dover, N. H„ who
has been the guest of E. C. Clement and family, returned to her home recently.

^ rd, New York;

J

__.

1
1 loat

lines.

The annual Starrett and
•
Ipear reunion will be held at Reunion grove,
Starrett-Spear.

19th.

Clements. The twenty-second annual rcinion of the Clements family will be held
rhursday, Aug. 19th, at Odd Fellows’ hall
ilonroe.
Bisbee-Waltz. The annual reunion of the
Bisbee and Waltz families will be held at the
loraeof J. E. Benner, Warren, August 19th.
[f stormy next fair day.
Bisbee-Waltz. The annual reunion of the
Bisbee and Waltz families will be held at the
home of J. E. Benner, Warren, Uaine. August
19th. If stormy, next fair day.
The annual reunion of the
;Smalley.
Smalley family will be held with Ur. and Urs.
Shepard Smalley at their home in Smallburg,
August 18th, If stormy, next fair day.
Starbett-Spear. The annual Stsrrett and
Spear reunion will be held at Reunion Grove,
Warren, August 19th. According to the vote
taken two years ago, no printed invitations
are to be sent out.
Hills.

-and-

Home

ood and Miss Louise Osgood,Rockland, Mass.;
nd these guests from Maine; Mrs.
Eugene
1 lale, Congressman and Mrs. John A.
Peters,
^ Lrs. Andrew P. Wiswell, Ellsworth; Mr, and*
Irs. Albert Peirce, Hayward Peirce and Robert
j eirce, Frankfort; William Williamson and
I Albert Williamson, Augusta; Mr. and Mrs.
1 :alph P. Carle ton, Rockport.
The bride is a member of the exclusive
hakespeare Club and has long been Drominent
Bangor society. She has been, also, keenly
i iterested in social betterment
work, and for
wo years she studied in the Boston School for
J ocial Workers, She was
very successful,durJ ig two summers, in supervising the Bangor
j laygrrounds and she has been active in many
f Drms of charitable endeavor. The
groom is a
raduate of Princeton, class of 1907, and is asaciated with his father in business.
They will be at home in Williamsport after
I lov. 1.—Bangor News.

The annual reunion of the Hills

family will be held August 25,1816, at F. P.
Bennett’s, Liberty, Uaine, All members and
connections are invited to attend. If stormy,
the reunion will be held the first fair day.

Miss Hazel Goodwin of Passadumkeag, a
schoolmate at Hebron academy of Miss Barbara Conant, visited her last week.

Norton. The annual reunion of the Norton
family will be held at the home of Fred NorAll
ton in Palermo Saturday, August 21st.
relatives and friends of the family are cordially invited. Picnic dinner. Eva Norton Ripey, secretary. South Uootville.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hebard were passengers
on Tuesday'a boat for Boston. They will visit
in Southbridge and other places before their
return to Maine.

Hills. The annual reunion of the Hills
family will be held August 25th at F. P. Bennatt’a. Liberty. All members and connectiona
If stormy weather, the
are invited to attend.
reunion will be held the first fair day;

Everything

..

Received

Poland

daily fresh

from the

bakery.

Spring and Mineral Waters

V.

A. A. HOWES & CO..
Groceries,

Drugs,
—

Trloo
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms, Worm Fever.2,
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.2.
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.2
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.
Headache, Sick Headache, Vert irro.2
.2
Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.
Croup, lloarse Cough, Laryngitis.2
Salt Khcum, Eruptions.2 :

■■

'■

1

■

Medicines

...

n

■_

=^——7

-rr

FOR

W- A. HALL

Rheumatism, Lumbago.2

Fever and Ague, Malaria .2"
Files, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 22
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head..
Whooping Couch.V
Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
Kidney Disease.25
Kcrvoua Debility, Vital Weakness .J.CC
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.2
feore Throat, Quinsy.2.‘

Clarion

astern Bar Steamboat Go.
every

week day

as

Heating

Ranges.

67 Church

COMMENCING

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
STMR. GOLDEN ROD
run

r

CONTRACTOR.

HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corm
ITllllam and Ann Streets.New York.

Will

and

Plumbing

DIRECT LINE

Street,

Maine.

Belfast,

follows:

Leave Brooksville, 6 45 a. m.; Castine, 7.00 a
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arve in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Belist, 8.30 a m.
Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p m; Castine 2.00 p
n ; Warren’s Landing, 2.20 p m, in time for
oat to Boston and give people about 2 hours
>r shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Belist, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
C astine and Brooksville.
;

Watches,
of. and be

W. M.

CONNECTIONS

Clocks
sure

THAYER,

Jeweler,

to take passengers

or

freight

to any

24

COOMBS BROS. Managara.

For Sale

Oliver Sulky Plows
-AT-

JA0K80N &HALL'8. i

■■toi
-a

_

^»
l

let
They will tell

you to use E.
in the BeBt Equipped

!J

*

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufaetui
ne
Factory in the Country at Belfast, Ma

JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUENTS.

;

|

y6ur crop^diecide

THE COE-MORT1MER COMPANY, NEU

Farm For Sale
Consisting of 120 acres of fertile soil, not
rocky; splendid hay and potato land; timber
and wood enough to pay entire cost; beautiful
buildings and an elegant home.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing unof law. Address
der penalty
F
F. E. ELKINS.
tf9
131 Eureka Street,
San Francisco, Californa

at the special price of

$39.00

^

on

rom

of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
Ring up 79-14

Phoenix Row.

Washington street just off Main street. 1 have >
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. \ou
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. I’r
Is situated

\ lay,

sanding

Jewelry

Livery, Boarding & Transient Si

Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
barren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
'apley, Brooksville.

1 >art

and

to have your work done by

PRESTON’S”

AGENTS

Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
] save Castine at 2.00 p m for Belfast, giving
> bout 2 hours to shop.
Returning, leave Bel*
ast at 5.00 o’clock p m. These excursions have
lways been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
1 )eMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Varren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s

YOUR

BUY

fill be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
nd from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
g nd from Boston.
Steamer Islesboro to and
i rom Camden. After July 4, connection Sunays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for
\ barren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
[ rooksville. Sunday service will be discont inued if not profitable.

,

Vegetables

TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.

f7 La Crippe—Grip.zt
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.

n

and

Ward’s Bread and Cake

HUMPHREYS’

1
2
3
4
7
8
9
] O
] 3
4
] 5
6
]7
9
SO
!1
17
18
!0
14

L
L

and Fancy Groceries.

Staple

IN THEIR SEASON.

Free Medical Book—in ceiearatlon of sixty years we have
sublished a revised edition of
3r. Humphreys’ Manual of all
( liseases, giving in minute detail
1 he
care
and
treatment
of
1 he
sick With
Humphreys'
Remedies.

^

Supplies

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE,

!

^

in

Fruits

■

FAMILY REUNIONS.

iVarren, August

Camp, Cottage

Allen,

Mrs. Richard C. Cabot, Mr, and
$ Irs Richard Dow, Mrs. Margaret J. Stannard
{ lias Katherine French, Miss Ada
Williamson,
F Irs. Hayward Cushing and Miss Helen Cushig, Boston; Mrs. Thomas L. Painter, Pitts
urgh; Francis G. Allison, Providence; Mr. and
Irs. Ruel Beach, Cambridge; Miss Dorothy
^ liedringhaus, St. Louis; Miss Eleanor Webs1 it; Miss Adelaide Cutler, Brookline; Mrs. Os-

I

ew

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Norton of Howard, R.
who nave been passing a vacation of two
Emily Herriman has recovered from her I weeks in town, returned last week. Mr. and
illness and is going to Temple Heights to pass
Mrs. Norton made the journey from Howord
the summer. Her sister Mary is to accompany
n their auto.

_

FOR FLETCHER’S

1 ive.

days.

mud.

Children Cry

Mrs. Betsey Colson and daughter Susie have
Camden on a visit.

j ;one to

Misses r.iarian and Mildred Robwere recent guests of G. H. Page

The dance at Comet Grange hall Wednesday
salboro.
evening, July 28th, was well attended, and
Hoeing is almost an impossibility. As one
proved to be a thoroughly good time.
farmer expressed it a “cat with bog shoes on
Mrs. Herbert Maddocas and two children of cou Idn’t walk across
my garden without getting
Brooks

og

Mrs, Laura Ricker’s sister Mary is here
Mrs. Iva Taylor has gone to Bailey’s Island, j rom Texas on a visit,
where she is employed in a boarding house.
|
Miss Myrtle Hartly and friend and little
Merriam Perry has returned to Belfast after ; amie Grant have been to Montville on a visit,
a visit with his aunt, Mrs. Harrison Hawkes.
Miss Bertha Barteaux, who has a position in
Harrison McAlmon of Rockland is visiting \ he Bangor hospital, is at home on a vacation.
his uncle, Harry Pease, and driving his autoFarmers are having a discouraging time
mobile.
f etting their hay. Quite a lot has been out
Roy Taylor has returned to Westboro, Mass., < uring the rainy weather.
after a visit of two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Palmer, his housekeeper and Mrs.
L. A Taylor.
] iaura Palmer have been at his cottage in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bills have returned to ] iorthport for a few days.
Portland after a visit of two weeks with
Mr. Elwell from Florida is visiting his sisfriends in this and adjoining towns.
f er, Mrs. Sarah Fogg, who is 85 years old, and
^ cards with Mrs. Laura Ricker.
Mrs. Charles Bills, Mrs. Bills’ mother,
There were no services at the church last
Mrs. Wentworth, and Miss Mildred Wentworth visited at the Girls’ Home in Belfast » unday as the minister. Rev, Mr. Moore, sec1 etary of the Baptist organization, did not arrecently.

Arnold Turner is building

Continuous fog and rain have nearly put a
stop to haying, and how the lowland grass can
be secured is as much of a conundrum as has
been the sanity of Harry Thaw.

Mr.

was a

The Boy Scout Troop, No. 1, Rev. W, L
Sykes, leader, hiked to the summit of Jones’
mountain Saturday, where they bivouacked
for the night.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Ripley, Charles

Boston is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. M. E Pitman.
Asa Jones and wife of Jackson were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Hamm.
Mrs. Dora

Inez Boyd from Massachusetts is visitrelatives in town.

Mias

Edith Morton of Farmington is visiting
Mrs. Emeline Gushee.
Newcomb of Belfast
of Miss Annie McLain.

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the j
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the i
family or a splendid big rich one for i

[

REGIMENTAL REUNIONS.

I >e celebrated at

Mildred Wentworth.

Miss

Miss Susan

_

MONROE.

the guest of Miss

enjoyed.

Refreshments of ice cream and assorted cake
were served at the close of the afternoon,

I

_

Miss

F. E. Harding of Brewer spent the weekend with bis

I

.‘nf 2

a

PROSPECT.

gor,

|

I Makes Cakes Like This!

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

frankfort and marshmallow roast, Frilay evening on the shore of the lake ^t Pine
^.cres, her summer home, after which dancing
ras enjoyed at the
cottage. The guests conisted of a party of 36 friends and relatives.

^ rave

APPLETON.
is

^

j

loved.

Guy Tingley of Houlton

jJj*

^

|

"»^"

/*•*

j

Knowlton, the community has susTo live near her was a
tained
privilege, tor she gave of her sweetness, gentleness and helpfulness largely to others in

she

b^w I

|pwn pwn

j

distinct Iobs.

ministration, always ready to do for the sick
and suffering and possessing heartfelt sympathy for another’s woe. Though her life work
was not long, her fine example, her womanly
counsel will live long in the hearts of those

Her

nir^ia

^

discouraging
are getting on very slowly with it.
death of our friend and neighbor,

Mrs. Eli
a

iruiu,

bbiiii

WL.W

NO PAYMENT !N ADVANCE

Great weather for gardens and
for the

wnu

cic^c,

1*1

[or

Mr. Watt spoke at the schoolhouse July
25th and a meeting was appointed for August
1st, but he was called away.
crops, but

the broad

j

Wilton is visiting her cousin, Mrs.
Hugh Buzzell, in Swanville for a few days.
Mr. Cummings had an ill turn July 31st, but
has rallied and is more comfortable at the
Helen

Mrs. C. B. Merriam of Poor’s Mills, Belfast,
was a visitor at her brother’s, D. O. Bowen,
last week.

frfrfl

with Turkish rugs.
A reception followed, those in the receiving
in addition to the bridal couple, being
UNITY.
E. N. Bartlett spent the week-end with his tine,
Mr. and Mrs. Mellen C. Peirce, Mr. and Mrs
son, W. J. Bartlett, at Camp Etna and was
Prank H. McCormick and the Misses Jane and
J. A. Adams purchased a Ford touring car
joined there by E. W. Bartlett and family of Charlotte Roberts. The guests on passing
;he
Saturday.
receiving line were directed to the
Pittsfield and C. E. Bartlett and family.
spacious gardens at the right, where refreshThe Misses Carrie and Fanny Lander of Mednents were served at many little tables.
Mrs. Elizabeth Robbins, Mrs. A. R, Wellman
At
way, Mass., were the week-end guests of their aad
C. H. Libby went to Orono July 28th to be f o’clock every light throughout the house
vas flashed on, and opportunity was afforded
aunt, Mrs. G. A. Stevens,
present at the funeral services of Miss Maran inspection of the wedding gifts, which
Blanche Morton of Brookline, Mass., is visit- garet Ames, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. B. C.
illed an entire room—a wonderfully elaborate
1 >nd richly beautiful display.
ing her aunt, Mrs. J. O. Pilisbury. She arrived Ames of that town.
SHORTHAND
BUSINESS
TE1 E( pAP),
The bride and groom left to take the 8 o’clock
Monday afternoon.
T
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York entertained the
rain for the west, their destination not being
\X!
Mrs. Albert Nickerson and daughter Dorothy
*
We
recogmze“the purchasers right
br
Following party at dinner Sunday: Mr. and 1 :iven, and then the guests streamed to their tion of the
)f Lowell, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Nickerson’s Mrs.
goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. N
Lewis White and daughters Beatrice and 1 undreds of carriages and automobiles, which New
England has faith enough in you or itself to allow this. Full satisfacti.
tretched for blocks in
direction. Each
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Adams.
Margaret and Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Bussey of ^ uest.upon leaving the every
PORTLAND
BANGOR
residence, was presentMrs, C. L, Whitten recently returned home West Winterport, and Mr. and Mrs. K. L. « d a piece of wedding cake.
'rom Malden, Mass., where she was called i Elements and daughter Barbara.
Guests from out of town, in addition to those
lentioned.were Mr. and Mrs. S T! McCormick
sometime ago, by the death of an aunt.
Mrs. M. A. Haley was hostess for the LaT. McCornmick, 3rd, Dr. and Mrs. Horace
A resident reports that the surprising numlies Club last Saturday afternoon. Five ta- * 1. McCormick, Mrs. Henry McCormick and
Palter Plankenhorn of Williamsport; Mr. and
>er of 225 automobiles passed through this
)les were arranged for whist and the usual
j Irs. uharles E. Hamlin, Miss Louise
dace between sunrise and sunset, Sunday.
time spent at the game, after which music F liss Sara Hamlin, Miss Charlotte Hamlin,
Hopkins,
lr. and Mrs. Spencer Waters, Thomas
Mrs. Horace F. Chase of New Haven, Conn., ind other
features were

fhp

-■»

hay remains uncut and much of that secured
is badly damaged by rain and fog.

upon

caught by an orange wreath, and
a bouquet of white iris.
An orchestra, led by Ha rold C. Sawyer, and
concealed behind a bank of shrubbery, played
Mendelssohn’s Wedding March.
The groom, attended by Horace Wilson of
Kentucky, was waiting at the imptovised
altar—a giant pine, which in the setting sun
was silhouetted against a background of velvet green.
Then the ceremony was performed by Rev. L. Walter Lott of St. John’s Episcopal church, and in the course of it Dr. Richard C. Cabot of Boston sang If With All Your
Hearts, from the oratorio of Elijah The
bride and groom knelt upon a divan covered

WALDO STATION.

and his sister, Mrs. E.
!
Sidney Johnson lost a valuable animal a few
D. Eldred, who have visited here for several
weeks ago.
weeks, left for Boston July 30th.
Mr. F. E. Littlefield, who has been sick
Farmers are getting almost discouraged with the grip, is now better.

George

was

veil being
she carried

claimi

Phil

Sunday.

ceremony

the lane thus cut between the brilliant groups
Df wedding guests, the bridal procession made
its way. It was preceded by the ushers—Hay*
lord Peirce of Paris, a brother of the bride, Dr.
Lester Adams of Bangor, Dr. John B. Nutt
and William C. McCormick of Williamsport,
Clarence C. Stetson and Albert Peirce of New
York, and John C, Cutler, Jr., of Brookline,
Mass.
Then came the bridesmaids. Miss
dusanne Allison of Providence, Miss Dorothy
Ayer of Bangor, and the Misses Margaret and
Katherine Peirce of Frankfort; the maid of
honor, Miss Susan P. Ryerson of Chicago, and
the bride on the arm of her father.
lhe bridesmaids were gowued uniformly in
pale yellow chiffon, and they carried trays of
yellow roses, mignonette and garden flowers.
The maid of honor, who also wore yellow
chiffon, carried a basket of roses and mignonette. The bride was charming in
white
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HALLDALE.

The

grounds of the Peirce estate, and waB one of
beautiful, elaborate and impressive
Bver solemnized in Bangor.
It was promptly at 6 o'clock that white rib*
bons were strung from the house to a big pine
st the upper part of the grounds; and through

days in Bangor.
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Mrs. Florence Thompson is spending
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Saturday evening. July 81st, to
Frederick Culver McC<wmick of Williamsport,
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Flour

is

Cheaper

Get our pricea before you buy. We are agenta
for Stott’a Peerleaa and Stott’s Fancy Patent.

RERRY’SCASH MARKET.
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Notice is hereby given
Book No. 14,919. issued by ttu“'■
lost and application has been
cate book according to laws
Tr^*,"
new books.
WILMER J. DOhMA'

Belfast, July 27, 1916.-3«30
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Forest Fire Protection.
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party’s identity

In the pine or hard wood
forests of the south, the chief damage is
oerland has been converted into a bar- !
the repeated killing of young growth.
ren waste, the farmers usually have to
This is severe, because the young growth
move out.
There are parts of the Unithas a very great future value, and upon
ed States in which cultivation of the soil
it depends the permanency of the lumber
has ended with the cessation of
i'luui

“for

It makes little difference

what the leaders of the party may vote
to do. The membership of the party has
gone back to the Republican ranks.

administration

continues to run

I

efforts to induce early payments of income taxes and by urging
prompt remittances by collectors, the

strenuous

Congress
revision

as

a

means to

help

dicate no fundamental

changes

a

of heart

to

them—and they hope, by

activity, by
with

no

a

formal

real intent in

country that
of

the

show of

change cf policy,
it, to convince the

Democratic party is

s

i unimportant. The country has already
passed its judgment. No Democratic
Administration, garbed in the stolen
gaining ground clothes of Republicanism, can deceive
of the best types have the bell
anybody now. They couldn’t do it even
short way below the elbow and if they were sincere.
a
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College, Lewiston. Maine

Connecting Eggemoggin Reach with Belfast
“The

being saved by coast guards. The
M. V. B. Chase was a' three-masted
schooner of 380 tons, net, built at Bath
in 1882, and hailed from New York.

men

Biggest Little City in Maine.”
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death of his wife he had resided with his

Fred A. Tarbox, fish and game warden,
on a recent trip along the Maine coast
picked up more than 3000 short lobsters.
He found many “hides” and some of the

daughter, Mrs. Blair, who gave him during his illness the tender care that only
He spent
a loving daughter can give.

close of their engagement on Wednesday
night for Swan’s Island and are en route
for West Quoddy.

important trimming
k fot
bears
Your Brain Must Have Pure Blood.
buttons are increasingly favor- Always
several months in California last winter
I j
the
Pr,rl 3dk
with his son, returning by the way of
No more important physiological discovery
bindings and cordings are an Signature of
lobsters were smaller than any previous Chicago, where he visited his daughter, has ever been made than that the brain rettBnt part of the garniture of most
It is estia due supply of pure blood.
“shorts” seen by him. They were, it is Mrs. Libby. His health, which had not quires
fr°cks. in fact this season must
A Hen and Duck Competition.]
been the best for somexime, failed ra- mated that this organ receives as much as
of all the blood that is sent from
one-tenth
teckoned as preeminently a silk seasaid, to have been sent to Boston.
pidly after his return to Massachusetts. the heart—a great, deal more than any other
A hen belonging to Larry Gingrass
and the
The remains were accompanied by Mr.
popularity of this cltws of
organ of the body. If the vitality of the
read the local that appeared in
evidently
106 i:1ds
and Mrs. Blair, Capt. Daniel Nichols blood is impaired, the blood then affords the
fair to continue.
Our Advice Is:
The Press a short time ago, referring to
W.
F.
of
and
and
Mrs.
Black
x
brain an imperfect stimulus and there is menSearBport,
When you feel out of sorts from constiBotfom Straws and Velvet Hats. the duck Larry has that laid an egg every
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith.Mrs. Howard tal and physical langusr, sluggishness or inacv
pation, let us say that if
day. This hen probably got a little jealHanson and James Smith of Newport tivity.
kretty, if a bit overdone, is the ous and thought that she would beat that
Pure blood is blood that is free from huthe funeral.
were in town to attend
'or the
is healthy blood, and the term pure
if
she
duck
could. So one day recently
After the service by the pastor the mors, it
ppen weave straw hats tba
blood as it is generally used means blood that
st the
she got busy and laid an egg that conMasons held a burial service in the is not'
cane weaving in a chair seat.
not relieve you, see a physician,
do
only right in quality but also in quan
^
tained three yolks. We are wondering
because no other home remedy will.
church, instead of at the grave, on ac- tity flood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure, rich
Bilow the hair to
01
advantage,
what
the
duck
will
do
now—The
Woodcount
of
the
He
was
the
rain.
fci <t
red blood. This is one of the great truthi
placed by
Sold only by us, 10 cents.
with linings of tulle or chiffon, land Press.
J
side of bis wife in the family (lot.
g
about this great medicine.
■ejots
are an

YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who desire

Dentist,

Maine Central has a Surplus.
Despite decreases in the revenues the
Maine Central’B income balance deficit
of $314,700 for the year ending with
June, 1914, was transformed into a income balance surplus of $20,384, for the
year ending June, 1915. This is shown
by the annual report of the Maine Central’s operations, just made public.
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PAPULE

independence, should take our Courses as the first step to responsible positions as
stenographers, bookkeepers, private secretaries and as employees of the State and
United States Government
through Civil Service appointment, Short and Special
K
Courses for teachers and advanced
pupils.

of Congress was repeatedly called to the
necessity of giving formal approval to
The Belfast-Brooklin
Co.
the law formerly enacted and that withPortland, Aug. 4. After a long and
There are other regions where the sta- out that approval the
appropriation tedious passage of 33 days from New
STEAMER
-‘ANNA
BELLE,”
bility of local agriculture is absolutely would lapse and be no longer available j Orleans the four-masted schooner Franfor forest fire protection.
In spite pf ces M., was towed into the harbor yesJames E. Staples, Master.
bound up with forest protection. This
Captain
this warning, however, the Democrats terday afternoon. She has a cargo of
is strikingly true in parts of the Appaneglected to include the necessary pro- 26,000 railroad ties. Capt. Hagen re- On and after August 9,1915, will make daily trips. Sunday excepted
lachian mountains of the East; it is no vision in the law this year.
ports a fairly good run up the coast,
The result is that during the next fall | reaching Vineyard Haven on July 22nd, Leave Brookl.n. 5 45 A.M. Leave Belfast.... 130 P. M.
less true in many of the national forest
W arren’s Landing. 1 30
6 (10
Sedewick
and winter, when the danger from for- and after lying there four days resumed
regions of the West.
6 15
Ryder's Cove. 3 00
Deer Isle
est fires is at the maximum, the
protec- her voyage on the 26th, since which time
Hughes’ Point. 3 30
Sargentville. 6 25
A few years ago, continues the arti- tion that would have been afforded under she has been hung up along the coast by
4 00
Cape Rosier.
South Brooksville. 7 00
reason
of
the
dense
the
Weeks
anchored
law
will
either be lost or
Louth Brooksville. 4 30
fog, being
cle, more than a hundred farmers in MonCape Rosier. 7 30
515
must be provided for in some other way. for five days off Cape Cod.
8
00
Sargentville.
Hughes Point.
tana petitioned against the then proposAnother badly delayed schooner makDeer Isle. 5 30
Ryder’s Cove. 8 30
5 45
ed elimination of their section from the
Sedgwick..
FRANKFORT NEWS OF 1859.
ing port Tuesday was the three-master
Warren's Landing. 9 00
Arrived
Brooklin, about.b 00 P. M.
00
A.
M.
Charlotte T. Sibley, coal laden, and Arrived Belfast, about.10
Kootenai National Forest. Its eliminabound from New York to St. John, N.
with
tion they knew, from the history of adTo the Editor of The Journal. I
Cape Rozier and Eggemoggin; Flag Landings. Connection at Belfast;
B., she having been nearly two weeks in
M. C. R. R. for Bangor, Portland & Boston, E. S. S3. Co., for Camden, Rockland
jacent land outside the forest, would am sending you a few items taken from getting thus far on the passage. Capt.
and Boston. Steamer Islesboro for Camden and Bucksport.
mean that it would at once be taken up a
paper published by Hon. Fred Atwood Hutchinson says in his sea going experiPassenger Fares
ence of 50 years he never encountered
by timber speculators and lumber com- some years ago. Perhaps you would like
Return ticket
One way
such continued foggy weather as has
good 30 days.
panies to be held for years without de- to give them space in The Journal.
prevailed on this trip. For days at a
From Brooklin to Belfast.$.75.$1 25
Albertie George.
time the fog was so dense that he could
velopment. They knew also that if this
125
.75.
Sedgwick to
came about, neighbors could not be obhardly see the length of the vessel, and
.75. 125
Deer Isle to
VVinterport, Aug. 3, 1915.
125
the greatest caution had to be observed
.75.
Sargentville to
tained or road and schools be developed
in order to avoid collision. Some rough
South Brooksville to Belfast.....75. 1 00
the
1 00
Frankfort
in the county as rapidly as if the land [From
Picayune Jan. 11, 1859.] weather was also
Cape Rozier to Belfast.66...
experienced, several
Frankfort Mills. No cars have ar- of the schooner’s sails being split, and
Hughes Point to Belfast.50.. 7o
remained under government control, by
^
Ryders Cove to Belfast.50.
rived from Aroostook—expected every she will he
which the portions really more suitable
obliged to refit here before
Warren's Landing to Belfast.25.
moment.
out of
in proceeding.
(Sarcasm;
place
for agriculture than for forest purposes these
Landing at Belfast, Mclntire’s Wharf, foot of Main street.
times.)
at reasonable rates.
Prompt attention given to all kinds of freight and merchandise,
would in time be entered by permanent
A surgical operation was performed TIRED, ACHING MUSCLES RELIEVED
j
General
L.
COOPER,
Manager.
RALPH
under
the
settlers
Forest Homestead on Miss M. J. S. of Stcckton Jan 4th
by
Hard work, over-exertion, mean, stiff, soro
4.ct.
Drs. Wm. Henderson of Bucksport,
Tyler Thayer and Chas. Abbott of Frank- muscles. Sloan's Liniment lightly applied, a
In 1911, an association of Colorado fort
(now Montville.) The patient is do- little quiet, and your soreness disappears like
farmers, who irrigated their farms with ing well. We believe this is the third magic. “Nothing ever helped like your Sloan's
Lin.ment. I can never thank you enough,"
water from the North Platte river, sent operation of the kind ever performed in
Maine, and much credit is due Dr.Thayer writes one grateful user. St-ips suffering,
in urgent request to the government to
in the present case for his judicious adaches and pains. An excellent counter-irri■estrict timber cutting on the North ministration of
ether, the patient being lant, better and cleaner than mustard. All
Platte watershed, so that, as far as pos- under the full influence of the anesthetic
Druggists, 25c. Get a bottle today. Penesible, high spring freshets could be pre- about two and one quarter hours.
trates without rubbing.
BELFAST, MAINE.
vented and more water made available
RECENT DEATHS.
for irrigation during the summer months,
New Steamers for the Amencan-Hawaiian Practice in ail Courts.
Probate practice
when the crops were most in need. They
When Mrs. Robert P. Stewart of RichI have recently taken the Sennott
Company.
|2tf
specialty.
said that they relied upon the national
went
to
her
call
mond, Me.,
father,ThomPost Graduate Course in the New
forest, within which the watershed lay, as Merriman, Tuesday morning, Aug. 3d,
The officials of the American-Hawaiian
Improved Method of Correctable
she
found
he
had
the
died
during
night.
to ensure a steady flow of water tor their
Steamship Company have announced
Mr. Merriman was born in Richmond 80 that the first of three new steamers unImpressions, with the mouth closed,
crops.
years ago. At the age of 16 he went to der construction will be completed by
originated by Dr. Greene.
He followed the sea for 22 years. Dec. 1st. The vessels are being built by
The national forests, says the article, sea.
If you are having any difficulty with
and
delivered
at
Sand
gravel
besides being the American farmer’s In 1864 he enlisted in the 24th Maine the Maryland Steel Company at Sparand served during the remain- rows Point. The first is the
Regiment
your present set of teeth. I can
a
Floridan,
most valuable source of wood, which is dei
of the war.
His daughter, Mrs. freighter of 4,000 net tonnage, 414 feet a reasonable price.
guarantee absolute satisfaction.
the chief building material for rural pur- Stewart is the
only near relative who long, 53 feet beam and 31 feet depth of
M.
CHAS.
survives.
HALL,
are
also
his
most
valuable
source
hold. The next, the Artisan, will be
poses,
By this method I can furnish you a
on March 1, 1916, and the Aborean
of water, both for irrigation and domesready
that gives the life-like appearplate
Ave
searsport
Capt. Reuben Collins, formerly of on May 1st. The steamers will be ad- Tel. 306
tic use. In the West, they afford him a North
ance of the Natural Teeth.
Bucksport, died Aug. 3d, in Nor- ded to the company’s fleet plying beprotected grazing range for his stock; wood, Mass.
Capt. Collins retired from tween Pacific coast ports. New York and
Mo mouth too difficult to fit.
sea many years ago and was a faBoston.
they are the best insurance against flood the
mous old-time ship-master sailing fine
to
his
his
Consultation solicited.
his
fields,
damage
buildings,
craft in the foreign trade in the palmy
He’s in a Wreck.
bridges, his roads, and the fertility of days of the American merchant marine
I am prepared to do all'kinds of trucking.
his soil. The national forests cover the and was regarded as highly capable and
“I stand squarely upon the Baltimore Furniture and
successful. He ii survived by one daughpiano moving a specialty.
declared
at
Wm.
J.
Bryan
ter, Mrs. Walter Partridge of Norwood, platform,”
Leave orders at the stable, corner of Main
ranges, the Cascades, the Pacific Coast Mass., and one sister, Mrs. Margaret San Francisco.
Remember the promises in that plat- and Cross streets, and they will receive J
ranges, and a large part of the forested Stubbs of South Brewer. The remains
Masonic Temple. Room 5, Belfast.
coast and islands of Alaska; some of the were brought to Bucksport and funeral form?
prompt attention. Telephone connection.
Eliminate the high cost of living.
services were held in the church at North
W. W. BLAZO,
hilly regions in Montana and in the DaBust the trusts by reducing the tariff.
Bucksport Friday.
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
kotas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, and limNo Panama canal tolls for American
coastwise
ited areas in Minnesota, Michigan, Florships.
The remains of Deacon Stephen B.
Protection of life and property of
ida and Porto Rico. In addition, land is Smith,who died July 31st at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. James L. Blair, in Americans residing abroad.
now being purchased for national forEconomy in public expenditures.
Somerville., arrived, Aug. 2nd. at Sandyests in the White Mountains of New
If Mr. Bryan is standing on that platpoint and the funeral was held at the
7 Whitechester Brood Sows, 1 year
Eye-Sight Specialist
England and in the southern Appalach- church, conducted by Rey. A. E. Beau- form he is in the midst of a lot of very
smashed pieces of political timber.
old.
ians. In regions so widely scatter d, mont. Mr. Smith was born in Stockton badly
OF
THE
79 years ago, one of a family of seven —National Republican.
I Thoroughbred Whitechester Boar,
agricultural and torest conditions neces- boys, only one of whom, Ithiel Smith of
BUYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
The Belfast Schooner Isa L.
sarily differ to a great degree, bringing rainier,in.,is now living, in ibob ne was
eligible for registry.
Emeline
Porter of
about corresponding differences in the married to Mary
4.
The schooner Isa 44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine 10 Pigs and Shoats,
Camden,
Aug.
who
two
passed away
years
effect of the national forests on the ag- Searsport,
Belfast accompanied the sloop
FERGUSON POULTRY FARM,
ago. He leaves three children, Mrs. L., of
OFFICE DAYS/ MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS
ricultural interests of the various locali- Lelia
this week.
Libby of Chicago, 111., Mrs. Mary yacht Quickstep to Camden
a
colored
troupe
ties.
Wherever agriculture can be Blair of Somerville, Mass., and Lauris- The Southern Follies,
->1
Tfil
—rrn—
\.I7"
\\ ^ff7=^=:
the Camden Opera
which are
practiced, however, the farmer is direct- ton Smith of California; seven grand- House for playing
on
the
live
three
nights,
and five great grandchildren.
children,
ly benefited by the existence of national Mr. Smith was loved and
is the manager
respected by schooner. W. C. Crane
forests and by their proper manage- all who knew him. He had been a dea- of the minstrels and Capt.George Carter
con of the church for several years and of Belfast is in command. His son, Leroy
ment.
Carter, is the musical director of the
was a member of Pownal Lodge, F. &
Seizure of
Short Lobsters.
A. M., of Stockton Springs. Since the company. The company leave here at the
___*. u
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over
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TRUCKING

1'he

English Woolens Promised.
English woolens are promised much
l'or ar‘d
English homespuns, friezes,
apd the like are being imported
for plain tailored costumes,
Boston & Maine Makes a Gain.
'smoother surfaced cloths, and velvet
Increased passenger and freight rates
8,1 i
wools, such as velours, dovetyn and decreased operating cost on the BosEhtaimc are ready in beautiful dyes, ton & Maine railroad for the year ending
June 30th, were responsible according to
surely share with broadcloth and the report of President Hustis for a gain
honors for more elegant street over 1914 of nearly two million dollars.
The deficit for the year was $334,462
compared with $2,044,742 in 1914. PresBraid Trimmings.
ident Hustis points out that the gain
'-rimmings are used effectively was obtained without neglecting mainte*'.*
11
and chiffon cloth, carrving nance of way or equipment.
fail for the combination of heavy
t materials.
Braid bindings are
le not
only in tailored wear but on
dresses.
18re combinations of two fabrics are
For Infants and Children

4

For Sale

continuance in power. Their
shift of policy comes late, reluctant and

worthy

%

MEN AND WOMEN who want to succeed and to accomplish the most of which they are capable, will find our commercial
training, the means
of increased earning power.

Attorney at Law,

cvcijmuif,
a

;

New York, Aug. 4. Sch. M. V. B.
Chase, Cheverie, N. S., for Norfolk,
with plaster rock, foundered off Scotland
lightship ini the southeast gale today.
Capt. Tuttle and a Swedish sailor, named E. Moran, were lost, the other four
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“improvements” in the South than on a
battleship. They care no more for outraged American women and murdered
American men and pillagedAmerican property in Mexico than they ever did. And
as for a high tariff, it is to them as abhorrent a thought now as ever. Demo-
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the Democratic leaders would even now
rather spend ten millions on creek
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the part of the Administration or of the
Democratic party. In their inmost souls
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nation,
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withdrawal of the
woods-workers went the farmers’ market for meats, vegetables, hay and grain.
because

One of the largest and best
equipped Poultry Farms
New England.
Situated on Northport Avenue, only
one mile from Belfast Postoffice
Square, and commanding
a beautiful view of the
bay, its location is ideal. Has a
splendid dwelling house, with hot and cold water, set
tubs and bath, spacious stable,
laying house 524 feet long
brooder House 24x126, with
capacity of 6,000 chicks, 33
colony houses, 46 acres of land under high state of cultivation. Capitally adapted for a combined
Poultry and
Truck Gardening Farm.
To be sold at once at a bargain.
Apply at
*n

«
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sion, and the vague whisperings of tariff

newer way, also Italian in
*“• is to cover the lower arm with a
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ling activity in behalf of national defence,
the renewed rumors of something to be
done in Mexico, the intimations that
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The vast change that has of late come
the Democratic policies, the bust-

cuff of it, that the shape is
..ntinue for some time as the
•tervanvo note in sleeve fashions.
Ml shaped sleeves are

a

I Ferguson Poultry

Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headache,
dragging-down sensations, fainting
spells or indigestion,should immediately
seek restoration to health by
taking Lyb,a E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.
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Young Girls, Heed This Advice.
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me son thus wasnea out is the

of sediment in the channels
of navigable streams.
Forest fires,
therefore, cause irregularity of stream

In

impossible to account for
What they will do next Treasury Department was able to make
ioi.---.aws, but the transparent long a book showing of a balance of about
|iv. ; us summer has been a happy $82,000,000 on July 1. That this was a
forced showing for effect at the close of
ist have envied us when the
the fiscal year is now proven by the fact
[it
nibed unbearably, with their that from the first day of the new
(r;..
m at least two thicknesses
fiscal year, the expenditures exceeded
is?;
So good looking has been the receipts and the balance dropped
Ib
Bishop sleeve with its full- to about $67,000,000 at the close of busiat the wrist by a bracelet ness Saturday, July 24.
On the corressi
ponding date two years ago, with Republican revenue and appropriation laws
in effect, the balance was $129,453,000.
.t

he

resuus.

chief

j

The

Vragaries.
been rioting for

of

regions where timber is the most
shore, or Bomewhere where the thicknesB important natural resource
permanent
of their fabric does not seem oppressive.
forests managed with a view to sustain- flow and loss of navigability. This calls
are
in
line
the
I
with
sumThey
decidedly
ed timber production are absolutely es- for active assistance from the federal
mer furs that one sees everywhere and !
sential to the continuance of agriculture, government, and section 2 of the Weeks
nearly as incongruous.
according to an article in the Year Book law is designed to authorize this assistVerona Clake.
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, ance.”
The necessi y for forest fire protecjust published. The result of exploiting
Political Points,
the timber without thought of the fu- tion is shown by the official reports of
ture is the final disappearance of lumber- the vast destruction such fires cause.
With Edison in charge of submarine
“An average of 10,000,000 acres is
ing operations and therefore the withdefense, and Wright to superintend aero- drawal of an
burned
over annually
in the United
local
market
for
important
plane construction, Bo’sn Daniels will farm
In addition, forest fires States, with a money loss of about
products.
cling to his old position, “half way ‘twixt often
ravage the cut-over lands and thus $25,000,000,” says the Forestry Burwind and water.
“The danger threatens
preclude the development of a new local eau report.
market by the resumption of lumbering; both northern and southern forests. In
The leaders of the Progressive party
for after fire there is no chance for a the coniferous forests of the north the
in New York have held a meeting, had a
destruction of merchantable timber is
new
of trees.

behind at the rate of about three quarters of a million dollars per day. By

Sleeve

Forests.

Destruction

Sterling, Conn.—“I am a girl of 22
years and 1 used to faint away every
month and was very
weak.
I was also
bothered a lot with
female weakness. I
read your little book
Wisdom for Women, and I saw how
others had been
helped by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and
decided to try it, and
it has made me feel
like a new girl and I am now relieved
of all these troubles. I hope all young
girls will get relief as I have. I never
felt better in my life.”—Mrs. John
Tetreault, Bex 116, Sterling, Conn.
Massena, N. Y.—“I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and I highly recommend it. If anyone
wants to write to me I will gladly tell
her about my case. I was certainly in
a bad condition as my blood was all turning to water. I had pimples on my face
and a bad color, and for five years I had
been troubled with suppression.
The
doctors called it ‘Anemia and Exhaustion,’ and said I was all run down, but
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound brought me out all right. ’’—Miss
La visa Myres, Box 74, Massena, N.Y.

flow, and
thereby promote forest protection.
“Fire destroys the soil covering in a
forest,” says the forestry report on the
plan of the Weeks law. “This causes
rapid run-off on steep slopes and erosion

Woods Means Loss of Local Markets.

on

were

(]!>.: with the war.

,ave

the whole rather attractive as a contrast with a filmy gown if worn at the

on

Who Suffered As Many Girls
Do—Tells How She
Found Relief.

and the regulation of stream
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In Chocolate, Gold, Silver. Maple-Nut and
Fruited Spice, also the
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l.aced Basques.
rrespondence

L,

Coral

D. C., August 9, 1915.
The safety of millions of dollars worth
of the nation’s timber
supply has been
jeopardized by Democratic neglect.
An authorized appropriation of three
million dollars for preventing forest fire
and kindred
purposes, provided for in
what is known as the “Weeks Law,”
was allowed to
lapse because of the carelesB failure of the last Democratic Congress to carry out the mandate of a for•'
mer law.
The Weeks law was enacted to enable
the federal government to co-operate
with the States to secure protection
from forest fires. It authorized appropriations up to eleven millions to carry
its purpose into effect. Based upon
carefully drawn plans, it provided tor
the purchase of lands at the head waters
of navigable streams, to aid navigation

o
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tions have not materially changed since
the great loss
of life in proportion to the forces enBELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 12,1916
gaged little haB been accomplished towarp
opening the Btraits and the capture of
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Constantinople. The United Press correThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. spondent above quoted says that “British statesmen realize the empires preshas suffered severely because of the
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, \
Manager tige
small part England’s army has been able
For one square, one to play in the continental fighiing,” and
Advertising Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week that the necessity for hammering away
®nd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
at the Turks is one reason why the BritSubscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
ish army in Flanders is so short of amyear; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
munition.” And further: “Recovery of
military self-respect could be gained by
England if Sir Ian Hamilton's army
THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR.
would bring the Gallipoli campaign to a
Two weeks ago the Russians were
triumphant conclusion. The forcing of
reported to have checked the advance of the Dardanelles would be chiefly a Britthe Austro-German forces on Warsaw, ish
victory and Constantinople’s fall
and for a day or two it looked as though would restore
England’s prestige.”
the tide of battle had turned in favor of
With the censored despatches from
the armies of the Czar. But soon fol- both sides, often
flatly contradictory, it
lowed the surprising announcement that is not easy to determine which side to

The Boston Globe is not a yellow journal; but it bad on the-first page of Monday’s issue two articles, one the report
of a sermon, the other a statement by a
professor in Oxford University, England, which may be fairly classed as sensational. Rev. A. B. Simpson of New
York, president of the Christian and
Missionary Alliance, in his annual ser-

Warsaw was to be evacuated to save tne
Berlin
Russian armies from capture.

smash. Even treaties of arbitration between Nations are being torn up today
as scraps of paper.
The church as an
institution,™ a large measure, has failed.
“This is a time of frenzy; this is a
time of the end. It is conceded by the
greatest scholars of the Bible that we
are in the Saturday night of time. Many
of the prophecies which foretell the coming of the Lord have come to pass. We
are told that four great
Empires will rise
and fall, and 10 broken Nations will follow. The light of prophecies are shining

Republican Journal' then and notwithstanding

The

believe; but

papers and of public men and others enable one to get a fairly accurate view of

to celebrate, and it was planned that on the anniversary of the beof the war the Kaiser and his

prepared

me general situation,
it is a wen estaolished fact that for many year3 Germany
has maintained a costly spy system all

ginning

triumphal march
Polish capital. The Russians

consort should head the
into the

held on, however, and this ceremony

necessarily postponed. Meanwhile
opposing f orces were moving north

the statements of the news-

the world, and it is evident also
that she now has what is termed in this

over

was

the

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE

“The consummation of all things seem
to be on hand. Even the headlines in the
newspapers tell the story of the unusual
conditions which forecast the end of all
things. The papers are filled with stories
of crime, great disasters, many divorces
and mismanagement of vast business
enterprises. You have it here in New
England. It is a time of divine judgment.
God is dealing today with some of the
Nations of the earth.
“Furthermore it is a time of human
failure. Civilization has failed, in fact
J lUlllg

IL/C

guillg

It is now

definite time.

a

matter of

under the heel of Prussianized Germany
and her confederates, with the intention

to what move Germany
will make next. Will she continue her
campaign against the Rus-

speculation

a

as

of establishing

world-wide empire unmilitarist domination.

a
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lu

cepted.

Agricultural

The Montana

Col-

xcursion through the Park,

ond annual

and this time

was

to

go with

“real”

a

company—Roseborough and
Grant—and was to have an eight day
trip instead of the 5 1-2 and 6 day trips
of the permanent camping companies
The party was to leave Livingstone for
Gardiner over the Park line on Monday
morning, July 19th, at 8 o’clock, and so
the family, including “Samty,” left
home Sunday afternoon for the pleasant
hour’s ride over the divide to Livingstone. As is quite usual with trains in this
camping

part of the west No. 4
arrived in

was

late, but

we

Glory

Pool” —a

deep

hot

spring

prismatic,
forgotten.

shading
sight

water
it

was

a

and

night.

the

left at the desk, but the clerk’s
ing
voice over the room phone found us al-

ready
Billie

up and
was in

getting into camp regalia.
especially good spirits, and
he ran

down

the

hall

the Garden of Paradise and when he dis-

announced,

obeyed

ahead of us, that he was going to “beat
daddy and order his own breakwist

the curse fell upon him. The
curse was that he should have ill-health

as

—
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RACES

15 entered
17 entered
14 entered

I

3.00 Pace
2 30 Pace
2 22 Pace

\

2.40 Pace

I

I

11 entered

Entries Closed July 15

RACES
the Best Racers in this

of

j

Purse $300
Purse $300
Purse $300

Purse $30 »

Class Races will be announced later

FREE ATTRACTIONS
Wm.

Luckey, with his Celebrated Aeroplane; Balloon
Ascension; Something New in Fireworks, Desire
of the Great Forts at Liege, Belgium: Hooper & \,<•/„,
in Roller Skating Act; Costa Rica Troupe in 7ico hiy
Fe ature Acts; Nastor, the Man who Sings to Beat the
Band; Letner’s Animat Act; Confetti Night and

a

,,

to the
we

can-

H

Cabaret.
REDUCED

As we moved up,
through “The Hoo-

RATES

ON

ALL

RAILROADS.

WHATEVER

passed
doos,” so called, massive rock pillars,
in varying shapes, in the midst of which
the road makes a sharp turn, passing be-

YOU

DO

DON’T

MISS

TH!>

,,

A. S. FIELD, President and Maiurjrr,

and an early death instead of living to fried ’tatoes, an’ peanuts, an’ candy an’
der the same
of Dr. Holt!
possible that There can be no doubt whatever about be 50,000 years old, like his ancestors. ice cream!” Shades
If
this
be
as
Breakfast
was
rather
a hurried meal,
true
the
Book
of
be
accepted
evacuated, ^or, Jeav- that. The men who control the policy
tween great blocks of limestone that
Petrograd may
Genesis must be rewritten, Adam and and we reached the station just in time rise
to hold the’ Rusforce
sufficient
fully 75 feet above the road, and
the
of Germany, from the Kaiser and
irg~a
Eve exonerated, and censure transfer- to get a place on the open observation are
sians, divert her forces to the western King of Bavaria downward, all openly
appropriately called the “Silver
red to Capt. Noah. But when we recall car, from which a fine view of the Gates.” A little farther on we
scene of action for a drive on Paris and avow it.
came to
The nation as a whole does
the tablets on which Mormonism was mountains may be obtained. We passed the “Golden
the French seaports.
Gate,” so called, because
not deny it.”
established, the Cardiff giant, etc., there both Chico and Corwin Hot Springs, fa- of the moss that covers the walls of the
Aside from the moral effect of the
The Germans are still pursuing, the must remain a doubt as to the authen- vorite resorts for people from all over
with
the
not
Pass, and there we saw one of the most
of
Warsaw,
only
evacuation
Russians still retreating; but advices of ticity of this tablet or the accuracy of the State, who enjoy stays of varying wonderful
engineering feats in the Park
German people but with the les3er Eurothe 7th from Petrograd say that 600,000 the English professor’s translation.
lengths at the home-like hotels, with —a roadway and viaduct, not quite a
cast their lot with
pean powers, ready to
the
front
new recruits are on their way to
their hugh plunges in connection. At mile in
length, that skirt the mountain
what appears to them to be the winning
The LaFollette seamen’s law goes into reinforce the Russian army, which
Corwin, our next door neighbor in Boze- side at this point. At the end of the
side, the material gain is great. Gerto effect Nov. 4th and definite announceman Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Tabor, boarded viaduct are the
retains an us conesive Birengtn anc
lovelyJRustic Falls, where
many will have Poland to draw upon for
LrailS’X
the train and surprised us. Mr. Tabor, the stream—Glen
The German Emperor is reenergy.”
IUUU BUJ-'J-Uiro
Creek—leaps about 60
cifie service of the Pacific Mail Steam1
the efficient money order clerk in the feet over the
to have made an offer of peace to
moss-grown stones. A
production,and the mills and factories of ported last week
Co, will cease Nov. 2d next, thus
ship
is tne Maine man ana scnooithe King of
Russia
postomce,
through
be
can
awaits
the
traveler
pleasant
surprise
equipWarsaw, now dismantled,
withdrawing from foreign trade the mate of T. B. Dinsmore at Oak Grove
Denmark, but it was turned down. Gains
after passing the golden gate, for the
American fleet engaged in such
ped with new machinery and make mulargest
who
has
mentioned
in
been
the Allies in the west are reported.
pre- canyon widens out into a broad mounSeminary
nitions for the forces in the east, thus by
commerce.
Other American lines envious letters, and with his wife was tain
New and greater efforts are being made
prairie, hemmed in by snow-clad
saving transportation from Germany.
gaged in this trade have already been
of his vacation at the mountains,
to force the Dardanelles and thus bring
spending
part
including our familiar West
A month ago the London TimeB in
withdrawn and the Trans-Pacific service
Fourteen were
succor to the Russians.
Springs. They were going as far into Gallatin range, and old “Electric,”
commending “a prolonged, vigorous and
will pass to the Chinese and Japanese as
the Park as Monument Hot Springs, the
killed and as many wounded in a Zeppelargest mountain in the park (11,155 ^
most gallant offensive” by the French
the result of destructive Democratic lega pleasant day’s trip.
lin raid on the east coast of England.
feet)
plainly in view from our own winforces North of Arras said: “But the
halation.
At Gardiner, after the two hours’ run
One of the German airships was disabled
dows. Past Swan Lake, and a Wylie
broad and dominating fact is that there
The author of “The Riddle of Person- through the mountains, ‘‘the dudes,” as camp, we drove, and on to
and captured.
stop at Apol- ) ^
is no immediate prospect of breaking
has written an article on “Why all the Park tourists are called who go linaris
ality”
as
so
to
comline
Spring—a well walled up affair a
the German
effectually
The Bangor Commercial recently de.
People Get Seasick.” That is an easy in with permanent camping companies, few yards back from the road among the
pel the enemy to withdraw within their voted a page to presenting the claims of one—because they go to sea.
quickly assorted themselves into groups pines. We all had to sample the water,
cannot
British
The
frontier.
Army
own
Maine as “the country's summer resort
and were assisted on board the waiting
which is almost indentical in taste with
^
task
until
President Wilson has invited the Cenproperly fullfil its share of the
A
par excellence,” one of the many comtral
and
South American Republics to a vehicles of the different companies by the wef. known commercial apollinaris
it has far larger supplies of big guns, of mendable efforts of our up-river contemconference on the Mexican problem and uniformed attendants and taken to the water. The
government analysis is posthigh explosives and of machine guns, porary to advance the interests of the they have agreed to
participate. It is companies hotel for lunch.
a
ed over the spring, and gives its mineral
and these requirements will take months Pine Tree State. One article was
time something was done.
certainly
capThe stout mountain wagon of Rose- content, etc.
That is apparently the
to provide.”
tioned “The Beautiful State We Live in
uorough and Grant soon deposited us at
In the carriages again, what was our
The Churches.
situation today and explains the inactiv- and What we
Ought to Do About It;”
j[
the door of the Shaw & Powell hotel,
surprise to hear—almost before we got
ity of the British forces which has led and the answer is to advertise. As
where we had dinner.
^
While waiting
Services will be held as usual at the Methoseated—a welcoming shout from the busy
to so much unfavorable comment. And
The union
money is not available to tell the story dist church next Sunday morning.
for the rigs to appear for the real start
service will be held on the schoolhouse comof the Russian retreat and the fall of of Maine in the
group about the tents a few hundred
Metropolitan newspa- mon, weather permitting.
>f our trip a shopping tour was in order
yards down the road. Our first camp
Lemburg The Times said: “They have pt rs, and “we can’t all throw up our jobs
Services are held in the church at North ind Moor’s curio store was the objective looked good to-tis, for the ten mile drive
not failed in valor, any more than our and
altruistically set out on a journey Belfast Sunday morning at 10.30 o'clock; Sun- dace of many of our party. There, had
been a dusty, though an intensely j K
own brave men.
They have been driven through the country talking up our day schoxl at noon and service at 7 o’clock in
ruide books, colored glasses, big straw
m
the evening. All are cordially invited.
interesting one. For a few minutes all
back for precisely the same reason which State, and therefore
advertising by
shade hats, hair nets, and a variety of was
hustle
and
while
tents
confusion
Scientists
And
the
The
Christian
hold
from
us
services
in
advancing.”
prevents
word of mouth,” The Commercial sugincluding post cards, were were being assigned, wash basins “rustheir hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at :hings,
London Daily Mail said: “For us the imgests the use of the two cent postage 11 o’clock, and Wednesday evening at 7.30 sought in preparation for eight days out
j
tled” and wraps and suit cases identified
for
the
rest
of
the
that
all
are
to
which
welcome.
is,
portant thing
stamp. It says, “There are some 700,- o’clock,
>f touch with shops. We saw our first
and
the
for
made
cannot
undertake
evening
summer Russia
preparations
any 000 of us in the State of
At the Baptist church this week the services
Maine, and in
;ame while waiting, as inside the wire
further operations and that she will
meal, and night. The Nimrods were
will be as follows: This, Thursday, at 7.30 p.
all probability a goodly proportion have
fence
the
road
the
bordering
opposite
the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10 45 a. m
shortly hard at it in the little stream
probably have to lie low until spring.” friends and acquaintances, both business m.,
morning service, with sermon; Sunday school lotel two antelope were peacefully feed- back of the
How much worse then is the situation
camp, and hardly heeded the
and personal in other States. Suppose at noon; Christian Endeavor at 6 30.
ng. In the winter the inclosed park is call to
But the report of our
supper.
today with the fall of Warsaw and the every one of these
on schoolhouse common
favorite feeding ground, where hun- first
people sat down and lastThe union service was
not largely attended,
Russians in full retreat and in danger of wrote a
Sunday evening
camp meal and the following bonletter to a friend or a relative, due no doubt to the
IredB come down from the hills to feed

aggressive

Purse $300
Purse $300
Purse $300
Purse $300
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yon was interesting—it is so gradual an
ascent that it was hard to believe that

gained 1,000
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MIDWAY LIVELIER THAN EVER

3 00 Trot
2.35 Trot
2.18 Pace

we

I

Enormous Ferris Wheels, Merry-Go-Rounds
Motordrome and Other Midway Attractions

j

peculiar
and heated atmosphere that gives
one a queer sensation, plu3 a longing for
the open air.
His Satanic Majesty was
far from being forgotten when the Park
wonders were being named, for he has a
Slide, Prying Pan, Punch Bowl, etc.

as
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The Women’a Department is an Opportunity to
Vieic,-,
Beautiful Scene of Specimens of Women’s Indus!
and Hand Work Especially Fine This Year.

a

emerged into the road.
Every bit of the drive through the

1

FIELD, ORCHARD, GARDEN and FLOR,
CULTURE will be Well Represented

flight
damp

had

j9

df Well Arranged Stalls, Sheds and Pens.
Hay and Straw fur lV
at Convenient Points. Opportunities for the Sale of Stock Unexcol

2,23 Trot

of stairs led down into

I

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP,

be

to
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PRf-M

The Live Stock Department will Embrace Champion Specimens of Pure
p-

long, steep scramble led
us to the opening of an extinct
hot
spring called the "Devils Kitchen.” A

Livingstone in time for a good After a visit to his kitchen we
hotel, where other
pleasant walk through the woods
of the party were quartered for
waiting
carriage, which met us
A call for 6.15 the next morn-

was

I

A

dinner at the Park
members

Liberal Premiums Offered in all Departments

_r

almost

never

1

1

most

translucent

I

Something Every Minute, New and Interest.
ing to Entertain and Amuse the Crowa

of the

wonderful shade of blue—a deep,
greenish blue shade that actually put the
brilliant Montana sky to shame. With
the pearly mist rising from it, and the

I
]

BANGOR, MAINE,
AUGUST 24-25-26-27

Through

“literary bureau, "designed to
influence public sentiment in her favor,
south to cut off the Russian retreat, and and to misrepresent and malign those as never
before.
last week the Germans began to assail opposed.
“The missionary movement is in the
The tri-weekly Continental
this
time
midst
of
the last campaign. The mesforts.
outer
During
Warsaw’s
Times, whose sub-title is “A Journal for
of the time challenges every one to
it was intimated from Russian sources Americans in Europe,” published in sage
be prepared. In a little while it will be
that an offensive movement of the Al- Berlin, is conspicuous in this work, and too late. The last
day is coming. We
the
relieve
lies in the west that would
numerous pamphlets are issued in behalf should be wise, understand the times,
and prepare ourselves for the coming of
enable them of
the German propaganda, which is
pressure in the east might
the Lord.’’
j
to hold Warsaw. But there was no move said to have its "organs’' and hireling
Little less sensational is the announcein the west, and August 5th the Ger- pens in this country. Despite these efment that it was not Adam and Eve who
mans took possession of Warsaw, the
forts to becloud the issue the truth will
about the fall of man,but Noah,
capital of Foland, and the third largest prevail. In a letter to the New York brought
to a translation of a tablet
city ir the Russian empire. The Rus- Times F. M. Hindman, Chairman of the according
now in the University of Pennsylvania
sians continued rear guard fighting to Socialist
Party in England, says of the Museum. According to Sumerian theolprotect the retreat of the main army, pro-German misrepresentations: “The
ogy found on the tablet, which is said to
whose fate at this writing is undecided,
pretence that the war was entered upon have been written before the
be
it
would
that
days of
some reports indicating
as a war of defence is completely abanAbraham and translated by Dr. Steven
cut off from its new line of defence while
and
doned, having served its purpose;”
Langdon, professor of assyriology in
the general belief has been that it would
further, “The stupendous fight now be- Oxford
either
event
In
University, England, Noah was
make good its escape.
is
a
from
to
save
ing fought
fight
Europe
Russia is cut of the fighting for an in- a long-prepared endeavor to put us all ordered not to eat of the cassia tree in
country

and

esting object.

After a five mile drive we approached
Fort Yellowstone, the headquarters for
the military in the reserve.
A little
fawn grazing on the lawn of the gray
blood.
stone chapel excited our interest and
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes rich,
curiosity. A spacious hospital, evident- ;
red blood, perfects the digestion,
ly quite new, and the barracks, officers
and builds up the whole system. Insist on having Hood’s. Get it now.
houseB, etc., are all built of a lava rock
quarried in the vicinity and are most subthe Yellowstone Park. stantial in appearance. Through the
well kept lawns of the post, and on past
An Enjoyable Camping Trip.
Monmouth Hotel we drove, to stop at the
Since early in the spring, when it was
of the first formation and get out
decided that a trip through the Yellow- edge
for a walking trip around among the hot
stone Park be substituted for a home visit
The wonderfully shaped terraces
this year, the question of how we should springs.
of white limestone,sometimes tinted from
go had been almost daily discussed. The
ivory to a rich, deep brown, sometimes
meritB of the “The Wylie Way” and the
pure white, over which the hot water
“Shaw and Powell Way” were weighed
flows in places, defy, as do many of the
and balanced by the aid of their attracPark wonders, any description.
We
we
were
tive circulars, but just as
each terrace—Minerva, Cleopathought
about to make a final decision and write
tra, Jupiter and Angel, more beautiful
for reservations—a "Very necessary prethan the last; but the one picture that
caution this Exposition year—a third alsianus
out
mosr.
cieany is
iviorning
ternative presented itself and was ac-

declared that present conditions plainly
foretell the end of all things: He said:

b

removes

scrofula sores, boils and other eruptions, because it drives out of the
blood the humors that cause them.
Eruptions cannot be successfully
treated with external applications,
because these cannot purify the

mon at the Old Orchard conference last
Sunday forenoon dwelt to a great extent with the meaning of the times, and

auuuob

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

Canyon, beside the river, is a beauti- g
ful one, and Eagle rock—a pinnacle of
stone jutting out on which there is an
osprey’s nest, (not an eagle, as it was
erroneously named long ago) is an inter-

ner
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A fine Assortment at
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a

unfavorable weather

con-

ditions. Rev. Arthur E Wilson, Unitarian,
acquaintance, and told conducted
the singing with A. H. Welch, corhim or her some of the things we have
netist accompanist. Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant,
Germany apparently has an inexhaust- to offer down this way.”
offered
prayer and Rev. Horace B.
Baptist,
ible supply of munitions, having not only
That no doubt would bring results. Sellers, Methodist, read the Scripture. The
sermon was by Rev. Frederick K. Gamble of
a large amount on hand at the beginning
But when the summer people come in Grace Methodist church, Bangor, who is
of the war, but her daily output is sufa vacation in Northport.
The text
spending
numbers
it is essential that
increasing
ficient to meet all demands. The Allies we should be prepared to receive them wad the last clause of the 13th verse of the
12th chapter of Ecclesiastes, “Fear God and
were unprepared and had no such reserve
and furnish the accommodations they in- keep His commandments: for this is the
the whole duty of man.’’ The sermon was apto draw upon, and while France is said to
quire. Many years ago when the writer plied to the everyday conditions of life, parbe keenine’ her

dcubted whether

armv

well sunnlieri it is

England

ever can man-

faeture war munitions equal to her requirements. Writing from Copenhagen

or

maybe only

w ao

cn^a^cu

an

IU

ncwo|jajjci

tvum

at

tuc

National Capital, with a summer home
here, he advertised Belfast by word of
mouth and in the newspapers of Wash-

United Press staff correspondent who ington, and could have brought a number
has had exceptional advantages in study- here, who in turn would have
brought

the family circle,and was brief and
point. He was given the closest atten-

Licularly
to the

to

tion.
—

cnaie

ui

1 rauc.

a

ing

the situation says:

Even now Woolwich arsenal, London's
great war munitions factory, is not running at its maximum capacity. Some of

flowing

and we were able to entertain

stock examateurish way during Saturday half holiday and
on other casual occasions. Lloyd-George
recently estimated that Germany and

sociation and other

that the British war office estimates
250,000 shells per month is the maximum
capacity of all the factories of ‘Lancashire even under conditions of war
time pressure. Lancashire is England’s

here. A hotel alone
would not suffice. Many would prefer
a home-like boarding place, with modern
improvements, of course, and with such
accommodations provided there would be

the

men

employed

there

others, had there been any place tor
them to stay. Later we had the Crosby
Inn, and each season it was filled to over-

are

change brokers who work in

an

the State

Grange,

the years since

the Maine Press As-

organizations; but in
the Inn was burned,
former residents, have

Austria-Hungary are making 250,000 many, Including
shells per day. The United Press learns been unable to come

leading manufacturing county.
Beside making ammunition for the
army, shells must also be produced for
the British navy in huge quantities.
Germany does not have to divert the output of her arsenals in this manner to
anything like, the same extent as does

England. The British fleet has fired an
enormous quantity of shells during the
Dardanelles operations alone, which have
to be replaced; and since the war began

a

large

increase in our summer

popula-

tion.

As to advertising, we believe that the
Maine papers generally are doing their
part in making known Maine’s attractions and adyantages, and it is a “continuous

performance,’’

which is

vastly

effective than occasional boom editions. This is true of advertising in genhave made great demands lor large cali- eral. There are, of course, special sales
bre shells, the most difficult of all to which call for large display; but in the
manufacture. One of the reasons why
long run the advertiser who keeps his
the British army is so short of shells is
business continuously before the public
the vital necessity for England to keep
her fleet lavishly supplied with ammuni- will get better results than the occasional
tion, which is the first principle of her user of large space. The Maine newsself-preservation.
papers have done and are doing, daily
One month ago the London Daily Mail and
weekly, much to advance the interests
said: “The theme of the Dardanelles is of the State and we are confident that
too painful to be mentioned.” Condi- they will not weary of well doing.

England’s newly built superdreadnaughts

more

Improvement, Slow expansion of fall buying,
Small-lot buying. Lateness of crops and crop
movement. Exuberant crop estimates being
toned down. Bounteous yields certain, how-

Rains impair grain grades. Industry
expands, with war orders chief stimulus. Some
Egging industries show more life. Clearings
swelled by stock speculation
Stock market
Failures
expanding. Time money firmer.
fewer. Freight traffic misses last year's heavy
ever.

wheat movement.—Bradstreet, Aug. 7ih.
The Shoe

Situation.

of footwear are made less cautiously and there is sufficient ne w business to
maintain operations at the factories, most of
which are running nearly full. Uncertainty as
to which styles will prove the best sellers in
women's wear, however, restrict trade in this
department. Activity in leather has diminisbed,
owing to the rapidly advancing, tendency of
prices and the shortage of supplies of heavy
stock.—Dun’s Review, Aug. 7th.
Purchases

1

the hay and alfalfa doled out by the
’Swatties,”as for some reason unknown
i o the writer all the soldiers stationed
1 n the Park are called.
Squeals of joy from Billie and Theo-

friend, the only
< ither child in the party of forty-five, an1 lounced the appearance of the rigs, and
loon the party was comfortably disposed
n the seven carriages.
The party in:luded, beside a number of the summer

(

lora,

hiB

will surely deitroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is ten fold to
thejrood you can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
and is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuine. It is taken internally and made
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 76c per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conatipatioo.
mercury

new

found

ichool students, who are for the most
lart young Montana teachers, a number

>f the college and

faculty,
ncluding a botanist and a geologist, Dr.
Pleadwell, a naval surgeon, his wife and
ittle daughter from Washington, D. C.,
ind two gentlemen, Mr. Charles Schwarz
if Fairbault, Minn., and his son, Mr. B.
M. Schwarz, a jeweller from Minneapois, a nurse from the Deaconess hospital,
md others. Several small groups were
already made up, and when all were arsummer

school

ranged to their satisfaction we found
lurselves comfortably situated in the
inly four-horse rig, an eleven passenger
loach, with Prof, and Mrs. R. A. Barnes
of Bozeman, the Messrs. Schwarz, Miss
Williams and Miss Nickel, two young
ladies from Butte, and Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Fries, also of Butte, where Mr.
Fries is a member of the High school
*

fairly started

halt
was called at the first “Swattie Station,” where Mr. Grant registered the
party. Some regrets were heard that
we didn’t drive through the rather imposing stone arch which was dedicated
by President Roosevelt in 1903, and
bears the inscription: “Yellowstone
National Park.” “Created by Act of
Congress March 1, 1872.” “For the
Benefit and Enjoyment of the People,”
but it was about a quarter of a mile out
of our way. The drive through Gardiwe were

a

Family

Reunion.

Knight, The Knight family will hold their
third annual reunion, Aug. 28th at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Miller Hobbs in Hope.
Ail
descendants, or those who married a descendant of the Knight family, are cordially invited
to attend.
Susie Knight Robbins, Sec.

or

j
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you had better think ah"
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ting glasses. Don’t
day, but come
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in

other
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examine your eyes
save you a good deal of

us

later
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FRANK F. GRAVES,
(Successor
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OPTOMETRIST,

GRADUATE

to F.
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I. 0. O. F. Building, Up Stairs. Room 1, Belfast
Telephone connection.
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We recognizejthe purchaser’s right I
of
their
before payment is required Do ri
a
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and
quality
^ on of the goods,
never come.
n ore convenient season—it will

Miss Cora Blaisdell attended
Castine.

10c. per doz.

:
;

and

with his
Virgil Linnell spent the week-end
kother, Mrs. A. G. Larby
Mrs. Jasper Curtis of Monroe is assisting
ith the work at C. W. Nealley’s.

Charles Hanscomb, an aged
town, passed away Aug, 8th.

Virgie

Bean

Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Whitney of Hampden
and
ighlands were guests of C. H. Libby
imily Sunday.
L. E. White and family of West Winterport
isited at the

home

WINDSOR HOTEL,

of his brother, L. A.
children, Wayne, Ruth

Mrs. Ed. Linnell
Helen of Bangor, were guests of Mr. and
rs. A. G. Larby a few days last week.

id

Mrs. Marie Goodwin and Miss Edna Godding
! Brooks were guests of Mrs. G. H. York
st Thursday afternoon.
Mr.
Mrs. O. B. Dow of Monroe and
W. Kimball of Frankfort
r. and Mrs. D.
ere guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. H, York Sunand

iy.

Mrs. Viola Hebard was operated upon for
ipendicitis at the Paine Hospital in Bangor
st Thursday and is comfortable at the presit

writing.

Mrs. B. C. Ames and daughter Alice of Orono
isited at the home of Mrs. Ames sister, Mrs.
* R. Wellman, several days last week. They
ere joined by Mr. Ames Saturday and all reirned to Orono Sunday afternoon.

I

The
to

wet, rainy weather is ver
farmers. Some have hardly

j

yet.
Mrs. Bertha McLaughlin an.i
Helen and Fred, are visiting t
Austin Ricker,

;

Mrs. Ellen Mansur Brown fri
shire and two children

are

visit

>

Mrs. Emma Mansur.
Rev. Mr. Leathers delivered
village church last Sund

at the

speak here again next Sunday.

^hite, recently.

* th.

Wanted at Once ;

Thimble club will have
picnic this week.

The

summer

Everybody is cordially invited to attend the
„ sld meeting of North Waldo Pomona to be
sld at Monroe Fair grounds, Friday, August

a

at the

the

;hool in

of Bangor is spending her
acation with Mrs. M. A. rlaley.
Mrs. Addie Shaw is ill at this writing. Dr.
C. Newcomb of Newburg is in attendance.

Whole Wheat Bread:
DOUGHNUTS i;FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

MONROE

WHITE’S CORNER (Winterport.)

and

TRY THEIR

Vi

BANGOR

PORTLAND

Miss

Hogan
Bakery

TEU

BUSINESS

SHORTHAND

EVERY DAY AT THE

girl

,^|
1

that clo

rAYItlCllI
^ OntVUPMT

Fresh Food:

A table

f

M. P. S.

, in

Beware of Ointments for
faculty.
Latarrh that Contain Mercury
Before
as

fire must wait until next time.

block away;

distinguish

^

off from their

on

be close up to

j
i

cut

READ

YOU

in the distance;

tell the time

^

being outflanked and
new line of defences.

sign

a

Spearin from Bang
mother, Mrs. Almeda Bow
Bowen from Brooks visited there
Miss Minnie

her

Mrs. Annie Ryder will

spend

Frank

two

weeks

Goodhue,

go

with her
who has a

to

nt

i>an.

w

daiud'’*

j
j

sunm

there.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Curtis from N
lina, who are summering in Maintheir aged uncle. Jackson Curtis,
week.
Miss Goss from .Charleston, Me.
assistant teacher in the Monroe 11
has been visiting Mrs. Laura Fain
she Doarded.

CENTER

BELMONT
Mrs.

A party of five consisting of Mr
A. E. Johnson and daughter Gret*
Vt.f Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Hutchins
pelier, and Putnanville, Vt., were

recently en route from their homes w*w rfor Bucksport. While here they
of Mrs. H. P. Farrow. They reported
in bad condition on account of ra;'
auto surely looked as if it had had been
In many places the water
some mud.

the running board.

b0

ug>i

<•

^

--

■

^The

News of Belfast.

STILL THE

DOWN

FOURS

RAIN

r

p
$

rr.errie summer

croaks;

senger.

Remember your contribution to the annual
party, a benefit to the Home for Aged

Women, Thursday, August 19th. Mrs. Robert
F. Dunton, Mrs. Charles A.
Pilsbury and Mrs.

schoolhouse

on

evening.
T. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, enternnch Sundav

at

weeks

repairing and renovating his cottage.
Mrs. Burgess and their son
Kenney A. had

the Wavaide.

R. Mason of Bangor was in Belfast
He was accompanied by

.in

ghter Margaret.

...

Nash

F.

e:

bought of Northport

has

e

Nautical Gazette reports the sale of the
ck cruiser Larina, 60 feet, and the
unch Edith, 21 teet, for use on Moose.,a_;

Attractive Prices.

Advertised Letters. The
following letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast
post
office for the week ending August 10th: Ladies—Miss Margaret Coe, Mrs. Henry Hartman, Mrs. Jennie Wilson. Gentlemen—Mr. C.
D, Burd, Samuel Collins, John H. Davis, W.

yacht Bcandia, formerly the propFolwell family at Isola Bella.

the

Wash Skirts

been with him the greater part of the time
Mrs. Burgess has also visited Mrs.
George A.
Gilchrest in her cottage at
Kelley’s Cove,
North port.

business.

•.

i ike.

this,
Thursday, afternoon to allow all to attend the

killed last Thursday and buried in
j horse
[ the Warren pasture. At meeting of the

Monday in honor of their departed brother,
James Pattee.

Weed place in Burnham, unoccupied
or two, it is reported will be remodrepaired and newly furnished. Mrs.

The stores will be closed

The

a

municipal officers held Saturday afternoon it
was voted to buy new horses for the
city.

The Lewiston Shriners returned last week
their trip to the Pacific coast and one of
them closes an account of their journey in the
Lewiston Sun as follows: “Here is the distance that the Kora special travelled on their

trip

their visit

eight thousand eight
hundred and
sixty-eight miles, touched
twenty-one States and two provinces, and

:
re

Classical Institute, Waterville, was in
Thursday to confer with parents
to send pupils to that school. Among
last

v* iiu win

enter

daughter

a,

at

of

me

Mr.

term aie

ran

and

Mrs.

and Lewis and Eugene,
and Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon.
.en on

sons

of

The steamers Belfast and

Notes.
the

F.

D.

enson,

;er

miss

Boston-Bangor

route

lost

one

account of the northeaster that

swept
oast August 4th. The Belfast, which left
that day,
Barg r at the usual hour ton
the gale so strong and the sea so heavy
n

miles west of Monhegan she put
:. k to Rockland, where she lay until 8 o'clock
Tr irsday night, then resuming her trip. The
;en was held in Boston six hours, leaving
t::at port at 11.10 Wednesday night and arrivwhen 35

ing

Bangor

m

at 6.25 p.

m.

Thursday,

The

den left Bangor at 2 p. m. Friday, the regu.ar hour, and the Belfast left Boston at her
lime, arriving here Saturday morning,
who arrived here in the Camden at 3 p. m
•a

rsday report

I

North
mmer
was

•i

fair

a

very

rough trip.

Church

by

Fair.

the ladies

held in

The annual
of the North

the .vestry Wednesday
Robert F. Dunton,

on, Aug. 4th. Mrs.
lent of the Ladies

Sewing Circle,

was

of the general committee and the
ladies were in charge of the tables:
:.s, Mrs. Frank J. Wiley; food, Mrs. W. C.
and Mrs. Adella Limeburner; bags, Mrs.
Hill; candy, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins and
^toddard; fancy articles, Mrs. J. C. PilsMrs. H. L. Kilgore and Miss Cora S.
in; ice cream, Mrs. E. B. Gilchrest and
N. Houston Small; mystery table, Misses
and Simmons. Other members of the
and Guild assisted in various ways,
aides were prettily decorated with garwers and some very attractive articles
displayed and sold. The net proceeds
an

:.'fg

;

"I

;

may

different

Georce Rnhinson chancrpd from

9dfi.13 tn Q99.

13; Miss Katherine E. Brier, 246-14 to 332-14.
The Reach Route Opened, The steamer
Anna Belle, Capt. James Staples, arrived Tuesday from Camden, where she had undergone a
complete overhauling and renovation to fit
her for the service between Belfast and Brooklin and intermediate landings. Yesterday at
130 p. m., she left Belfast for Brooklin on
her first trip and will run as per time table in
our advertising columns.
Morris L. Slugg,
president of the Belfast-Brooklin Steamboat
Co., made the trip to interview the iocal
agents and interested parties with a view to
giving good service at all landings. People
“down the reach” will find it both pleasant
and profitable to come to Belfast on the Anna
Belle to do their trading.
A Post-Card

Journal

from

going

wae

Sweden.

Just

to press last week

as

The

postcard was received from Capt. Alzo M. Carter
of the steamer Seaconnet, dated Gothenburg,:
Sweden, July 21, 1915, Capt. Carter writes
“Have got thus far all right. Expect to get
away next week for New York. This is a fine,
clean city with lots of parks, which are kept
in fine shape, and flowers everywhere. Am

mailing
you,”

you
The

a

paper; perhaps it may interest
card has a fine picture of the

a

was

~

Edward Skelton of New York arrived
Monday
for a visit with his
parents, Capt. and
Mrs. A. N. Snow.

morning

Mrs. Goodchild and daughter Gertrude returned to Hartford, Conn., last week after
a
stay at the Gentner cottage.
Perle Lirrabee has bought the
George Barlett house on Searsport avenue, in which he
has been living for some time.
Mr. McConarthy.who has been a guest at the
Gentner cottage, has returned to Boston,where
he is teacher in a summer school.

The field meeting of W’aldo Pomona Grange
will be held August 26th at Centennial Park,
Montville. The speakers will be Charles M.
Gardner, High Priest of Demeter, C. S *Stetson,
Master, and C. O. Purinton, Lecturer, of the

Miss Villa Tardy arrived Monday
morning
from Foxcroft to join her sister, Miss Bertha.

They

Maine State Grange.
The

service at the North
“•

>

consist of another Travel Talk; subject “On
At the openHorsebacK through Palestine.”
ing praise service there will be some special

|
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Annie L. McKeen and Miss Flora Burarrived Tuesday morning to spend the
remainder of the summer at the latter’s cottage, Flowanna.
Mrs.

Last three days
the great Red Tag Sale at Harry W. Clark
Sale closes Saturday
& Co's, Main street
night. Everything at greatly reduced prices...
Dwight P. Palmer, Masonic Memple, sells the
Lamson & Hubbard hats_Ten-room house
with stable and modern conveniences, 29 High
street, Belfast, for sale. Apply to W. A.
New Advertisements.

of

Miss Julia Leary, who spent the winter in
California for her health, arrived home last

Friday night.

She was accompanied by her
cousin, Mrs. Wm. Dougherty, and little daughter

J

Field Day

The Travellers Club. On
Wednesday, July 28 th, the Belfast Travellers’
Club waa entertained at “The Barracks’’ by
Mra. John R. Dun ton and Miss Margaret Dunton.
This annual field day, when the gentlemen and other friends are invited, has become
one of the pleasantest features of the club
of

year—eagerly anticipated and thoroughly enjoyed. On this day the weather was propitious, and the occasion waa marred only by the

A

Complete

Line of

Kitchen Utensils
IN ALUMINUM
The “Everlasting/’
which is guaranteed to wear 20 years.
—

IN AGATE— We sell the L. & G., the same
ware we have sold for 20 years and each
piece is warranted.
IN TINWARE—The plain stamped, also
the “Lisle,” the kind that doesn’t rust.
IN WIRE GOODS—Strainers, Toasters.

Paring Knives,

etc.

Yours truly.

Carle & Jones

unavoidable absence of some members of the
club. Twelve members, however, were present, with several honorary members and a
number of other guests. Among the latter
was Mrs. Campbell, daughter of the Rev. J.
A. Ross. In the afternoon a short program
was rendered.
Mrs. George S. Mills read a
most interesting paper: “A Plea for Russia,”
Miss Elizabeth Kelley gave an enjoyable reading, “Paris and the Parisites,” Mrs. Frank
Wallace Chase gave some interesting particu
lars of the work in a club of which she is a
member. At 6 o’clock dinner were served
at small tables on the veranda and on the
grounds. Pansies and sweet peas were everywhere in evidence. In the evening the “Bonfire King” was master of ceremonies and
there was music, etc.

Marguerite,

Borne

Shales on the premises. .The August clean-up
sale at James H. Howes of dresses, suits, coats
Attractive prices.
and wash skirts is now on.

of

Ohio, who will visit here

for

weeks.

Mrs. Warrington arrived from Cincinnati,
Ohio, last week and after a short stay with her
daughter,' Mrs. T. P. Leaman, went to the
Samoset, Rockland, for the remainder of the
summer.
Mrs. Leaman accompanied her to
Rockland for a few days stay.

Come early.... Why not invest your money in
a savings account in the City National Bank
of Belfast?... .Farm for sale in Northport.
Address Wm. T. Flanders, Lincolnville, Me.,
R. F. D.. 2.

Poor,s Mills. Miss Fannie Cochran of ment August 20th. Mrs. F. B. Strout is houseDorchester, Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Henry keeper and will be assisted by Mrs. A. N. Snow
Wentworth_Miss Emily White of Portland | and Mrs. Roseoe Black. Committee on enterhas been visiting her cousin, Mrs. Lottie tainment, Mrs. A. K. Fletcher and
Mrs. Chas.
Pay son_Miss Susie Higgins of Thorndike j Hall; advertising committee, Misses Edith
has been spending the week with Mrs. Anna- j Skelton, Edith Strout and Mrs. Stella
Vaughan;
bell Underwood.Miss Mildred Stevers of fancy table, Mrs. Frank Towle and Mrs. E. 0.
Delia
and
sister
Grant
Horace
and
Brockton,
Pendleton.
were recent guests Mr. and Mrs. F. T. WentGeorge Davis came near meeting with a
been
who
has
worth_John Shea of Boston,
serious accident last Monday
morning when
Mrs.
Henry
spending his vacation with Mr. and
driving the baser cart. The bit to the bridle
Wentworth returned home last Saturday-j
broke in the horse’s mou:h and the horse beMrs. Sophia Hartshorn of Morrill is with her j came
frightened and started at a breakneck
daughter, Mrs. Fred Carter, who is in poor
speed down the road. Although Mr. Davis
health... .There is quite a lot of hay out in
kept control of the horse he found the wagon
this vicinity through the bad weather.
was tipping over and jumped,
spraining his
1
The Municipal Court. Monday there was ankle quite badly. It was some time before he
a “hoss" case in the Municipal Court before
could get the horse quieted, but after
getting
Judge Maurice W. Lord,when Clinton A. Wing him straightened around continued his route
Vinal
t home.
of Belmont was the complainant against
He is still suffering from the sprain
I
TTT;__
fna tUn
Inannnn
and confined to his home.
horse and carriage. Judge Lord found probThe quiet little neighborhood called Mason’s
able cause and bound him over to the SeptemMills was somewhat aroused last Sunday night
ber term of the S. J. Court under $100 bonds
when one of its lady residents started out in
with A. J- Skidmore of Liberty and Fred G. fl__ _l__A.

]

|

o

<■_ll

was
at
committed.
the corner of Franklin and Cedar streets on
the way to jail with his prisoners Doyle conc'uded to take "leg bail," and jumping from
the carriage ran like a deer over fences and
through the lawn at 5 Court street. The
sheriff called to Jerry E. Hayes and his crew
of linemen, at work on the telephone wires
nearby, for help and is deeply indebted to
hem for assistance in running Doyle down between Cifftrch and High streets, where the
Sheriff caught him.

I_

pick a few berries. She congratulated herBelf on filling her pail in a short time and
started for home, but in the opposite direction
from the way she came. As darkness came
upon her she began to realize she had gone in
the wrong direction and thought she would
have to stay in the woods all night. But in the
meantime the good people of Mason’s Mills
were notified of her disappearance and in much
less time than it takes to write more than a
dozen men started out with lanterns,horns,etc.,
and found her about five miles from home,
tired, hungry, and with an empty pail, as on
the tramp she had spilled all her berries, Monday morning she was out bright and early,none
the worse for her tramp, but a much wiser
woman.
Probably she has since repeated to
herself: '‘Remember the Sabbath day and keep
it holy.”
to

j

SOUTH

|

MONTVILLE.

The annual meeting of the Dale Clan will be
held at the Grange hall Saturday evening,Aug.
14th. A cordial invitation to attend is extended all in outlying districts.

JACKSON.

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Chase are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. A, K. Fletcher in Belfast.

Mrs. Herbert Hadley and son of Mascoma,
N. H„ have been spending several weeks with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Morton.
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50 Men’s and
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to
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give

you

a

Some with straight pants, some with knickerbocker
Values from $3.50 to $5.00.

PRICES TO CLEAN UP NOW
(Sizes

THE

ACCIDENT IN EAST
JULY 26th.

To the Editor

of

The

Best Makes, Reduced

ifll

H
||

||

Everything

1 Harry
H

H

to 9c, and 19c.

at

Greatly

tfjfl

p|

Reduced Prices.

W. Clark &

H

Co.,

The Main Street Ciothiers.

f

p
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space for a few words in relation to the
accident,in East Belfast July 26th, an account
af v. hich appeared in your issue of July 29th.
iTour correspondent seems to have been grossly misinformed as to the facts, which were as
Eollows: Returning from Searsport on the
above date, near Mr. Vaughan’s residence I
overtook, a Mr. Johnson who was towing a
When within what
horse behind his carriage.

|

T INVESTMENT OF MONEY IN A SAVINGS
1 Account is the best investment, the most profitable business and the greatest and grandest speculation possible. Every successful man started life in

|
|I

this

*

wav.

=TRY IT=

|

The City National Bank of Belfast

|I

Assets Over $2,000,000

|

Allow

i

1

distance I sounded
within a few rods
turned out to pass on the left, there being a
least 12 feet of good road between the team
and the ditch. When I was nearly abreast the
towed horse he kicked, throwing himself
around toward me, and plunged into the rear
wheels of Mr. Johnson's carriage, crushing
them, and fell, or partially fell, across the

considered easy hearing
the auto horn and when
[

-S>i*s*•'i".*>i*

J.

Coliseum Rink

|

road, so that I could not avoid passing over
tiis hind legs with the right wheels of the
I was not within several feet of the
auto.
horse until he sprang and fell in front of me,
and was then at least four feet to the left of
I had time to do nothing exthe carriage.
cept turn the car into the ditch and back into the road, which 1 did and stopped within
eight or ten rods of the spot where the acci- I
dent occurred. I talked with the owner of
the horse at the time and explained to him
how the accident occurred. The speed of my
car at the time of the accident was aboat 15
miles per hour. The statement that I refused
to give my name was false. The accident
was a regretable one, bnt was caused wholly
|
oy the action of the horse, and was one that
might occur to any careful driver.
Newell White,
Thoradike, Aug. 9. 1915.

I

A .WORD FOR MOTHERS

It is a grave mistake for mothers to neglect their aches and pains and su£er in
silence—this only leads to chronic sickness and often shortens life.
If your work is tiring; if your nerves are
excitable; if you feel languid, weary or
depressed, you should know that Scott’s
Emulsion overcomes just such conditions,
It possesses in concentrated form the
very elements to invigorate the blood,
strengthen the tissues, nourish the nerves
and build strength.
Scott’s is strengthening thousands of
mothers—and will help you. No alcohol.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

f

August 6th.
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Open Every Evening

*

< >

and Saturday Afternoon

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without

I

And

Kit

the

the

aid of drugs)

Most

Up*to*Date

Glasses
At Reasonable Prices.

11

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

|
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l

Baked Beans and Brown Bread will
be served at The Wayside in addition to the regular menu.
They

1

i;

can

J

j

quantities.

l

on

|

;

Brokeri Lenses Replaced

)
&

Chase & Doak,

All

Cheaper

Opened Friday Night

|

The Eyes

j

j

-^Optometrists, *€25 Main Street,

(

also

be

ordered

Cooked

in
Food

desired

always

sale.

NEW YORK ICE CREAM
—something new
always on sale.

and delicious—

PHOTO POST CARDS
of this quaint old house

on

sale.

Mrs. Ada E. Wildes.

Belfast, Maine.

$

$

j

PATTERSON’S

W. A. SHALES.
is

j

We Examine

Agents Wanted

MUSIO SHOP,

Belfast, August 12, 1915—82tf

Flour

*i*i*>i-v£'*K* -~I*^>h\*^t»-i.'-HK*>J*^ '4*i>

%

modern
street,
conveniences. Suitable for two
tenements. About half acre of
land with chance for garden.
Inquire on the premises of

DWIGHT P. PALMER i

jg

me

Belfast.
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Men’s Best 50c. Underwear, 35c. and 39c
“
“
$1.00 and SI.25 Fins Shirts
Now 69c. and 79c.

BELFAST

Journal.

II

Men’s, Boys’ and Ladies’ Hose I

||

by Comrade D. O Bowen
of Morrill. Then followed reading by Mrs. j
Ward, music by Emma Colson, reading by |
Mrs. Hopkins, singing by Mrs. Jellerson, remarks by Comrades Trask, A. E. Nickerson, A.
Stinson, Wrm. Rowe and Jas. Knowlton. President Crockett made some very appropriate re- |
marks as did Mrs. Bowen and Mrs. Palmer, and
Mrs. O. B. Gray spoke words of welcome to
the boys of '61.
Then closed another of our best meetings
by singing God be With You Till we Meet |
A. Stinson, Secy.
Again.

only)

$5.95,6.95, 10,50, 11.95, 13.95,

|

was

98c

IN ALL SIZES, REDUCED TO

jj|

cordial wel-

12 to 17 years

All of Our Best “X* Suits I

§
H

come.

The response

$2.98

pants.

Our vanished armies have not truly died,
They march today before the heavenly host,
And history veterans raise a storm of cheers
As the Yankee troops with glory armed and
shod,
In grand review swing by the throne of God.
Mr. President,
members of the Waldo
County Veteran Association, in behalf of the

Prospect

fg

35 Boy’s Knee Pants Suits

falsehood,

of

COUNTY.

Values from $7.50 to $12.50

PRICES TO CLEAN UP NOW

moment to

people

WALDO

Young Men’s Suits

sixes 34, 35,- 36 breast.

every man and nation comes the
decide in the cause of truth with
for the good or evil side
As we
look across the waters and realize,
although in
a small degree the terrible
carnage, the awful
sacrifice of young, brave manhood, the
grief
stricken mothers, widows and orphans brought
about by greed and a thirst for conquest,
we feel that we owe much to our bouored
president who i9 so faithfully and patiently
guiding our Ship of State through the turbulent waters and
treacherous shoals with
which he is being constantly confronted
God
grant his course may be straight on to the haven of peace.
We are glad to see that in the
intervening
time since your last meeting with us so many
of you have been spared to meet with us
again, that so few have been called to join the
Grand Army above. Although in the natural
order of events your ranks must grow thinner year by year,
yet the memories of the
brave comrades gone before must always
remain with you and be to you and to us,
an
inspiration to higher and nobler aims
and purposes; and when
“taps” shall be
sounded for the last time and you shall
have gathered an unbroken army at that
great encampment, may the coming generation be imbued with the same spirit of
patriotism which characterized the Boys of ’61.

"I

Here's Some of Them

1 A room house with stable,
J-U situated at 29 Congress

i-

OFFERED

!

__

-

MEN’S AND BOYS’ CLOTHING

rdft

For Sale

Miss Eunice Chase is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Willis Kelsey, in Knox.

The many friends of Charles A. Morton
were pained to learn of his death,
Aug. 1st,at his
home in Lowell, Mass, after a year’s illness of
pernicious anemia.. Prayers were said at the
family residence, 3 Fairfield street, Tuesday
afternoon at 2 80 o’clock. Wednesday morning the remains were brought to Jackson, his
childhood’s home, accompanied by his wife
and sister, and funeral services were held at
the home of hi s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Morton, Thursday morning at 10 o’clock.
The services were conducted by Rev. T. H.
Martin, pastor of the Jackson Congregational
church. lhc burial was in the family lot in
Jackson cemetery in charge of J. H. McKinley,
an old schoolmate.
The bearers were the
three brothers of the deceased: Edwin T. of
Waterville, Harold S. of Jackson, Harrison E.
of Unity, and a brother-in-law, M. S. Hatch of
Jackson. There were many beautiful flowers
from relatives and friends.

|I MOST WONDERFUL BARGAINS'I!

When our martyred Lincoln called for volunteers to uphold the honor of our
country how

The ladies of Trinity church have planned to
hold their annual sale, supper and entertain-

>

instruction of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle of New York City,
and#1 her partner, Mr.
Bennett, who is a graduate of Prof. Chaulif,
late of Paris and has danced in and around
New York extensively. Tuesday will be children’s day; Wednesday, Governor’s day; and
Thursday, Merchant’s day.

Wm. Russell of Brookline, Mass., arrived

gess

gor.

s-k

sonal

August.
w

music.Miss
Waikley, acting pastor of the North Belfast church, is spending a
few days at the home of D. N. Beach in Ban-

!

are guests of Miss Edith Strout.
Mr. and Mrs. John Borg and two children,
Donald and Dorothy, from
Weehawken, N. J.,
are at the Towle
cottage for the month of

id wuc, wno nas Deen
juju
visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roseoe
Black, for
some weeks,

Frances

Amidships in large letters, extending over nearly one-third her length: “Sea*-:e about $70.
connet, U. S. A.,”and at the bow and stern are
painted the Stars and Stripes. The paper Capt.
A
he Woman's Club. The Once in Awhile
Mrs. C. E. Owen, Mrs. C. W. Jennys, Carter maned has just been received and has
B. 0. Norton, Mrs. Leroy W. Strout, Mrs. a picture of the Seaconnet, but as it is printed in Swedish we are unable to quote from it. Gray of Belfast sureties. Tuesday there were
tjrge E. Kittridge, Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, and
The Seaconnet is probably now at sea, home- four cases of intoxication, all transient citizens
M>- Anne M. Kittridge—with Mrs. Harry L.
Thomas Forrest, for a second
of Belfast.
ward bound and we hope she will go clear of
.g >"e, Mrs. Emma Sawyer of St. John, N.
offence, was committed to the county jail for
and Mrs. Noah L. Page of Beverly, Mass., German mines and torpedoes.
30 days; Dennis J. Murphy was committed
The Bangor Fair.
This year’s Eastern
guests, had a Dutch treat at the Woman’s
for 10 days, and John Doherty and Thomas
The menu was Maine State fair, Aug. 24th, 25th, and 26th, is
room Friday at 1 o’clock.
Cullen were given a like sentence with the
ken salad, hot rolls, olives, assorted cake
to be a continuous performance from the time
privilege of leaving town at once, and decided
-e, ice cream or sherbet. Aftpr lunch all gates are opened, at six in the morning, until
to leave.
Wednesday morning two young
home
of
urned
to
the
Mrs.
-i.
Norton for a 12 at night, for after the program has been
men of 18 and 20 years, one giving his name as
social afternoon... .Mrs. Wm. J. Colburn of carried out during the day, and after vaudeH :rbert Smith of Milo and the other William
! iedo, Ohio,
entertained at the Woman’s ville and fireworks in the evening, on WednesDoyle of New York, were before the Court in
noon Mrs. John H.
oom Friday
Quimby, day and Thursday evenings will be given a
of Sheriff Frank A. Cushman on comMrs
Albert M. Carter and Miss Charlotte W. dance, music for which will be furnished by custody
of Charles Drinkwater, who lives just
jrn.... Miss Maude E. Barxer was hostess
the Bangor band, under .the management of p'aint
Saturday Cove, for breaking and enterat the
Woman’s Club Monday evening with the fair, at the auditorium, this spacious struc- below
home and also that of Mrs. Jane Hart,
Mrs. L. R. Campbell of Holyoke, Mass., Mrs. ture having room for 400 dancing couples,while ing his
In the Drinkwater home they
a neighbor.
A
Mrs.
Elmer
A.
the
Sherman, Mrs.
Burgess,
gallery and floor will seat 400 copies more.
took a suit case, a pair of pants, a fountain
as
guests. Tuesday evening In connection with the dance, at about 10.30 p.
-uph Tyler
pen and an alarm clock. They plead guilty
Mr- Essie P. Carle entertained at lunch Mrs.
m., an exhibition of modern and society dancand were bound over to the September term
Pierce, Miss Mary E. Pierce, Mrs. Fred ing wili be given by Miss Alice Pinkham of
of the S. J. Court under $500 bonds and were
Payson, Rev. and Mrs. Arthur A. Blair.
Rochester, N. H., who has been under the perWhen Sheriff Cushman
steamer.

avenue.

^*st

Tl~ A

(Sale Closes Saturday Night)

i

quickly and nobly you responded, realizing the
sacrifice, yet resolutely and unflinchingly you
pressed on to the call of duty.
Once

Roy Black of Brockton. Mass is visiting his
uncle, Roscoe Black, and family, on Searsport

Mrs. Edward Jones Morison have
invitations to the marriage of their
daughter, Cora Susan Morison, and Mr. Amos
Jefferson King of San Juan, P. R., at the
Congregational Church, Sept. 2nd at 10 a. tn.

♦

§

I GREAT RED TAG SALE I

inseparable.

Mrs. Celia Richards of Reading, Mass., was a
guest last week of >er niece Mrs. Frame Towle,

Mr. and

that

OF THE

Hi

met with us for the first time in the
history of
your association, and we greet you today with
the same degree of pleasure, the same
feeling
of admiration, the same amount of
gratitude
to you who fought and suffered with such
valor and heroism for the cause of freedom
that we might still enjoy the blessings of
liberty and union, now and forever, one and

sister, Mrs. G. A. Leavitt, and family.

highly appreciated.

North Belfast.

ty Veteran Association:

Days I

Last 3

R

were

Klhlo

Fred Mitchell returned home Monday from a
visit in Islesboro w-ith his daughter.
Miss Cora Eames of Boston is a suest of her

at half mast

issued

be

Hello!
The Waldo Telephone Company
has issued new directories for the BelfastRockland district and it is urged that subscribers use the
new books all possible
owing
to the many changes which have been made.
There are a few which were too late for the
book: New--Otis K. Ryder, 126-12; Sturgis
Dexter, 246-4; E. F. Hanson, 267-11. Changes,
R. M. Carter changed from 117-4 to 126 3;

was

dates of the annual fair of the South
Kennebec Agricultural Society at South Windsor have been changed from Sept. 21st, 22nd
and 23d to Sept. 14th, 15th and 16th.

obtained from the custodian
only. The right to reject any and all bids is
reserved. Austin W. Keating, Custodian.
which

A. R., hall

The

railroads.”
Thompson's ice cart was in collison
The open-air band concert last
granger's car near the Phoenix bouse
Thursday
last Saturday morning and both were evening was pronounced by many the most
of
the
season thus far and
Mr. Thompson said it enjoyable
at damaged.
despite
the unfavorable weather there was a
good atrely the strangers fault, but that he
tendance. The* medley of familiar songs, the
t emanlv about it and bore his damvocal solo by Charles F. Hammons, “As the
was sorry for the other fellow,
Days Go By,” with chorus by the band memharles Bradbury entertained Wednesbers were much eDjoyed.
“Tipperary” was
in
honat
the
4th,
Wayside
.ing, Aug.
repeated and enthusiastically encored.
ner guests, Mrs. A. H. Hanscom of BosA notice is posted at the postoffice
stating
daughter, Mrs. Jack Fuller of Tampa,
that sealed proposals will be received by the
Drier guests were Mrs. Theodore N.
custodian
until
one
m.
p.
Mrs. George A.
August 21, 1915, and
w of Elizabeth, N. J.,
Mrs, C. C. Pineo and Miss Katherine then publicly opened, for repairs at that building in accordance with drawings on file with
mby.
the custodian, and specifications, copies of
Drew T.
Hawthorne, principal of
on seven

at G.

The Philathea class of the Methodist Sunday
school will have a lawn party at the Methodist
parsonage, 7 Court street, this Thursday evening. Ice cream will be on sale.

from coast to coast:

rode

flag

The Journal office had a call last Friday from
little Misses Ann and Charlotte Cooper and

from

n as a voluntary bankrupt has been
Daniel F. Walker.of Freedom. Liabilij2.
Assets, $106. Principal creditors
r.abeth E. Knowlton, Belfast; How,n
Albion, and Sagadahoc Fertilizer
,:.y. Attorney, H. C. Buzzell, Belfast.

Early

EAST BELFAST.

fair.

was

iract for repairing Eaton bridge has
Cn as. McKinley and he began work
The
The contract price is $1449
ider on the Turnpike Hill job is Fred
He will begin on the
id being $1800
ii as necessary details can be arrang:,den Herald.

generally

|

ing “America,” all standing; prayer by Comrade D. O. Bowen; address of welcome
by
Mrs Jennie Dockham, as follows:
Mr, President, Members of the Waldo coun-

James H. Howes

Donigaw, Dr. A. J. Neal, Don R. Hussey.
One of the city’s pair of gray horses had a
severe case of glanders last week and
Mayor
Coombs wrote to the State Live Stock Sam^ed and her daughter, Miss Angelia,
in Somerville, Mass., are now? stopping i tary Commissioner for advice.
He was told
that the disease was very
contagious and the

j

Come

Prospect

read and accepted. One Comrade was
as having died since the last meeting—Comrade Fenderson Heal of Co. A, 8th
Me. Vols. The committee on time and place
of next meeting. Comrades
Trask, Bowen and
Palmer, subsequently reported as follows: time,
Sept 2nd, place, Vaughan’s shore East Belfast.
The report was accepted. Comrade J
G.Harding
made some appropriate remarks. Dinner was
then announced. A recess was taken and the
boys fell into line and marched to the diningroom,where the inner man was satisfied. After
the smoke talk the afternoon
meetingwas called
to order,and the following
program given; sing-

Suits and Coats

are the general committee.
Albert C. Burgess came in
Monday from
Pitcher s pond, where he had been for six

this

common

in

reported

Dresses

lawn
more.

ing

—-

\

Meeting

The Waldo County Veteran Association
held its August meeting in the K. of P. hall,
Prospect, August 6,1915, It was a postponed'
meeting from the fith on account of the storm
and the meeting was not as large as some
former meetings. The forenoon session was
called to order by the President, S, L. Crockett
of Brooks and the minute^ of the July meet-

Complete Clean-Up

Sarah R. Pierce
ncert

__5_
Veteran’s

Joseph E, Saunders has taken the contract
for a large summer
cottage at Mark Island,
near Islesboro.
Fred Lufkin and Winfield Dow
are putting in the foundation.—Deer
Isle Mes-

folks.

-tie consolation
hat has gone before,
local prophet tells us
will rain for three weeks

«-»

Bramhall market last week.
All members of A. E. Clark
Camp, Sons of
Veterans, are requested to be present next
Monday evening for drill.

roads wash out their pebbles
gutters overflow;
nos of clothes get wetter,
re’s little chance to mow,
air is filled with sighing,
n gru ts, and groans, and
the long drawn faces

n.

—

*VWAM1AU#

"Tinkers,” caught in the weir of Arthur E.
Stantial, East Belfast, were on sale at the

and blacken
our haystacks droop
1
ur gardens drown and mold,
‘;
tightest roofs are leaking,
ur hammocks dank and cold,
.r

»

Mrs. G. B. Mariano was able to be oat list
wee^ after an illness which bad threatened to
develop into pneumonia.

47 Main Straat,
MUSIC MDSE.

Get our prices before you buy. We are agents
for Stott's Peerless and Stott's Fancy Patent.

RENTING

J.

PERRY’SCASH MARKET.
\

LEE

T*0 TAKE ORDERS FOR FALL DRESSA
goods and cloakings. Only hustlers and
thoae that mean business need apply.

Balfast, Malna.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

W.

I

lw32p

OLDHAM,
Portland, Maine.

UTOME AND STORE, Boston, only 15c year
A A and your ad. free;
fights dept, stores.

Bug Light.

Socialist

NATURE TELLS YOU

At low tide the bar could be crossed
afoot. After the week’s visit on Bug

As Many

a

‘Osprey.’”
“There, there” Uncle Jake stroked

“The ‘Osprey’has weathered
her hair.
many a stiffer gale than this.”
Both children climbed the narrow
stairs to watch Uncle Jake light the big
luuruai
uiai
is
revolving llgni.

Vino

storm
Vmi

came
turn

three.”
Even while he counted, he was jumping down the steps. “It’s the ‘Osprey’s’
count. She must’ve passed Mill Cove
Bet she’s
’fore the storm struck her.
struck Bad Man’s Reef.” He got out
his oil-skins, coiled a rope around his
waist, hung a life-saver across his chest
and another over his shoulder, lighted a
lantern, and called Aunt Cressy. "The
‘Osprey’s’ in trouble between here and
Bad Man’s Reef. I’m going over.”
“No boat could live in this sea,” demurred Aunt Cressy.
“I’ll take my chances in a row-boat to
the main —the tide’s hardly covered the
bar yet, —then creep around shore to
Raleigh’s boat house at Birch Point. If I
don’t find it open, I’ll break in and get a
boat. From there it’s only a few rods to
Baa Man’s Reef.”
Aunt Cressy took down a heavy reefer
belonging to her husband. “I can be of
hold the lantern or
some use with you,
something. Given,” her eyes traveling
from her niece to the beacon iight above
stairs, “you’ve been here long enough to
Know what to do.”
“Yes,yes, "Gwen fairly shouted, thinking cf Gus. She climed on a chair and took
down more rope. Then she lighted a lantern for aunt.
“Go, go! I’ll see to

things.”

“Stay inside and keep a fire,” Uncle
Jake called back from the darkness. “You
couldn’t see out in this storm, whatever
happened. You’d only get lost in the
hail.”
Gwen and Joe peered after the lightkeeper and his wife, but could see them
farther into the driving hail than the
threw its searching rays.
In a few seconds even the turn of the
lamp revealed no sight of the rescuers’
figures, flecked with white. Gwen turned to Joe, saying:
“They’ll need a hot fire and perhaps a
tankful ot warm water if they bring anyno

revolving light

otf

‘Osprey.’
The little shed opened off the kitchen,
and Joe cheerfully filled the wood-box.

one

lNuw,

the

now

11 11 uu

iu

iiictKt

a nan

enow-

der, Gwen?

Shipwrecked folks are alhungry.” He took down a pan and
opened the cellar door.
“Ail right.
Bring up some pork, too.
A layer of pork, a layer of potatoes, or
“Did Aunt
is that a stew?” anxiously.
ways

Cressy put crackers in hers?”
“She poured in some hot milk when
’twas all done, —hot, not scalded—”
She was
But Gwen torgot to listen.
staring over his head through the pane
the
“Hasn’t
into the blast.
light stopped burnin? Or am I dizzy? You look,
Joe.’’
“It’s
“Obediently Joe looked out.
just one steady blaze. It never goes
out.”
“Then it’s stopped turning round. It
should disappear every two seconds,
showing the dark side to the water.”
“I should think it would be better for
it to keep right stock still,” said Joe.
“If it pours a steady shine out there on
the water, it’ll guide vessels all the bet-

ter.”

“But all the boats know Bug Light is
right here, revolving all the time, turning first her bright side to the ocean, then
in two seconds leaving it in darkness. If
Bug Light is stationery, the boats’ll mistake her for one of the fixed lights alongshore here, and be likely to run on to a
snag most anywhere. They’ll think they
haven’t come to Bug Light, with her
rocks and reefs.”

Joe went down cellar for his pork and
potatoes, but Gwen stayed on at the
"We
window, staring and thinking.
may be guiding some ship straight up

on these rocks,” groaned the little girl.
“Joe, let’s go up turret and see.”
“See what?” Joe emerged with his
load.
“It’s plain enough to see.”
“Come on, though. We may be able
to make the thing work.”
Reluctantly Joe set down his provisions and followed her. On the landing
“You wait and let
she stopped him.
me

try it first.

I’m taller and have

a

longer reach.”

climbed the step-ladder to the
lamp. It had ceased revolving and threw
an unblinking stream of light out over
the bay. Gwen laid hold on the burner,
and tried to twist it around.
It resisted
all her strength.
“It’s stuck,” Bhe
spoke back to Joe. “I can’t move it.
She

Ynii'll

hnvf'

tn

cnrnp

lin

nn

side, and see what we’re both strong
enough to do.”
So Joe clambered up the steps on the
opposite side of the great globe, and
put his two hands around the far side of
the tube.
‘‘Now don’t tip over backwards,”
cautioned Gwen. “Remember to bend
toward the lamp all the time, but don’t
tumble against it. Now, twist it toward
you. Turn when 1 do. Now! Slowly.
One, two. No, don’t give a wrench.
Steady! Put all your muscle on it.
There, didn’t that start it? Yes, it’s
turning, Joe.”
“Perhaps it’ll keep on goin’, now’t
it’s got in the habit of it,” hopefully
Joe suggested. But Gwen began turning it again.
"No, I guess it’s run down, or whatever happens to ’em.
We’ll just have
to turn it by band till Uncle Jake gets
back. See, it doesn’t go so hard, now.
Here, I can take hold of this little nub
of a handle. Why, it’s quite easy this
way. We’U take turns. I’ll keep it
agoing awhile, then when my arms ache
you can turn some.”
Joe waB four years younger than Gwen
and slower to realize the situation.
he reasoned.
“Gus is on the ‘Osprey,’
“He won’t be

in

any

‘Osprey’s agrouqd now.”

danger. The

“But the ocean may be full of ves-

sels,” patiently Gwen explained again.
“We don’t want anyone lost. This is
the big steamer’s day, the Maggie
Bell. Maybe she put in somewhere when

S’pose
light, Joe?”

now.

we

we won't risl
.Too
T’ll hnvo 11

keep

this up till

us.

.-„

—--—

Europe from a long-prepared endeavor
to put us all under the heel of Prussian-

rest a minute.”
Joe suddenly asked.
About half an hour later Joe, wearj
“Thunder in a hail-storm!” exclaimed
Gwen, flattening her nose against the and sleepy asked, “Ain’t it about timt
glass, though all without was blackness for the folks to be back?”
This question had been worrying Gwen,
shot witn white hailstones.
“That screw is getting out of order,” but she bravely answered:
the
at
“Perhaps the storm’s so bad they’l
muttered Uncle Jake, twisting
lamp. “It’ll hardly turn.” When he have to take the ‘Osprey’s’ passengers
at last settled the globe on the light, into the boat-house till morning. ’Twoulc
and came down the steps to the larding be pretty wild taking them around short
“A boat
he listened for the next boom.
“one, two,
in distress,” he counted,

ui

_

up, but

nrtar

uoiuemp*.

war. uermanys

glied

made it difficult for me to stoop or lift. Often
I was in such bud shape that I could not attenc
1 tried different medicines, but
to my work.
nothing gave me relief until I used Doan’i
Kidney Pills. Since I learned about thii
medicine !I have used it whenever I have felt
in need of a |kidney tonic and the resulti
have been the best.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply asl
for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney PUli
—the same that Mr. Gray had. Foster-Milburi
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
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No Peace Terms Sale Until German Military Colonel Harvey SpeaKt Some Blunt Truth*.
The most forthright and candid preDespotism is Overthrown. A Case of
sentation of our case against Germany
Crush or be Crushed.
that has yet been published is from the
[From a letter to the New York Timee by H. trenchant pen of George Harvey, Editor
M. Hyndman, Chairman of the Socialist
of The North American Review, and apParty in England.
pears in the August issue of that perAt the beginning of this war you al- iodical. Colonel Harvey minces no words
lowed me, as one or the oldest Social- in the matter. What Germany has reDemocrats living, to appeal to American
to us amounts to this, says Colonel
Socialists of all Bhades of opinion not to
[arvey with vivid directness: “The Unitallow themselves to be misled in regard ed States of America and her President,
to the facts of the conflict by pro-Ger- and her Congress, and her people, can
man misrepresentations or peace-at-any- go to helj.
Just that; nothing more and
price propaganda. The unprecedented nothing less.” Colonel Harvey continues
struggle has now been going on for near- as follows:
She disavows none of her crimes; she
ly a year. Millions of men have been
killed or mutilated, and hundreds of makes no suggestion of reparation; she
millions sterling have been wasted. It recognizes no rights of neutrals; she reitis not surprising, therefore, that well- erates her repudiation of all treaties and
meaning efforts should be made by hu- of all laws, whether among nations or of
mane people in the belligerent as well as civilization and humanity, which may
in the neutral countries to induce the conflict with her own conception of milicombatants to consider terms of peace. tary necessity; she apologizes for nothFor a Social-Democrat to oppose such ing; she concedes nothing; she acknowlattempts to put a stop to the wholesale edges nothing; Bhe seeks only to secure
carnage and money expenditure appears our approval of her lawless practices
to some quite contrary to Socialist doc- through our acquiescence in her proposal
trine and a declaration against the broth- that we waive our unquestioned rights
A
cnU
*•
erhood of man.
"I---ftV
But this is not so. The stupendous our ships as she may permit, under her
fight now being fought is a fight to save surveillance and subject to her dictation;

belfast Reader Knows Too

Well.
Light Rock, Gwen and Joe were planning to go back to the mainland, when
are weak,
When
the
kidneys
o’clock.
the water left the strand at five
Nature tells you about it.
But an unseasonable snowsquall blew
The urine is nature’s index.
in from seaward, rising to a bitter hailstorm by half-past tour, so Aunt Cressy
Infrequent or too frequent passage,
and Uncle Jake told the children they
Other disorders suggest kidney ills.
must pass another night in the lightDoan’s Kidney Pills are for disordered kid*
Gwen was disappointed. She
house.
neys.
loved her light-keeping relatives, but
People in this vicinity testify to their worth
Gus was coming home tonight, and she
Lewis H. Gray, Hill street. Rockland, Maine,
longed to be home to welcome him. Gus
had been away, at Bass Harbor, two savs: I suffered for a long time from kidnej
months, and the “Osprey” was bearing complaint. My back was weak and lame anc
him home this very hour.
“1 hope the ‘Ooprey’ won’t try to
make harbor in this s eet.” Uncle Jake
spoke his thoughts aloud, when the fro“If I know
zen rain blew in thickest.
Captain Bartlett, he'll put into Mill
Cove, and ride there till daylight. It’ll
be a rough night outside.”
“But Gus!” breathed Gwen, her heart
“He’s on—the—
in her catching voice.

of

view

i»/wl

day-

“Guess I can stand it ’slong you can.”
snapped Joe; and keep it up they did til
daylight brought Uncle Jake and Aunt
Cressy back, but without Gus.
“The ‘Osprey’ grounded on a sandbar,” auntie explained. “This morning’s tide floated her off long ago.”
Tnen Uncle Jake exclaimed:
“You’ll reach the mark you set foi
yourselves in life, you youngsters, 01
I’m no prophet. Turned it by hand! It’s
all I’d have felt equal to myself.”
“Gwen made me,” grinned Joe, “01
I’d have had some chowder ready foi
your breakfast.”
In the middle of the day, who should
row across the bar for the children bui
Gus. “1 didn’t take the ‘Osprey,’”hs
“1 was late, and caught thi
told them,
‘Maggie Bell’ for Calais. Went righi
and
came home by ferry.
Scotby here,
land, but 'twas a rough trip, uncle! II
it hadn’t been for your old revolving
light— Once the captain lost the revo
tion and word went round that he’d loshis bearings. In a second there was
panic. The women all crowded to on<
If th< 1
side till the ‘Bell’ dipped water.
‘Maggie Bell’ didn’t know where Bug
she
must
be
off
her
course
Light was,
much as she’d been up and down thii 1
coast. The sharpest eyes could see onlj
fixed lights. The coolest of us tried tc
calm the women, and we all watched foi
that disappearing and reappearing light

arol Vinv

too

nri
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the intention of establishing a worldwide empire under the same militarist
domination. There can now be no doubt
whatever about that. The men who control the policy of Germany, from the
Kaiser and the King of Bavaria downward, all openly avow it. The nation as
a whole does not deny it.
The pretence that the war was entered upon as a war of defence is completely abandoned, now that, it has served its
purpose of giving the official German
and Social-Democratic party an excuse
for turning Chauvinists and supporting
the bitterest enemies of Socialism. All
disguise has been thrown aside. The
policy of conquest and empire is accepted as the policy of the Germanic Powers,
with the exception of a small and hitherto uninffuential section, whose protests,
fine as they are, produce no effect.

-.r

hiving injured
having insulted

us, she would wrong us;
us, she would humiliate
us; that is all there is of this insolent

declaration.
Not one of our moderate demands is
accorded even the courtesy of frank
recognition; all are in effect denied; each
and every one is either tacitly spurned
or

imprudently ignored.

Never before has this country and seldom, if ever, has any country been
treated so contemptuously.
Why is
this? What has happened to convince
even a truculent autocracy that this Republic can be flouted with impunity?
Surely history warrants no such assumption9 Tripoli at the outset was taught
her lesson by Jefferson, England first by
Madison and again by Cleveland, Mexico

by Polk, France by Lincoln, Spain by

McKinley, and Japan, more decisively
than is commonly understood, by Roosevelt. What now induces Germany to
believe that President Wilson does not
mean what he says?
That “strict ac-

LAKI.

WHAKUE.3

t.

Scakurer,

Three hundred members of the Order
of Eastern Star were
present Aug. 4th
theannual outing of the Knox County
gj
^Boston Sunday Herald.]
Field Day Association in Penobscot View
Dean of the sea captains that made Grange hall, Glen Cove. Mrs. Bertha
rhomaston, Me., famous by sailing the Lewis of Union, retiring president, de-

livered the address of welcome. These
officers were elected: Mrs. Elizabeth
Spear, Rockport, president; Mrs. Edna
Lermond, Thomaston, Mrs. Ellen Fiske,
Rockland, Mrs. Florence Starrett, Warren. Mrs. Harriet Rawley, St. George,
Mrs. Mabel
Colson, Vinalhaven, Mrs.
Eliza Jones, Camden, Mrs. Abbie Aagerson, Thomaston, Mrs. Jane Morgan,
his pretty home on Central street, Au- South Thomaston, Mrs. Hattie Counce,
Washington, vice presidents; Mrs. Eliburndale, and despite his advanced age nor
Robinson, secretary; Mrs. Hester
• his remarkable man retains his faculties,
treasurer. A program of readthough he makes use of a magnifying Chase,
and vocal solos was furnished by
ings
glass while reading.
Mrs. Eliza Jones of Camden, Mrs. Mary
For 27 years he sailed the seas, comof Rockport, Mrs. W. F. Tibmanding in that time 15 vessels, and the Payson
betts and Mrs. Grace Rollins of Rockonly disaster that betell mm waB tne loss land.
There was also dancing and card
of his first command, which burned in a
Fred Robinson of Rockport
southern port. Since retiring from sea playing.
was floor
manager.
half a century ago, Capt. Ranlett has
Berved as selectman of Thomaston, representative to the General Court from
Congregational Fair at Rockland.
that section, and has also served Newton
countless vessels built at that old town
to all parts of the

globe is the honor that
rightfully belongs to Capt. Charles E.
Ranlett, still hale and hearty at the age
of 98 years and eight months.
Every day, rain or shine, he may be
seen walking about the grounds around

selectman in the days before it became a city, as well as representing it in
the Legislature.
His early life was similar to that of
thousands of other Maine boys. Borh in
Montville, Nov. 9, 1816, he went to Bea
when 11 years old as a cabin boy on coast
mg schooners. Thus, in the language of
sailors, he came aboard “through the
hawse pipe” and rose through the successive grades until, at the age of 19
years, he sailed from Thomaston as master of the schooner Waldoboro.
The vessel was loaded with lime from
the kilns at Thomaston and 20 days later
in a harbor on the coast of Georgia, she
Bprung a leak and the water fired the
lime, causing the destruction of the
schooner. He had many
other commands, however, among the coasters of
the Thomaston fleet.
The last 20 years of his life at sea
were spent in large vessels, one the clipper ship Oracle, a craft of 1300 tons
burden, which he commanded two years
and in which he made voyages to China
and Australia.
Then, like many others of his calling,
Capt. Raniettt decided to invest his savings in ship building. At Kennebunkport
he built the bark Asterias and at Thomaston, in a yard on the easterly bank of
the St. George river, his gang of workers
built another bark called the Sunbeam,
which was Capt. Ranlett’s last command.
He sailed this vessel from St. John, N.
B., to Adelaide, Australia, thence to
Lima, Callao, the Trinity Islands, to Galway, Ireland, to Cadiz, Spain, then back
to Boston, where he relinquished his command.
After he left the Sunbeam she
as

a

Germany's Motive at The Hague.
countability” signifies nothing?
Obviously there is an insidious cause
It seems clear, also, that the elaborate proposals which emanated from back of the Imperial Government’s inless than a fixed belief
Germany, at The Hague, for mitigating solence,—nothing
the ferocity and reducing the horrors of that the sentiment of this country is not
war were only suggested in
order to only divided but is veering in their direc“Feeling in the United States,”
weaken the resistance of nations more tion.
humane and more honorable than her- placidly remarks the inspired Morgen
self. For it is now proved conclusively Post of Berlin, “is changed from what
that at the very time when these con- it was at the time of the Lusitania sinkventions were formulated by Germany ing and President Wilson will have to
and accepted by her possible adversaries, satisfy this new feeling in considering
i
all the means (including large supplies and answering the present note. That sank.
of poisonous gases) were being made the note will meet unrestrained approval
On giving up seafaring life he settled
the hands of a large part of Ameriready to infringe them wholesale.Treaties at
likewise which stand in the way of the cans is certain.” For this impression street. This was in the
days when shiprealization of the full German program undoubtedly, as we foresaw, the resignation of Bryan, supplemented by the building and lime burning were at their
are denounced as being in no sense bindin
that
height
place and the town was
utterances of hyphenated ediing, and declarations, however solemn, traitorous
prosperous and bustling. The population
are set aside as worthless.
International tors who write as Germans, not as Amer- was made
up largely of ship captains and
law has become a mere figment, and cen- icans, is directly responsible. And it is owners and the scene
along the wharves
turies-old agreements, never broken in because of this conv cti n beyond ques- was a
busy one. Now, however, the town
modern times, are, to Germany, a vain tion that the Imperial Government’s ad- has fallen into
tranquil decline. Occadress was in no sense, categorical or
then, his eyes glowed, "in a twinklinf thing.
sionally a vessel is towed up the river to
a response to the American
we all saw it come and go.
Then Cap
All this means and can only mean that otherwise,
and a few of the lime kilns are still
tain Bartiett knew where we were.”
Government; it was a stump speech to rent
no reliance whatever can be placed in
the American people; not an answer to operated by an independent concern, but
Joe looked up at Gwen, his heart it
her present rulers. If
under
Germany
the wharves, shipyards and the shops
the President, but an appreciation of
his shining eyps.
“I’m glad you madi :
she and her friends win in this war, or if
where rigging and sails were made, are
he whispered.
me skip the chowder,
succeed in obtaining a “draw,” as Bryan.
they
is “fighting for existence” fallen to decay and Thomaston’s glory
The Beacon.
Germany
the result of this terrific contest, no naof her own volition. So, involuntarily, has departed.
tion, great or small, near or remote, will are the peoples of England and of
Capt. Ranlett stills visits the old town
SIEGE WARFARE.
be safe from a fresh attempt so soon as
France. So may we be compelled to do and delights to talk of the days when the
the aggressor thinks there is again a
to withstand the
Government's house Hags of the ship-owning families ol
Thomaston sailed the seven seas and the
Why Little Progress is Being Made in th : good chance of victory. It is not an or- ruthless endeavorImperial
to place “Deutschwhich
the
Gerdinary campaign upon
French and belgian War Zones.
land uber”—not merely France and Eng- ring of calkers’ mallets and the sound ol
manic Powers have embarked. The alaozes could be heard or
An explanation of why so little pro
land, but—“ube r Alles.” Let their ship carpenters’
! ternative for all their neighbors is crush words
The recent fire that swepl
be ours. No more than they, and i all sides.
an
1
in
the
French
is
made
being
gress
or be crushed.
The Kaiser himself has never so
one-half the business district ol
long as patriotic spirit animates away
tkn)
ni,-.e,lo
Thomaston proved a topic of great inter
Belgian war zones, so far as actus 1 Intnl.i
A mormon hninn-o oKull tLio fran Ponllh.
Nowhere has the truth been more plainground gaining is concerned, is afforde j
lie be found “guilty before God and his- est to him.
After serving as a member of the
ly enunciated than in the columns of the
in a statement from unquestionable au
of violation of those principles of
New York Times; none are better in- tory
which are the founda- Thomaston board of selectmen he was
thority at Paris.
formed as to the real state of the case highest humanity
sent to the Maine Legislature in 1860
"During the last six months,” say s than American Socialists, who learn tions of every national existence” and Forty years ago he came to Massachu
of all civilization.
this authority, “from the North Sea t
setts and settled in Auburndale. He purmany facts about the campaign which
We can but beiieve that, when those
i the Swiss mountains, there has beei
are carefully kept from us English.
I
American men and women were swept chased a plateau containing about 30
veritable siege warfare along the lengt
am amazed, therefore, to find that many
acres of land on a height
overlooking
to their doom from the decks of the
of the broken line of trenches. In thi
of them who are not of German birth
after vainly trying to save Riverside and after building his owi
Lusitania,
warfare all strategic manoeuvres are ah
still uphold the cause of the Germanic
home
set about developing the property
“the
kiddies,” their hearts were comsent, because manoeuvres are impossibl
Powers against the Allies, and are anxforted by the certainty in their minds which now comprises one of the most aton ground where every square meter i
ious to save them from the complete detractive residential sections of Auburnthat
marked and swept by artillery lire. Th'
they had a country. Shall we who dale.
feat which sooner or later must come.
He was made a selectman and
only alternative is a frontal attack Happily, the Belgians, the Serbians, the live sear the trusting souls of those who later served three terms in the Massachudied by forgetting that they were our
Such an attack is smashed to pieces ii
setts
French, the English, the Russians, the kinsmen
Legislature.
and were slaughtered like sheep
one part or another against the tormida
His own home is on the highest poinl
Italians, one and all, declare that, under in a pen?”
bie organizations of defense in which al
no circumstances will they conclude a
of land he developed and he spends much
the resources of art and science havi
of his time working about the lawns 01
j been
separate peace with the ravagers and
employed by the two adversaries.
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
the shrubbery.
pirates who have entered upon the greatHe also reads a great
“In
concrete
subterranean works
est war of all time, and that no collecdeal and is well informed on all the topics
flanked with rapid firers, and mortars
tive peace will be considered until BelB. A. Spencer of Waterville was in of the day. Capt. Ranlett has buried twe
and linked to one another by marvelous
wives and two children and has one
gium and France have been cleared of town on business Saturday.
ly concealed communicating trenches the enemy and Prussian militarism has
daughter who lives with him. He atWaterman
J.
B.
of
Belfast
dwell the infantry abundantly provide)
has
accept- tends the Auburndale
been completely defeated.
Congregationa
ed a position at the Clarence Tyler boot
with rifles and hand grenades. To taki
church and in politics is a stanch Repubstore.
and
shoe
possession of one of these works i
“Kultur” Must Be Destroyed.
His
health is of the best and he
lican.
is first necessary to dismantle thesi
The Misses Etta Berdeen, Doris Ber- confidently expects to live to the age ol
I say “happily,” for it would, indeed,
trenches which they shelter. This is thi ;
be deplorable if Germany had compelled deen and Agrendice Healey left Wednes- 100.
artillery’s task.
her opponents to incur these terrible day to pass the day with friends at Win"No one before the war could havi
losses of men and vast destruction of demere Park in Unity.
Constipation causes headache, indigestion
imagined the vast amount of shells re wealth
dizziness, drowsiness. For a mild, opening
merely to bring about an inconMrs. W. B. McGilvery and son, Master medicine, use Doan’s
quired.
Regulets. 25c a box a
elusive issue, leaving her in a position to
“But no matter how numerous th' t
William,returned Monday from a month’s all stores.
recommence her struggle for supremacy
visit
at
or
how
directed
Ocean
Park
well
thei
and
in
Boston
heavy guns
passed
within a few years.
"Kultur,” as un- with Mrs.
Mrs. S. R.
fire, it often happens that the prepara derstood
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
by Prussian militarists, must Haines. McGilvery’s sister,
tion has been insufficient. One or twi
be destroyed in the interests of national
rapid firers mow down the troops whi development, political
William B. McGilvery, William G.
and
Resolutions of respect on the death o:
progress
climb from the trenches ready for thi
economic freedom. The overthrow of Dobson, ThomaB A. Anderson and Wilder Companion Aaron B. Ripley,as passed b;
charge and after suffering heavy sacri the despotism of the sabre will be of G. Humphrey left Saturday in Mr. Hum- St.
George’s R. A. chapter, July 31, 1915
flees the attacking party arrives at thi |
benefit to Germany herself, and phrey’s car for a week-end outing at the
Whereas, the great God of Nature has
first line of the trenches of the enemy lasting
is greatly to be regretted that our McGilvery camps at Lost Pond.
it
called our esteemed companion to thal
The opposing artillery,with a literal wal |
Socialist comrades in the Fatherland
Miss Ethel Allen of Burnham, machine great and enduring chapter where thers
of fire,effectively prevents any reinforce
failed to recognize this from the first. It
but goodness, “and where al I
ments from advancing to their support.
operator at the Advertiser office, is pass- is naught
is for them, now that
have learned
good Masons hope to arrive;” therefore,
a portion of her vacation at Northing
“They must fortify the capture) what it all means, notthey
to cry for peace
Miss Daisy Goodwin of Burnham be it
trenches, being subjected the while to
on
behalf of their own enemies, the port.
Resolved, That St. George’s R. A
is assisting at the Advertiser office durmuch more accurate bombardment, ai
S junkers, but to do their best, even thus
chapter, has lost a worthy member, whc
the enemy knows the exact range o:
mg me aosence oi Miss Allen.
late
in
the
to
hamper the policy
day,
t.hpir fnrmpr noaitinna
during his younger days was a constani
A large delegation of the local boy attendant at our meetings and his family
which, partly by their own sad betrayal,
“Such offensive movements could no
scouts
has
made
left
their
the
a
on
to
of
the
country
a loss that cannot be restored; therefore
Monday
enemy
camping trip
be multiplied nor prolonged indefinitely ;
human race.
Unity pond; The Free Baptist boys were
Resolved, That we, the members ol
as much on account of the morale anc
Mere denunciations of Russian or of accompanied by Arno Dodge, Warren this chapter, offer our heartfelt sym
physical effort which they demand of thi 1 English misdoings in the
past are not Moses being in charge of the boys from pathy to the family in their great afflicmen, as on account of the losses whicl
in favor of Germany’s mal- the Universalist church.—Pittsfield Adtion and that our altar be draped ii
they involve, Neither can such offensive arguments
feasances and atrocities today. I can vertiser.
mourning for 30 days.
be improvised.
Before beginning an at
claim that no Englishman has done more
L. C. Morse, C. B. Hoit, and T. P
tack large quantities of material am {
to withstand British
in
Year’s War Account.
Mathews, committee.
projectiles must be gathered in one placi 1 or ran more risks in despotism ourIndia,
own
opposing
Liberty, Aug. 4, 1915.
previously appointed by the commander infamous Boer War than
the writer of Killed.2,400,000
advanced
fortifications dug and
thi
this letter. I am a lifelong opponent of Wounded.5,150,000
ground minutely studied.
In
and militarism in my own Missing.1,800,000
War loans.*17,000,000,000
“By the victory of the Yser, with thi imperialism
never really
as elsewhere.
I regard it as
enjoyed a meal until
aid of the allied armies closing the lint [ country
War costs.*25,000,000,000
advised
to
take a
them
one of the greatest privileges of my life
kwe
of defense, it effectively prevented thi
that I have been able to number among
from
a
foothold
in
Pas di
enemy
mtim-.ta fmnn/In
*1- --*- Cfi...
getting
co

EASTERN STAR OUTING.

RANLbl I.

Hale and Hearty at 98.
Retired
was Born In Montvllle.

mam.

years and more, the French, Russian,
Italian, Hungarian and Indian patriots
who have stood up for the freedom of
their people against political, military,
and economic oppression. For that very
an enormous amount of material.
With
reason I am entitled to stand by my own
out allowing the enemy an instant’s res
country, which has done much good as
pite, it forced the German general stafl well as much evil in the
world, when she
to utilize on the western front reservei
is engaged in a life-and-death struggle
in barracks and arsenals.
to maintain her own independence as
“It would be a serious mistake t( well as to
uphold liberty and nationality
measure their effort by the ground con
on the Continent of
I have the
quered. The demoralization and wearing right, also, I think, Europe.
to appeal again to
down of the German army is the rea
my fellow Socialists across the Atlantic
goal.
not to side with the enemies of peace
“We have attained this goal, since il
and progress in the greatest war the
has been proved that during these si]
; world has ever seen.
months the enemy has suffered heavj
losses, and taking everything into con
Carl Cottrell Coining.
sideration he can only remove from oui
front eight per cent, of his total effec
At the rate Carl Cottrell is now traveltives.”
ing, and with the improvement that he
may reasonably be expected to show before the season is closing, he ought to be
in the eye of some sharp New England
*1 cannot eat this or that food, it does
League scout. Backed by a strong team,
not agree with me.” Our advice to

“By continuous offensive actions fron
February to July in Champagne, thi
Argonne and Artois, it demoralized ap
proximately 2,000,000 men and capture!

People Say To Us

all of them is to take
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Dyspepsia
Tablet

before and after each meal. 25c a box.
City Druf Store.

and with a little professional experience,
there is every reason to believe that he
would be as good as half the pitchers now
drawing down a salary in that League.
He has the frame, the speed and the
curves. Now for the opportunity.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
A

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S
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attractive

pull-oft

For Sale at Your Dealer 5c. each

ALL THE WAY

Hexagon Shape Highly Polished

stake in the middle of the Wescott
ihence by the middle of said brook to a::
stake; thence north seventy degn
seventeen rods twelve links to the first
tioned bound, containing four acres,
less.
Also another lot beginning at a stake t:
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Treasurer,

claims

foreclosure of said mort-

a

gage.

Dated July 26, 1915.
STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST CO.
By S. B. MERRITHEW, Treasurer.
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The Rebuplican Journal and Met i
Magazine one year each for

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

$2.10, paid in advance.

On and after June 23. 1915, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
will

run as

|
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this money saving club olTer. Met \'
is the Fashion Authority ami II
ing Helperof more women than anj
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to see a sample
All the latest styles and fain v v
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articles, besides regular departin'-;
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money. Loved by women every"..
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for

this Great
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Belfast, arrive. 9 40
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing a
germicidal oi all antiseptics Is

1

74~

A soluble Antiseptic Powder 1®
be dissolved in water as needed.
*
As a medicinal antiseptic for don

}

Carton.

!
!

50c. per Dozen.
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No. 3 Hard

j

Bookkeepers

CONCEDED TO BE THE FINEST PENCIL MADE FOR GENERALIIUSE1

377 BROADWAY

at

Only because of a very special nrr
merit with the publishers <-i Me'

PM

No. 4 Extra Hard for

call

|?
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TO. 1 BELFAST

a

be

may

or

j^aLI'S MAGAZINE;

BELFAST

Belfast depart.

Unity

Subscriptions

follows:

FROM

Boston,

t

|

MAINE CEN1RAL RAILROAD

Boston,

„■

3w30

D. & M.

ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEOREES;

PENCIL

the road lead,:

Smart and others to westerly range lii
westerly by said westerly range line to n
erly lot line; containing eighty-seven
more or less; about forty acres included
the foregoing bounds having been convi
John F. Burgess by James L. Merrick 1
dafed June 12, 1880, is reserved and e:
from this conveyance; meaning hereby t
vey the same premises conveyed to 1
Tebbets by James L. Merrick by his dee
March 28, 1881, recorded in Waldo Rt.
Deeds, Book 195, Page 158; and wh
condition of said mortgage has been
is broken, now, therefore, by reaso
breach of the condition thereof I claim
closure of said mortgage
Dated this twenty seventh dav of Jin
JOHN H. S.i,
3w30
By his Attorneys, MANSON & CO'

|

I
!

EAGLE

on

Sprague of Stockton
WHEREAS,
Springs, Maine, by her mortgage deed
dated the eighth day of February, A. D. 1913,
lot numbered nine in the eighth range,
andjrecorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds. ed northerly on northerly lot line from
Book 295, Page 436, conveyed to Stockton
eriy range line to pari same 101 convey.
Springs Trust Company, a corporation organ- Carleton about the year 1835; easterly
ized under the laws of the State of Maine, and
land of B. Carleton to part of same ]>
having its principal place of business at Stock- veyed to Jesse Smart and others ab<
ton Springs, in the Cuunty of Waldo and State
same year, 1835; southerly by said land
Ella C.

best Erasive Rubber.
The Mikado is a Superior Quality of Pencil and contains the very finest specially prepared
lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.
No. 2i Medium Hard

Troy

situated in said

I

No. 1 Soft
No. 2 Medium

3w31

her mortgage deed dated November
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deer
252, Page 379, conveyed to me, John H
the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel

Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with

m

££m.

Carleton’s Mills, so-called, to Detroit.
and described as follows: on the west
road; on the north by E. B. Gowen’s :
the east by land of A. J. Sidelinger
range line; on the south by said Sidei
land, containing seventy acres, nior
Also one other lot or parcel of land situa
said Troy, being the northwesterly p

of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in said Stockton Springs, bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the corner of the
Main street and the Bangor road; thence northerly by said Bangor road to the Everett Staples'
lot (now owned by H. L. Hopkins); thence
westerly by said Staples’ lot to land of M. R.
La Furley; thence southerly by said La Furley’s land to the Main street; thence easterly
by said street line to the place of beginning,
containing all the land within the above bounds,
togetherwith the two lower stories of the building thereon, reserving the right of way' to the
third story, being the same oremises conveyed
to said Ella C. Sprague by Calvin W. Sprague
by his deed dated September 10, 1906, recorded
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume 283, Page
268; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof the said Stockton Springs
Trust Company, by Simeon B. Merrithew, its

-r

Myra J. Terrill of Troy.
WHEREAS
County ot Waldo and State of Ala

Maine.

vv/ui

t..

B. i

Notice of foreclosure,

a. m.

Nntirn nf Fnrarlncnrn
mi vv

George

Dated July 26, 1915.
STOCKTON SPRINGS TRl
By S. B. MERRITH EW, Trea.

S. S. North Land and North Star.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6.30 p. m. Also Monday at 10.30 a. m. for New York.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

Belfast,

of

gage.

UNE

STEAMSHIP

the west line

-.

returning.

MAINE

in

1881

land; thence north seventy degrees v.,
hundred forty-eight rods to a stake in
line of lot No. 23, better known as (Tan.
tridge Brook lot; thence north twenty u.
east eighteen rods twenty-four links
in the south corner of the B. F. Herrin,
thence south seventy degrees east two
forty-eight rods to a stake; thence soutn
ty degrees west eighteen rods twent
links to the first mentioned bound, cut.ta
twenty-one acres, more or less; ami wi.
the condition of said mortgage has beer
Now, therefore, by reason of the bn,
the condition thereof the said Stockto
Trust Company, by Simeon B Merrith*Treasurer, claims a foreclosure of said n

Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Camden.
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. daily, for NorthLeave
port, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Belfast at 7.30 a. m, daily,for Searsport.Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston, at
5.00 p. m. daily.
METROPOLITAN LINE
S. S. Massachusetts and Bunker Hill.
Leave north side of India Wharf, Boston,
every

t

■.

BY WaTER.

BANGOR

!

arJd

Eastern Steaisiiip Lines

and Half Cross in
or

ur

various

ij'

Regis;'

Price, $1.00

This Town

Box

Ferdinand F. Herriman of FCounty of Waldo and
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
ber 11, 1913, recorded in Waldo
Deeds, Book 304, Page 425, conveyed to >
ton Springs Trust Company, a corporate
ganized under the laws of the State of Ma.
and having its principal place of busir .s
Stockton Springs, in the County of Wald..
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of
situated in Prospect, in the County of \Va
and State of Maine, and bounded as foil, a/
wit: Beginning at a stake in south line f
Herriman's heirs home lot; thence south st v,
ty degrees east to the county road leading
Prospect Ferry to Belfast, forty-thro.

WHEREAS,
pect, in the

To feel strong,({have good appetite and digestion, sleeep soundly and enjoy life,use Bur
dock Blood Bitters, the family system tonic.

Eagle “Mikado” Pencil No.
Packed One Cozen in

me

|

:

Notice*of Foreclosure

cert.

before and after each meal. Sold only,
*
by us—25c a bos.
City Drug Star*.

OASTO R I A

ui

cnaigtr

Makers of the Highest Grade Turkish
and Egyptian Cigarettes m th

I

partments were Mrs. A. J. Bird, Mrs.
H. B. Fales, Mrs. Lucy Glover, Mrs.
John I. Snow, Mrs. E. S. Levensaler,
Mrs. Alfred E. Keyes, Miss Maria L.
Cobb, Miss Edith Perry, Mrs. D. N.
Mqrtland, Mrs. J. F. Cooper, J. C. Perry, Mrs. E. D. Spear. The supper was
in charge of Mrs. A. H. Jones, Mrs. N.
F. Cobb, Mrs. Harry Cole, Mrs. Freeman Higgins, Mrs. W. H. Kalloch, Mrs.
H. A. Buffu.n and Mrs. Lucy Glover.
The fair concluded tonight with a con-

|

Calais.

xii

w

Cigarette

|

Rockland, Me., Aug. 4. The patronage of summer folk helped today to
bring the receipts of the mid-eummer
fair at the Congregational church close

|

Many People

$

COMPANY
NEW YORK

j

j

in treating catarrh, inflammation
ulceration of nose, throat, and t1 1
caused by feminine ills it has no or,
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkh ou
Medicine Co. has recommended Fast: »
In their private correspondence u
women, which proves its superior/'
Women who have been cured B-'--u
it is “worth its weight in gold.
druggists. 60c, large box, or by mall.

The Paxton Toilet Co.. Boston, Idas*

SPECIAL PRICES
on Pigs, Young Sows, Servi
Boars and Boar Pigs, also Bred Sows
Shoats. 500 handsome pigs ready for imnmi
ate shipment. We do not get fancy priceaNEW ENGLAND LIVE STOCK UL
Peakody, Maes.
4w31p

during August

■
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Electricity

Ocean

PLAGUE OF

Liners.

the Sea Use Extensive Electrical Equipment.

greyhounds of

The amount and

variety of electrical
gLiparatus carried by any large ocear
is astounding. From the wirelesf
suspended high above
to the cargo lamps in
electricity is in constant
1

■

!

t\
g.

th* Peats Should Bo Destroyed Before
They Lay Their Eggs.
[Prepared by New York State College of
Agriculture.]
Recent examinations by an expert

TO*

from the State

the uppei
the lowesl
on

a

part,

SEA

GULLS

AS

FOOD.

A Reminiscence by Capt. George L. Noiton, editor of the Marine Journal.

■

.....

........

■

suction,

our

pressure, and in many cases prowith steam coils for warming the
Loud-speaking telephones of navy
rn are fitted for communication bethe wheel house on the bridge and
at.tie and after-docking bridge, enroom and wireless room, and also

telephones are operated both from
-Lip’s lighting circuit, through a
..generator, and alternatively by a
by storage battery, which is incircuit,

should the main
of an automatic
There is also a separate telesystem for inter-communication
-en a number of the chief officials
-•■nice rooms, through a 50-line exA number of the
;e switchboard.
les and galleys are also in direct
honic communication,
e
apparatus for wireless telegraphy
sts of a 5-kw. motor-g;enerator. The
for the instruments is situated on
boat deck. There are four parallel
d wires extending
between the
means

fastened

light brooms; from
connecting wires are led to
to

aerials
instruments in

the house. There
of apparatus, one
and
one for
transmitting
receiving
.-.-ages, the latter being placed in a
nd-proof chamber in one corner of
house.
There is also an independent
rage battery and coil.
or submarine signalling,
apparatus is
vided for receiving signals from subrged bells. Small tanks containing
rophones are placed on the inside of
hull of the vessel on the port and
larboard sides below water level and
nected by wires to receivers situated
the port navigating room. The whis:
are electrically actuated.
The boiliwo

complete

sets

■

room
a

aa

iuuuci

are

uiuiuaiuis,

uucks

gulls.”

sea

A year ago last spring,if we remember
right, Capt. Johnson of the derelict destroyer revenue cutter Seneca, then in

service

the Grand Banks as an ice
patrol vessel, made a statement which
was published in the New York Herald,
telling how to cook and make palatable
a sea
gull. This gist of this receipt was
largely made up of sauces and other con

telegraphs, stoking indicators,
auxiliary appliances,

rmostats,

■

by

number of

a

minds.

A short time ago I had occasion to visit
my physician and while waiting my turn
I picked up a magazine, entitled the
American Missionary.
An article head
ed "Sea Gulls at Utah," attracted atafter
tention,
reading which we regretted all the ugly epithets we had uttered
against the sea gull and in proof of our
sincerity herewith publish the fact of
the great good these isolated waifs of
the sea have done one section of the
country, where they were attracted
doubtless by its great lake of salt water which they seem to like to fly over
and float on. In substance the article
referred to says:
"The visitor to Salt Lake will find a
$40,000 monument composed of a granite shaft fifteen feet high with a great
ball on the top on which two gulls in
gilded bronze are just alighting. This
memorial was erected in honor of the
gulls that in 1848, when the first settlers
in Salt Lake Valley were threatened
with starvation by an invasion jf grasshoppers and locusts which rapidly ate up
their prospective crops, saved them as
if sent by Providence, from that
unhappy fate. The gulls from Great Salt
Lake suddenly appeared in the valley by
the thousands and entirely annihilated
the pests with the result that the
pioneers who had been almost panic-stricken by the unlooked-for
calamity were
saved from seeing their fertile valley
again made one with the desert around
them. As the imperial city of Rome was
saved in its infancy by geese, so was
Utah in the days of its pioneers rescued

chief engineer’s cabin,

is

ana

also electrical, and the
are released by elec-

ater-tight doors
-■
-magnets.

on

Himont-C

L ki o

nknennfn.

w,

l-

cir- I unlimited time in
stewing the bird waB
u:ts
A enjoined upon the “undertaker.” Know; -.rate and distinct installation is fitted
ing Captain Johnson to be a truthful
parts of the vessel, deriving cur- j man, we didn’t discredit his discovery,
from two 30 kw sets and the 3,500- but there was so much added to the
ere-hour battery, so that in the j1 make-up of his stew that wasn’t sea
r.t of current from the main dynaj gull, we still failed to see the value of it
being unavailable an independent as a palatable nourishing diet, believing
ply is obtainable. Connected to the that Worcestershire, Mannsel White and
t-rgency circuit are about 500 incan- ! other sauces used so frequently to dis•-nt lamps, fitted throughout all pasguise the staleness of fish, fowl or meat
r, crew and machinery compart- had better be worked into “stock” to
;s, all the end of passages and near make more appetizing a tame duck, filet
rways; also on boat deck, to enable of beef, saute-chicken, or some other
ne to find the way from one part of
substantial and popular food, than wastship to the other. The following ed in trying to make a sea gull eatable.
also connected to the emergency cirIn the early 50’s the writer, with two
by means of change-over switches:
arc lamps, seven cargo and gang- other “kids”—one was the late Col. A.
lanterns, wireless apparatus, boat W. Bradbury—was cruising in the Bay
:’s, mast, side and stern lights, and of Fundy in the schooner
yacht Cloud,
lights on bridge, including those of with
Capt. Claridge of Eastport, a pilot
igating and chart rooms, wheelhouse,
graphs, compasses and Morse signal- in the revenue service, then on leave, as
g lanterns.
skipper. One day we sailed into a flock
Very soon, it is freely predicted, ocean of sea gulls and killed several, which
ers will also be
driven by electric
were picked and dressed.
We had a
ever, the government having ordered
i an electrical equipment from the mutton stew left over from the day betral Electric Company to drive the fore and added the gulls and cooked
'.v
battleship, “California,” the larg- them together. The gulls were eaten in
in the world.
preference to the mutton, so that they
WILL FIGHT UNTIL THEY WIN
could not have been unpalatable, and probThere

complete emergency
provided on all ocean liners.

l

are

hat is the Detei mination of the British

i’eople as Expressed at Meetings Held all
Over the Kingdom
LONDON, Aug. 4. 8.35 p. m. Having in
churches throughout the land this
rung "commended our cause to the
ands
and judgment of
the all-wise
> r of
the universe,” the British peoat public meetings held tonight in
■■ry city,town and hamlet in the United
gdom, the dominions and colonies,
;:red their “belief in the justice of
r cause and firm determination
not to
k to the right or to the left until the
-a! of victory is achieved.”
nrirw»innl moofimr in

TTimrlun'i

in the London Opera house. This
attended by Princess Victoria and
members of the royal family, and
addressed by Arthur J. Balfour, Sir
obert L. Borden and the Marquis of
rewe.
Other ministers and leaders ad-sed large audiences at various other
1
1 "rtant centers.
Messages were read at the London
ting from France and Russia, and
rn every corner of the British empire,
'r Balfour moved, and Sir Robert Borseconded, the following resolution,
w< ich was carried by acclamation:
"That on the anniversary of the war

•Ins meeting of the people of London reords its inflexible determination to con;mue to a victorious end the struggle in
the maintenance of those ideals of liberty and jnstice which are the common and
sacred cause of all our allies.”
Mr. Balfour said there was no need to
mpress upon the meeting the resolve of
the nation to pursue the great controversy to the end.
England, he continued, had never professed to a great army at the start ana
only ottered to send out 160,000 men. The
casualties of the British army already
were three times that nnmber.
What
England had done far exceeded what was

ably

were

Pimples,

young birds.

although large

bait, they had had a
eggs before efforts were made to destroy them.
At the present time, and until
they
get to be pretty well grown, the young
grasshoppers are confined to the more
or less localized areas in which
they
have hatched from the eggs. It is comparatively easy for any one to locate
these breeding places now, and, according to the experts, just as easy to
get rid of at least a large proportion
of the grasshoppers before they can do
serious injury to the crops.
There are several methods of
fighting
these pests. They can be poisoned, or
they can be caught in “hopper dozers"
and destroyed. The so called "Kansas
uuil

us

peruaps

us

a

sausiactory
pol
mixture as has been used.
The formula is as follows: Twenty

son

pounds bran, one pound paris green,
two quarts molasses, three oranges or
lemons

and

about three and a half
gallons water. Mix the bran and paris
If very much of
green together dry.
the material is to be mixed it is advisable for the person doing the mixing to protect himself from breathing
the poisonous dust by tying a moistened sponge or handkerchief over h's
mouth and nose.
Then mix the molasses and water together, squeeze the
juice of the fruits into the water and
the skin and pulp chopped up flue and
moisten the bran with the liquid. Just
enough of the liquid should be used to
thoroughly moisten the bran, but not
to make it sloppy. Then it should be
sown broadcast over the infested field,
preferably early in the morning, so that
the grasshoppers can get a chance to
eat it before the heat of the day dries
the moisture in the bran.
It should
be sown evenly and thinly over the
field, not in lumps. Although the poison
may not kill the grasshoppers for a
day or so, it seems to stop their feeding as soon as they eat some of It. The
amount of mixture in the foregoing
formula is enough for three or four
acres.
Live stock of all kinds should
lie kept from the treated fields for a
few days to avoid any possible danger
of poisoning them. If the grasshoppers
arc especially numerous it may be necessary to renew the poison bait after
four or five days.
Where there is some sort of a spray
tag machine available, the infested
fields may be sprayed with arsenate of
lead or paris green.
The arsenate of
lead is used at the rate of five pounds
of the paste to 50 gallons of water. The
paris green should be used in the proportion of one and one-half pounds to
fifty gallons of water, with a pound
or so of good lump lime added to
prevent burning of the vegetation.
About
two quarts of cheap molasses should
ui

y

11IJ

UlU.

Another material which may he used
as a spray is arsenate of soda, in which
one pound of commercial arsenate of
soda is used to two quarts of molasses
nnd fifty gallons of water.

Skin

Blemishes,

Eczema Cured

No odds how serious, how long standing your
case, there’s help for you in every particle of
Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. It wipes out
all trace of your ailment, and leaves your skin
clean and soft as a child’s. Hundreds of users
have sent voluntary letters of thanks. Just
try one box. It will mean freedom from sufing and embarrassment.
THE FRIEDA

PROCEEDS TO

SEARS-

PORT.
An underwriters’ survey made Wednesday forenoon, August 4th, on the

sulphur

Simple Candling Outfit.
In spite of the greatest care it will
sometimes happen under ordinary farm
conditions that an occasional
bad
egg will appear among those sent to
market.
It would be wise to candle
every egg shipped.
Candling is “the
process of testing eggs by passing light
through them so as to reveal the condition of the contents.” A simple can-

laden steamer Frieda

as

she

lay

at the Maine Central pockets, Portland,
disclosed so little damage that she was
ordered to proceed to Searsport, where

proceeded to sea about
having discharged only one-half of

noon,
her cargo .of 4,400 tons, the balance to be
unloaded at Searsport. After discharging there she will go to New York to go
on the dry dock for repairs.
Only the
outside skin of the steamer was punctured, she having a double bottom, and
no water touched the cargo.
__

EXCEPTIONS OVERRULED.
Maine Law Court Points Out Needs of
Notice of Specific
cident Cases.

Bodily Injuries

in Ac-

being given

to the town in

question

His Study of the Origin and Evolution of
the American Flag.

It is surprising to see the rap- !!
!! ly growing interest in egg laying \ \
contests. Countless new ones of
minor scope have sprung tip all
over the country in the last few
months.
Managers of interna-

•

!!
!!
|

■

|;
■

|

tional contests are already increasing facilities and booking !!
| \ entries for next year’s competi-

■

!!
slowly but \
surely being eliminated through
!the assistance of cow testing as- ]'
tions.
The boarder cow is

■.

\|

•.

sociations. but the enthusiasm of
poultrymen to get rid of the
boarder hen has made progress
more rapidly.
Whether cows,
hens, crops or fences, the ”unpaying guest” must go. And wide
awake poultrymen have learned
that egg laying contests help
them to pick out the unprofitable
hens.—American Agriculturist.
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HOW

TO

THIN

PEACHES.

Pennsylvania State Zoologist Tells
Grower the Best Method.
A peach grower in southern Pennsylvania wrote to State Zoologist II. A.

Surface.

Harrisburg,

saying:

“My

young trees are prolific with fruit. Will
you kindly inform me as to the pruning
and also as to the plucking of excess
fruit in order to get a normal crop of
large, healthy peaches? Also should a
tree be sprayed at this time of year and
with what?’’
This is a practical subject with which

many i>each growers will need help
within a few weeks. Therefore they
will bo interested in the following reply:
“The best thing to do is to prune the
trees in such a way as to keep the tops
open, low and spreading. It does not
hurt to give them light pruning at this
or

any other time of year.

Very

severe

pruning is generally done during the
dormant season.
“Excess fruits should be picked off in
the process commonly called ‘thinning.’ Make it a rule, first, to pull off
all defective fruits and. second, all excess fruits that will leave those remaining on the trees no closer than the
width of your four fingers. This distance is easily measured by simply extending the hand between the fruits,
and persons engaged in this work get
accustomed to it. I find that women
'“i

iii

iiiiniiiiig

iiuiis

ami

careful and more speedy than
The sooner the thinning is done
the better for the trees.
“As a rule I do not recommend
spraying peach trees during the summer, but much depends upon varieties.
If your varieties are those that are subject to brown rot or ripe rot, such as
are more
men.

Sneed, Triumph, Early Crawford, etc.,
or the early varieties that rot easily,
they should be sprayed with the self
boiled lime-sulphur solution now and
again when the fruit is about twothirds grown.
"Use eight pounds of sulphur and
eight gallons of lime in fifty gallons of
water, made according to Scott’s formula published by the United States department of agriculture. Also, if your
fruit is of a variety that shows black
spots or scab and crack among the
very late fruits, such as Salway and
Bilyeu, they should be sprayed in the
same way with the same material to
prevent the disease known as peach
scab and which causes the dark
blotches and cracks in the skin of the
late varieties of fruits. It is not necessary to add arsenate of lead when
spraying at this time of year.”

Refrigerator Milk Can.
A new way of shipping milk and
cream for loug distances during the
heated season is offered by the invention of a refrigerator milk can which
is simply two cans, one within the other, the space between being filled with

.1.

....

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

C ASTORIA

=^^========^

,ii..ii.ui>:

Rufus H. Emery, one of Bucksport’s oldest
and most prominent citizens, Keeps up with
the events of the present day and also delves
most thoroughly and systematically into the
past. He has made a deep study of the origin
and evolution of the American flag, collecting
data and information from various sources until he has compiled a rare document which is
well worth perusal. His collection
comprises
a miscellaneous lot of clippings,
interspersed
with marginal notes, pasted and made into a
ten-page folder, really unique, and showing
evidence of painstaking care in the selection
of condensed, authentic records which
go deep
into the subject and yet avoid elaborate and
needless details.
The national flag, Mr. Emery’s folder tells
us, is believed to have originated at Sulgrave
Manor, which was the gift of Henry VIII to
Lawrence Washington. This ancestor of our
first president caused to be placed over the
main porch of his manor the
family cre§t of
three stars and two stripes, which also
appears at the present time over his tomb at
Great Brington, Northamptonshire, where re-

<

for infants and
ture of Clias. H.

Fletcher, and

has been made under his
30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good” are bnt Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience

personal supervision for

over

against Experiment.

The Kind You Have

Gen. Washington by Betsy Ross in May, 1777.
consisting of thirteen stars and thirteen stripes,
placed in a circular form, and hutory tells
us that the fair and
comely Betsy cut out

the first star for a member of the committee
w'th a single cutting of her scissors. July 4,
1818, the present flag became a law, and it was
designed by Hon, Peter Wadsworth of New
York.
The unique little folder contains information
of a historical character, giving sketches of
Betsy Ross and Hon. Peter Wadsworth, along

In Use For Over

ington, George Ross, Robert Morris, Lincoln, \
Mary Lousie Dalton a Southern woman who \
was
the founder of Flag Day, and others,
j
Quite a bit of space is given to Betsy Rosb, |
who has been a romantic figure in American |
history for more than a hundred years. The
fair and vivacious Betsy was not only a maker

AUTO SERVICE.

SOoVm'^V-^ T,U'S"rH",e'’

collector of American flags, but collected
quite a few good Americans, marrying and
burying no less than three of them, and dying
in 1836 at the ripe old
age of 84 years, honored
and beloved.—Bucksport Times.
and

gists,
a

bottle

LEAVE CAMDEN, Bay View
9 30 a. m.; 130 p.m; 4.30
p.m
1

season

and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THEj

observed in central Maine hold
throughout the State, and it is believed
that the conditions are general the State
over, there will be a loss of over $7,000,000 on the hay crop alone, says the Kennebec Journal. Orchardists in central
Maine declare that there is no such thing
as a 1915 apple
crop; and that beyond a
few barrels of poor fruit from the best
trees, fit only for making cider, the
orchardists will not harvest. The 1914
apple crop in Maine was so abundant
that good fruit was allowed to rot on the
trees; the 1915 crop was attacked by
early June frosts, accompanied by high
winds and at maturity, in central Maine,
at least, will be of little or no value.
State Horticulturist Gardner states that
a fair estimate of the Maine
apple crop

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity
make a change ir
in

to

those desiring

location for

a new

to

start

life.

Water Powers

Undeveloped

AND

Good

Farming

Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
regarding locations

Communications

invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to' any agent' of, the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to '<

would demon-

are

llHnllM J. UlUKtY,
Notary Public,

ESTATE

REAL

Investigated

Chicken Wisdom.
Keep the hens supplied with a dust
bath, and a little insect powder mixed
with the dust will have its good effect.
Do not let your young birds roost
with the old bens, as they are liable
to catch diseases which old hens are
more subject to.
The finest remedy for scaly legs is
to dip the parts affected in a solution
of equal parts of sweet oil and coal
oil. In which has been mixed one or
two handfuls of sulphur.

three weeks ago, has had one of legs
amputated at the Knox Hospital, Rockland. The surgeons bad hoped to save
the leg, but were forced to remove it.
Capt. Toole’s general condition is, im-

proving.

Take

a

Tonight
It will

act as a laxative

morning

City Drug Stora.

in the

SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Surveying,

Timberlands,

Fopographic

Lime Sulphur Solution.
A< lime-sulphur solution Is now considered one of the most useful of the
spray materials employed by fruit
growers. It serves the double purpose
of an Insecticide and a fungicide. It is
especially desirable in the control of
the San .Tose scale, peach leaf curl and
apple scab.
Good Pastures.
Good pasture combinations are: Rye
(early spring); rape (summer); corn in
field and rape (fall); rye, alfalfa, com;
rye, clover, oats and peas.

Tramps Infesting Portland.

Tramps are giving considerable trouble
in Portland and are demanding, rathei
than aaking.for food,tobacco and money.
If refused they are inclined to be violent

and
their
manner.
Many
have been rounded up of late and have,
a
few
in
been
allowed
instances,
except
to leave the city, but their increasing
numbers may make it necessary, in the
opinion of Police Chief Bowen, to adopt
in

talk

stricter measures. Nearly all have more
or less money, generally enough to give
Borne foundation for their assertion that
they are looking for work.
and

Neuralgia.

Pills

Rheumatism
Entirely vegetable.

Deau’a Rhenmatlc

for

Stjfe.

hydrographic; Surveys,

General Engineering Work.

1

lyrll

ed that the yield will be as good as the ;
appearance of the crop now promises.
The oat fields also promise a splendid
onr n

nvon

rtf

annnnrlnmi

portance in Maine, is in rather poor

threaten your health and life—you
depend upon it.

For

fitted stove wood, building sand aui

-ravel, and

can

nearest

your
luy a
store, or write today for a free sample.
and music
words
Olde
FREE.—“Ye
Songs,”
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
together with your opinion of our Medicine.

“l_ F.” MEDICINE CO*

Portland, Me.

a

umber.

quantity

small

of hard woof

GILES G. ABBOTT,
Lincolnville Avenue

Tel 137-2

Construction

fni-

^n_

portation Co., and several
brought around
lately from the Great Lakes for the
{George E. Warren Co.. William E.
Harper, former head of the Harper
transportation Co., is negotiating for
the purchase jof three lake built steam0,1 which he has secured an
option.
Une will be placed in the transatlantic
trade and the other two
probably will
engage in the coal carrying business.
This

Country

a

Joke to Germany.

New Bedford, Aug. 5.

"America
has become more or less of a
joke to
ip
a
Germany,
sense, because of the
standpoint she has taken in the war and
all those notes she
keeps writing without saying
anything," is the statement
which Miss Beryl Smith, a violin
pupil
in the Koyal
Academy at Berlin, gave
upon her arrival at her home in this city
today to spend a brief vacation before
returning to Germany.

Portland's Valuation Increased 51,000,000
The work of the Portland assessors
has practically been
completed and they
have found the valuation of the
city to
be $71,843,235, a gain of about a million
over the figures of a
the
Of
year ago.
whole amount, $51,246,110 is in
personal
estate. Non-residents of the city own
$7,635,325 worth of the reul estate while
$43,610,800 is the property of the people
who make their homes in the
city.
II. S. Cutter Woodbury Sold tor

Junk.

Portland, Mf„, Aug, 5. The coast
guard cutter Woodbury, which has been
in service along the Atlantic coast 51
years, has been sold to Thomas Butler
& Co., of Boston for $4,286, according
to advices

received here today from
The cutter will be broken

Washington.
up for junk.

When baby eulTers with eczema or some
skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment. A
little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
children. 50c a'nnx at all stores.

itching

Li—

iim—i

Stop

at the

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlcur
HI and Shampooing. Also Facial Work
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
larlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
32tf

MISS EVIE HOLMES.?’

NOTICE. Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been duly apointed executor of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM A WHITNEY, late of Winthrop,
] lass., deceased, and given bords as the law di, ects.
All persons having demands against the
state of said deceased are desired to present
he same for settlement, and all indebted thereo are requested to make payment immediately.
GEORGE H. WHITNEY.

EXECUTOR’S

j

j

Nortbport, Me., July 13, 1916.—3w30

|

j

40 Rooms with running water.
25 Rooms with private baths.
House Just put in first class order.

j
j

\

European Plan, $1.00

!

Se

con

a-hand
of every de-

goods
scription. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you

have anything to
sell drop me 9
| osta card and you will receive a prompt call.

WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str u ts, Belfast,

j

per day np.

American Plan. $2.50 per day up.

Every

26tf

and

West Buxton, Maine.
I think “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is a
great remedy.
My father used to be troubled
with gall stone colic, but has had no attacks
since he commenced using “L. F.” Bitters.
We find it to be an excellent bowel regulator.
Miss M. Winona Usher, R. F. D. No. 3.

35c bottle at

Boston parties are rapidly
j
acquiring a
i large fleet of steamers to put into the
I coastwise business. In addition to the
halt dozen steamers now in
process of

PREBLE HOUSE

Invites Disease

thing, and
in many cases it is self-inflicted. Neglect to answer the demands of the bowels for relief is one leading cause of
constipation. Don’t fail to respond
promptly to nature’s calls. Delays are
dangerous and invite disease. For your
health’s sake heed this advice. Always
(they nature immediately, and regulate
the bowels with “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. Then, constipation will not long

were

Steamers For The Coastwise Trade.

con-

ANSWER NATURE’S CALLS
causes more sickness
any other one

following officers

President. Alfred B. Kidlon, Reading,
s
: Mass.
First
Vice
Edwin
|
President,
Ordway
; Castine.
j Second Vice President, John Hibbert
I Castine.
I AT1hird Vice President, C. H. Moody,
Auburn.
Secretary-Treasurer, Irwin Morse,
Chelsea, Mass.
!
Executive Committee, C. S. Gordon
I Stewart Wooster, D. G. True,
j Finance Committee, E. L. Clark, L.
F. Morton, Peleg Gardner.
Committee on Resolutions. L
C
Batemen, E. L. Clark, W. L. Doiloff.

im

Department of Agriculture in its
July report says the apple crop in Maine
will be short this year and estimates the
yield at 50 per cent of the ten year average of 78 per cent, indicating a yield of
3,077,000 bushels, compared with 7,400,000 bushels last year.

Delay

The

elected for the ensuing year'

While in Portland

dition.
The

Constipation
suffering than

roli-call.

Unlimited Raw Material

strate a value of about $1,500,000, whereas the 1915 crop will
probably be worth
no more than $250,000 and
probably not
that much.
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
Farmers in central Maine are putting
into their barns about two-thirds the
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
normal hay cut; an average of one-third
of this cut is too poor to sell at all and
PORTLAND. MAINE.
is worth not more than half the market
price to the farmer who can consume it
in his own barns.
Maine is one of the
21 States in the Union which produce
over 1,000,000 tons of hay each
annually
under normal conditions, and a recent
Maine crop of 1,194,000 tons was estimated to be worth $16,597,000. If facts
and figures relating to the hay crop in
central Maine are indicative of the hay
crop of the Sate as a whole, Maine hay ;
farmers will this season pitch upon their
mows 796,000 tons which at the normal
price for Maine’s average hay crop
would be valued at only $7,376,444, harvesting part of the crop in wet weather
Titles
having detracted one-sixth of the normal value.
Deeds Executed
Some farmers with only 25 or 30 !
tons of hay to cut have succeeded in !
dodging the rain and have hauled the |
Summer Homes and
full tonnage into their barns in first class
condition, but nearly all have experienced difficulties which have resulted in a
damage of 50 per cent of the value to
Belfast, Me.
Pythian. Block,
one-third of the crop. The loss of one
sixth
of the crop harvested cannot
be doubted when added to the damage
done to small hay crops one considers
the thousands of tons that have been entirely ru ned on farms of large crops.
August 3d there were 1,000 tons of hay
in Kennebec and Somerset counties
alone which had been lying in the fields
in swaths, windrows or bunches for
.and
from two to three weeks and in addition
about 3,000 tons which had been cut for
Valuation of
over a week.
In central Maine there
are few instances noted where
has
hay
and
been entirely ruined, though some farmers declare they have hay laying out
which will eventually be placed upon the

Kill-

APPLICATION.

The 3uth annual reunion of the
14th
Maine regiment was held at
Camp Bolan,
Gong Island, Portland harbor, last week
eighteen members answering to the

I

for^Summer Hotels

of

compost heap.
The Central Maine potato fields are at
present in very good form and it is hop-

..

=11

MilljSites, Farms,Sites

tions

conditions

iv
,M,A'1
p. in.; 0.00 p. in.

Tlie 14th Maine Reunion.

Locations

..

1015 promises to be a disastrous one for
Maine farmers whose income depends
upon the hay and apple crop. If condi-

normal

m
00

Round Trip, $2.00,

ON

Quarries,
Factory

|i

tato and Oat Fields Promise Good Yield.

reaping

3

»

UNFAVORABLE CROP REPORTS.

tliolr]

VI-I-IVK

CAM.,EX.
4.30P.111.

in.;

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.
WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON. Manager
__
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Agent. Phone
156-3, Belrast, Maine.
24

original package, for 26c. Get
today—enjoy this easy, pleasant laxa-

and

'*

.III.; 1.3U p.

,11.00
no a. in
;

SPECIAL TRIPS

Los# of Over $7,000,000 on Hay Alone.
Apple Crop 50 per Cent Below the
Average. Corn in Poor Condition. Po-

unuer

House,

an

growing

a

a .iu

Fare, $1.00.

tive.

The

A,!,!,VK

1

AN EASY, PLEASANT LAXATIVE
One or two Dr. King’s New Life Pills with a
tumbler of water at night. No bad, nauseating taste; no belching gas. Go right to bed.
Wake up in the morning, enjoy a free,
easy
bowel movement, and feel fine all day. Dr.
New
Life
Pills
are
sold by all DrugKing’s
36 in

30 Years.

CAMDEN-BELFAST

lames H Duncan, C, l,

rise in temperature of but 18 degrees
In twent3T-four hours when exposed to
continuous temperature of 92 dea
grees. A special form of neck is provided, the inner portion being a segment of a sphere over which the howl
of the cover fits closely, so that the
can is perfectly tight, even if the cover
be tilted to one side or the other.—
Popular Mechanics.

Always Bought

pose several of George Washington’s ancestors.
The first stars and stripes were made fo

■

dling outfit may be made of an ordinary pasteboard box, sufficiently large
to be placed over a small hand lamp
after the ends have been removed. The
box should have a hole cut in it on a
level with the flame of the lamp. Several notches should be cut in the edges
on which the box rests to supply air
to the lamp. The box ought to be sufficiently large to prevent danger from
catching Are. The box should be made
of corrugated pasteboard, but ordinary
pasteboard will serve the purpose. Candling is done in the dark, or at least
away from strong light, and the egg is
held agairst the bole in the side of the
box, when its condition may be seen.
An egg that shows any defect should
not be marketed.

Children.

The Kind You Have Always
Bought has borne the signa-

Cottages, Farms,
Rents,

matters.

The Canadian premier, after eulogizing
the British army, said he was assured of
the triumph of the cause. Canada, he
declared, was inspired, by an inflexible
determination to do her part.

I

■

EMERY OF BUCKSPORT.

■'

■

v1

A rescript setting forth the necessity
Capt. Mansfield W. Toole, who was
of notice of the specific bodily injuries badly injured in the blowing up of the
received from alleged defective high- Standard Oil Co.’s boat, the Petrolia III,
ways

EGG CONTEST IDEA SPREADING.

;;

In severe
baked cork and hair felt.
tests, under practical road conditions,
milk shipped in these cans showed a

and she

guin,

■
™

RUFUS H.

c. a. p.

was handed down from the Law Court
Aug. 4th by Justice Spear. Two cases,
John Colby of Montville and Ellen J.
vs. the Inhabitants of Pittsfield
originally expected, but.it was only part Colby
were tried and nonsuited in the Somerof what she was going to do.
He was confident that historians would set Supreme Court for want of valid 14
notice and were taken to the Law
sav that as this country had played its days’
Court on exceptions to this ruling. The
hart in maritime matters.so it had in no
exceptions were overruled by the Law
sense fallen short of what it could do in
Court.

military

the fact that

j

nroa

r

to

poison
chance to lay their

No sailor-mar. ever supposed that, a
electric lighting on such a steamer sea gull was
1
any good on land or sea and
.iiiil to that of a good-sized town, time
spent in wondering what they were
uu numoer or incandescent
lights created for was misspent. I proved this
ii about 11,000, ranging from 8 to 16
to my own satisfaction when on the
There
are
e-power.
special dim- Lleckade off Charleston, S. C., during
samps in the first-class rooms, and I he Civil War.
While lying idly off that
ctrie bell system includes 1700 harbor entrance, day after
day, gray
sshes and 29 indicator boards dis- gulls in large numbers would
gather
sted throughout the vessel, with fire around the steamer to
pick up anything
pushes distributed through the that might be thrown overboard
by the
liner and an alarm bell and indi- cooks.
We caught and boiled one half a
as the chart room,
day as an experiment and its meat was
it are electric
heating, power and just as tough as before it was pia!>ed in
ical ventilation apparatus in ser- JhO Iruttla nrhiln Wo fioU.r n.Wa
altogether 183 motors and 605 elec- offensive. That settled the gull ques-aters bei g installed throughout.
tion when considered as an article of
stem of ventilation consists of
food, or its use for any other purpose in

fail, by

Agriculture

numbers of the grasshoppers were killed last year by the use of the

:smoke-room.

,iced in the

of

due,

liner consists of four engines and
s. each dynamo having a capa100 kw. at 400 volts.
There are
.xuiary generating sets in addition
main
lour
generating sets.consistr two 30-kw. engines and dynamos
ltd on a platform in the turbine
room 20 feet above the water
e
These auxiliary emergency sets
connected to the boilers by means
-epurate steam pipe so that should
main sets be
temporarily, out of
-i
they can provide current for such
and power appliances as would be
:;:red in the event of emergency.
rK g in conjunction with these emersets is a battery with a
capacity
on ampere-hours,
situated on the
nade deck, forward of the first-

eaily driven fans—some

College

hare Indicated that serious outbreaks
of grasshoppers may be expected
again
in those sections where they were
abundant last year.
This is
in

UBe.

usual electrical installation

■■

GRASSHOPPERS.

car

passes the door.

■

FKANK M. GRAY, Manager.
3m21

HEBRON ACADEMY
HEBRON. MAINE.
Nine Buildings
Forty Acres
STURTEVANT HOME-One of the

most

beautiful residences for girls in New Eng~
land.
ATWOOD HALL—A modern home for boys.
Exhilarating air. Wholesome food. Pure
spring water. College preparatory. General
courses.
Domestic science. Address

WM. E. SARGENT, Lift. D., Principal.
6w25

FRANK A.

NYE,

Undertakerand Licensed
Embalmer.
WALDO,, COUNTY.

CORONER FOR

SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST.. BELFAST
Tleephone connections at both places.
All calls answered promptly
8 3ti

SEARSPORT.
F, H. Cole of Boston
on business.

in town

was

CLARION REPUTATION

Tuesday

0-j

visitor

in

_

Monday.

town

a
Percy C. Rich of the Bangor House was
week-end visitor in town.
for
Miss Frances L. Ireland left Tuesday

Dover

a

on a

month’s vacation.

from
Miss (Jarita Gray returned Wednesday
visit with relatives in Bangor.
went
Mrs. C. N. Meyers anddaughter Violet

Fiiday

to Boston

to

visit Capt. Meyers.

visiting
Eben Sawyer of New York
street.
mother, Mrs. W. B. Sawyer on Norris
left
Capt. Albert N. Blanchard and family
last week for their home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
his

is

WOOD & BISHOP

visit
Lake.
with her uncle, B. M. Packard, at Sebec
Clifton Whittum returned Monday from a
visit with Dr. and Mrs.,B. E. Larrabee at IslesMiss

Evelyn Young has returned from

a

CO., Bangor, Me.

pect, moved into when he

came

from

Sud-

Annie and tfetitia Young are visitin Malden, Mass., for a few

ing relatives
weeks.

of Peabody, Mass., is the
Mrs. M. P.
on
guest of her mother, Mrs. A. V. Nichols
Ward

Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Beals of Springfield,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. J. G. Merriam, East
street.

A. W. Allen and two sons of Orange,
J., are guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Allen on
West Main street.
Mr. E. B. Billings of LyD:., Mass., arrived
Friday and is with his family in the Billings
Mrs.

in

is.

Glencoe.

vci

iii&uij'

Miss Elnora P. Quimby of Laconia, N. H.,
arrived Saturday and is a guest of Capt. and
Mrs. James B. Parse, Steamboat avenue.

are

Mr. and Mrs. Dana M. Dutch and son arrived last week from Waban, Mass., and are
guests of Mrs. J. T. Erskine, Mam street.
Mrs, Alice M. Smith left last week for Brookthe fall and

with Capt. and Mrs. A. N. Blanchard.

Capt. and Mrs. Andrew M. Ross announce
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Emily
J. Ross, to Mr. Harold E. Marshall of Bcston.
service, made

of the Boston Pilot
his parents, Capt. and

Treat

call

a

Mrs. Forest W.

on

and Mrs. A. H. Thompson and daughter, Miss Elizabeth H., of Raymond, N. H.,
are guests of Mrs. George F. Smith, Bay View

Joseph Noyes,

nouse-joiner

not-

Belfast, instead of at Dr. E. D. Tapley’s,

incorrectly reported last

may

be

secured

hotel

or

colleges.

at

as

Miss Margery Goodhue and friends, Misses
Fannie and Clara Patten, left Friday for Boston
after a fortnight’s stay with her parents,Mr.
and Mrs, Frank Goodhue, at their summer cottage.

health,

of

daughter

1833.

Mrs.

arrived

Barrett and young
Thursday from Ecuador S.
Lewis

A., and are the guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Mixer, Sylvan street. "Welcome
home!” exclaim numerous friends.

Chicago; treasurer, H. Eugene Collett of BanGabble,” the paper recently
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Moulton and daughgor; clerk, C. C. Dickinson of Belfast; board
are
church,
for
the
published
Congregational
of overseers, Loren Cross of Belfast, J. W. ter, from Gloucester, Mass., arrived Sunday
!
A.
Cook’s
for sale at Mrs. C. E. Adams aDd M.
! Blaisdell, Philo C. Blaisdell and Charles E. { by Boston steamer to visit his parents, Mr. and
stores.
Rogers of New York, H. J. Banton and L. E. Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, Cross street. Many
Rev. William Adams of Cambridge, Mass.,
friends extend the hand of welcome in his
Brann of Bangor and Frederick S. Walls of
was in town Saturday and Sunday to attend
native town.
Vinalhaven. It was voted to raise $500 in adthe centennial of the organization of the hirst
dition to the regular tax assessment for imOur weather has been most discouraging to
CongT churcn.
provement purposes, to be available this sea- farmers for several weeks. The hay crop in
Whittier
of
of
Rev.
Bangor, grandson
son.
The administration of affairs will be by
Ralph
this vicinity must be a failure. Much has
Stephen Thurston, was in town to attend the me presiaeni ana ooara oi overseers, which ruined in the winrows or stacks and the standcentennial of the organization of the hirst 1 will meet twice a month. The next
meeting ing grass has matured too thoroughly to conwill be held Monday, August 16th.
Cong'i Church.
Copies

Rev.

of “The

Charles

Harbutt of Portland

in

was
The Chautauqua camp meeting to be held at
Sunday to attend the I Bay side Aug. 17th, 18th and 19th, is looked forcentennial of the organization of the hirst ward to with much interest by summer resiCong’i church,
| denis and others. The principal speaker and
of Ban- lecturer will be the Rev. John P. D. John, D,
Frederick W. Adams and

town

Saturday

Miss Miriam Stowers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Stowers, of West Palm Beach,

and and

daughter

Florida,

|

very

kindly

gave

a

most

pleasing solo

entertainment given last week under
the auspices, of the Ladies’ Aid Society of
the Universalist parish.

at

the

bungalow

met the

in the

change,

as

w7ould be

expected

whose life had been so blameless,
sweet and beautiful—an influence for purity
and harmony always. The body, accompanied
by Mrs.Frye and daughter,Mrs. Florine, arrived
in Stocxton Aug. 3d for burial, and a prayer
was offered at the grave by Rev. A. A. Blair,
Universalist pastor of Belfast and Stockton
Springs Her last resting place was made attractive by the loving handiwork in floral
decorations of three former schoolmates,
Misses Mary Hichborn, Mabel F. Simmons
and Mrs. Lillias (Staples) Emery.
Deepest
sympathy is offered to the surviving sisters,
Mrs. Frye and Mrs. Tash, the brother-in-law,
Dr. I. P. Tash, and the sorrowing nieces and
other relatives in this great bereavement.
“We long for household voices gone,
For vanished smiles, we long;
But God hath led our dears ones on,
And He can do no wrong.”

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Staples, daughters
Margaret and Ruth Harriet and son Francis,oi
Pittsfield, Maine, arrived Saturday to spend
Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Horace Staples,
leaving Monday for home.
and

she went to

a

quietly
of

ing, Monday.

attended. Ira M Cobe was chosen moderator.
Women were allowed to vote and officers w7ere
elected as follows: President, Ira M. Cobe of

the

Florida, bought a site and
Uwn of Claiimont,
hoping to realize climatic benefits from the
change. Her widowed sister, Mrs. Frye, spent
the winter with her, returning to her home at
Agawam, Mass., in March. After her departure Miss Abbie apparently failed in strength
until in May she came to join her sister in her
Massachusetts home, w here, happy in her surroundings and tenderly nursed by sister and
nieces, she realized the approaching end and
built

one

“We know

not orhprp Hia iclanrla llff

Their fronded palms, in air;
We only know, we cannot drift
Beyond his love and care.’’
CENTER

j

MONTVILLE.

Miss Belva Davis is at home from Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen got home from
Belfast

Sunday.

Four of Carney Sbure’s sisters from ChelMass., are his guests.

sea,

One of Mr. and Mrs. J. A Hill’s little twins
in town Saturday and Sunday to at- ! D., ex-president of De Paine university,Green(Herman) is ill with bronchitis.
tend the centennial of the organization of the ! castle,[Ind. His is an unique personality. His
Mr. Herbert Mixer arrived home last ThursMr. and Mrs. James J. Clement were Sunday
| keen mind grasping the best of modern thought day from Worcester,
First Cong’i Church.
Mass., to greet his
and formulating pertinent phrases that stick
of F. C. Currier in Morrill.
i daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis guests
Fred W. Kelsey of Portland was in town
in the memory, stimulating one’s thought and
Fred Foy has gone to Rhode Island, where
Barrett, and his first grandchild, little Miss
Thursday acting as supercargu of the steamer imagination. Other attractions are F.
Eugene Helen Barrett. He left
he has employment at the State Prison.
Freiua, which discharged sulphur at the P. C.
Monday, business deI Farnsworth giving an illustrated travel talk on
The specifications for the new bridge at the
& W. Co. wharf at Mack’s Point.
manding his presence in Worcester.
Dalmatian and Old Nuremburg, Miss Sage
Eloen Pendleton, Cape Jellison, returned Center have been received by the selectmen,
Eugene .Nickerson has been drawn as a reader, presenting Peg O’
My Heart, and a
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Messer of Lowell,
grand juror and Clifton Whittum and George musical evening by such artists as Mrs. Alice early last week from Boston, the hospital surE. Chapin as traverse jurors for the Septem- Huston
geons considering him sufficiently recovered Mass., are visiting at M. C. and George A.
Stevens, soprano; Miss Florence Hardefrom his surgical operation—the removal of Gordon’s.
ber term of the Supreme Judicial court to be
man, violinist; F. Morse Wemple, baritone; Edthe prostate gland—to come home. He is
in Belfast.
win Klahre, pianist.
Ed. Belencha recently caught a three-pound
Rev. Fred K. Gamble,
apparently steadily gaining at this writing— pickerel and A. T. Jackson a
Misses Mida and Alice Blanchard of Port- pastor of Grace M. E, church, Bangor, is mantwo-pourder, at
Ledge Pond.
land, granddaughters of the late Rev. Stephen ager for the Camp meeting association and Ira Monday.
Dr. and Mrs. I. P. Tash of Waterville came
Thurston, were in town to attend the centen- M. Cobe represents the Cottage Owners’ assoMrs. E. A. Herriman and Mrs. Mary Edfrom their cottage in Unity, August 4th, to be
nial celebration of the organization of the first ciation, which two organizations will jointly
munds are stopping at the cottage of the forpresent at the burial of her sister, Miss Abbie mer at Temple Heignts.
present the program.
Congregational Church.
Crooker, and were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A party of 16 ladies recently met at Hillside
Steamer Freida, Capt. Blanstein, arrived
The operation on the eye of little Ormond
Everett Staples, Church street, while in town.
Thursday from Sabine Pass, by way of Port- Farms, the Cobe place, and organized what
Jones by Drs, Taplej of Be.fast and Pearson
left
in
with
Mrs.
They
and
Mrs.
company
Frye
of Morrill is apparently a great success.
land, with 2,000 tons of sulphur for the Great will be an auxiliary to the Village Corporation.
Florine to visit her aunt, Miss Edwards, in
Northern Paper Co. finished discharging the Officers were elected as follows; President
The name of M. E. Clement has been drawn
Mrs. Ralph Flanders; vice president, Mrs. Searsport.
same day and sailed for New York for lepairs.
to serve as grand juror from this town for the
Mr, Frank Goodhue took Sunday’s Boston
Walter Ferguson secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
Mrs. G. A. Robertson, granddaughter of the
ensuing year and that of M, M. Wentworth to
Ira M, Cobe. In every possible manner, both steamer for his Jamaica Plain home, leaving
serve on the traverse jury at the September
late Deacon Andrew Leach, and daughter, Miss
Mrs.
Goodhue
for
and
a longer stay in their
monetary
socially, the organization will
Sandy- term of S. J. Court
Josephine Robertson, were in town to attend aid and
point cottage, where her brother and wife,
encourage the work which the men of
the centennial of the organization of the First
with other Massachusetts friends,are her presthe town will instigate. Many improvements
PROSPECT FERRY.
L-ong’l Church, and were guests of Miss Mabel will be made in the
grounds and much interest ent guests. Mr. Goodhue greatly enjoyed his
E. Griffin on West Main street.
is manifested.
A series of entertainments
sojourn in his childhood’s home town.
Capt. W. H. Harriman has gone to New
Capt. Andrew J. Colcord of the steamship will be given to raise money and promote soMrs. George Frye and daughter, Mrs. Flor- Haven on business.
Ancon, ruiAiiDg on the line between New ciability, the first taking place last Friday
ine of Agawam, Mass., arrived Aug. 3d, accomMrs. Evelyn Harrison entertained theH. H.
York and Colon, arrived Saturday from New afternoon when a bridge party was given in
paying the remains of Miss Abbie Crooker, Club August 5th.
the
South
It
was
a
shore.
Bayside Theatre,
York, accompanied by his wife and two chilbrought here for burial in the cemetery lot of
George Carley returned to his home in West
her sister, Mrs. Frye. They were guests of
dren, and they are guests of Capt. Colcord’s great success. Over 70 guests were present
Newton, Mass., August 5th.
and bridge whist and Five Hundred were
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street,
father, Mr. F. A. Colcord, on Main street.
Mrs. Josephioe Proctor of Melrose, Mass is
played from 2 30 to 5, the players pivoting. over night, leaving the next morning to call
Two Searsport base ball teams, the Penob- There were 14
visiting her sister, Mrs. G. A. Avery.
tables. Some very attractive
upon Mrs. Frye’s maternal aunt, Miss Lucia
the
and
to
acots,
Wanderers,went Castine, Aug- prizes, 17 in number, were contributed by the
Mrs. Ella Harriman visited Mr. and Mis.
Edwards, in Searsport, en route to Unity to John Glidden in Frankfort last week.
ust 14, 1875. on the steamer De Witt Clinton
ladies of the auxiliary and the first five were
a short time with her sister and husspend
on an excursion given by the Searsport Band.
Mrs. W. H. Harriman was a week-end visitor
won as follows:
1st, Mrs. Georgianna Swift band, Dr, and Mrs. I. P. Tash, at their summer
with her daughter. Mrs. Burr Gcdsnp. in Ron.
The game was played in Fort George.
The (bridge score 2539,) a lace collar;
2nd, Mrs.
gor.
line-unfl were as follows: Penohsents Thnmac
Frank Harriman of New York; 3rd, Mrs.
Wilbur Ridley and daughter Clara of StockKane, c, William R. McGilvery, p, Fred J. Eugene R. Conner. North port; 4th, Col. ConkFrom Cape Jellison piers the following shipton Springs viBited Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Ginn
Biather, f b, Phineas P. Nichols, 8 b, J, H. Sul- lin, New York; 5th, Madam Keating, Belfast.
ping report was telephoned Monday evening: last Sunday.
livan, t b, John Kane, s s, Charles Sullivan, if, The prizes included baskets, bags,
candy, Aug. 4th, Ech. N. H. Burrow sailed with lumMisses Medora A. and Mary A. Pierce of
Michael Ward, cf, Fred N. Pendleton, r f. flowers,
cards, bridge scores and many other her for New York and the Italian barque Peabody, Mass., are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
W.
Wanderers—Frank
McGilvery, c, Charles useful or ornamental things. Over $27 was Santa Marie sailed with shooks for Palermo, W. D. Harriman.
Davis, p, Melvin Nichols, f b, Charles J. netted from the party, which will form a
Sicily. Aug. 5th, steamer Blackrock arrived,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Harding and baby were
Marshall, s b, A. M. Carr, t b, Frank W. nucleus for the fund which the
auxiliary light, and sailed later,towing barge William J. week-end visitors with Mr. and Mis. E. W.
Colcord, s s, Benj. B. Garey, 1 f, Frank E. plans to raise for improvement work. It is Lermond, laden with lumber for New York. Clifford in Stockton Springs.
Shute, c f, Cyrus G. Carr, rf. The Penobscots planned to hold some sort of entertainment Aug. 6th, sch. Telumah sailed with lumber for
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce and daughter
each week and many interesting ideas are bewon by a score of 21 to9.
Boston. Aug. 9th, steamer Millinockett ar- Minerva of Sandypoint were week-end visiting worked up.
ors with Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman.
rived with general cargo from New York.
The centennial of the organization of the
Miss Hazel Mitchner and a lady friend of
Sale and Entertainment. The annual
First Congregational church of Searsport, reRoxbury, Mass., arrived by laBt Sunday’s boat
sale and entertainment under the auspices for three weeks at Mrs. H. L.
calls the fact that the house built by the iirBt
Berry’s cottage.
of the Ladies' Aid Society of the Universepastor, Christopher J. Lawton, who was pasOAK HILL, (Swanville.)
list parish Tuesday, Aug. 3rd, afternoon and
tor from 1815 to 1824, is still in existence and
No one likes dandruff, but to get rid of it
evening, was a grand success from beginning
is owned by Mrs. Charles A. Colcord of Bridgeyou must do more than wash your hair. The
Miss Mary Bowen is in the Waldo County
and
was
port, Ct.,
extensively repaired a few cause of dandruff lies not in the hair, but on to end. The following ladies had the various hospital as a surgical patient.
in
Decoration
in
matters
of
Mrs.
and
the
hair
and
the
as
roots,
charge:
stage,
scalp
just
years ago by her husband, the late Capt. Chas.
Mr. W. A. Webb of South Boston is the
twice daily you use a germicidal tooth powder J. A. Flanders;
arrangement and sale of fancy
A.Coicord.The house that Rev. Stephen Thursguest of Isaac Nickerson ana family.
or cream to cleanse your teeth of germs, so
Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Mrs. Frank A.
work,
ton occupied when he first came to Searsport
should
use
twice
Parisian
to
Sage
daily
you
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes were guests of
Patterson and Miss Mary Hichborn; food-table,
in 1824, and where his eldest daughter, the drive dandruff from your scalp, prevent its reMr. Cnarles Stover and f amily August 8th.
late Mrs. Clara Thurston Blanchard, was born turn, protect your hair from falling out and Miss Mabel F. Simmons; ice cream table, Mrs.
nourish its proper growth. Dandruff makes
Mr. and Mrs. John Innis of
were
April 14, 1828, and where he resided until your hair fall out. Parisian Sage makes Dan- Alice T. Doe and Mrs. Herbert Mixer; candy recent guesta of Mr. and Mrs.Searsport
A. T. Toothon
the
site
of
the
brick
house now druff fall out and your hair stay in.
1830, stood
table, Mrs. Nicholas B. Ginn and Mrs. Albert aker.
A delightfully perfumed hair and scalp treatowned by Miss Georgia L, Ford on Bay View
C. Colcord, assisted by little Miss Muriel
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson and children
ment easily applied at home, very inexpensive
Place and it was also the first house that Dr.
the parcel-post booth—an at- of Poor's Mills were Sunday guests of James
and obtainable from A. A. Howes & Co. or at Goodere; and
Nahum M osman, the first physician of Prostractive draped section in National “Red Webster and family.
any drug or toilet ccunter.
gor

were

QUICKLY VANISH
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Program Will Be Carried Out

and the

^

I

in

Full?
I

The Poultry Show
Come and See It,

Is The Biggest Ever.

Mrs. J. H.

Sayward's mother,

Mrs.

Gordon, is

Rev. F. H Morgan gave us a fine
the church last Sunday morning.

sermon

j
B

BELFAST PRICE CURRNET
Corrected Weekly for The Jouma

MORRILL.

freedom.

at

PRODUCE

MARKET.

PAID

PRotH

B

^B

rR>

\pples,per Dbl.l.OOrZOO'Hay,
.; ;v ^B
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
visited
jB
Miss’Flora’ Farnum from Thorndike
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
B
8th.
3 75 I<amb SkinB.
Beans, Y. E.,
mr sister, Mrs. VV. R. Sparrow, August
son
of
and
little
R.
Paul
I.,
Hope,
||Mrs. Roy
28a30
Butter,
HT
Mutton,
rented
has
Charles Thompson fr:m Knox
were guests the past week of Mr. and Mrs. j Beef, sides,
S
8JalO Oats, 32 lb.,
move
Hiss Achsah Foster Hall’s rent and will
Beet,forequarters,
M
Potatoes,
Delbert Paul.
60 Round Hog,
X
Barley, bu,
ri soon.
Hazel
of
24
little
■
Bheese,
Straw,
Mrs. Ben Paul and
daughter
is
Miss Happy Bangs from Lynn, Mass.,
18
B
Bhicken,
Turkey,
are guests at Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Concord, Mass.,
Balf Skins,
18 Tallow.
X.
lassing her vacation with her parents,
Roy Gurney’s.
20
Duck.
8
Veal,
Mrs. Knowles Bangs.
?8
8
£gg«*,
unwasr.e:
Wool,
Mrs. H. L. Morten8on and granddaughter
is
16 Wood, hard,
X
Fowl,
Miss Hazel Harris from Massachusetts
her
of Portland,^are guests at
Isabel
Hamilton,
B
jeese,
18jWood, soft.
lassing her vacation with her cousin, Samuel sister’s, Mrs. Stella Hatch.
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
X
3anton, on Knox Ridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Frost of Brockton,
18 Lime,
8
Beef, Corned,
E. J. Vose and Mr. and Mrs.
visiting

her.

Will Wing and son of Malden, Mass., visited
relatives in town last week.

-•

Mr.

and Mrs.

Bryant and Jessie Sampson are passing
days at Millbridge Beach, Maine.

; Samuel
few

Mrs. Mary Sargent and Misses Hazel and
Florence from Readville, Mass., and Mr. and
Krs. Arthur Pickett and daughter Dorothy
:rom Malden, Mass., are passing their vacation
pith their brother, I. P. Griffies.
D. W, Dodge, Mrs. Dodge and daughter
Winifred, and Reuben Sibley attended the
‘uneral of their sister’s husband, Herbert TurHon.

Brunswick, Maine, August 8th. His
>ody will be brought here and buried in Pleasint Hill Cemetery.
ler,

in

ot tne rreeuum

Kev. J. C. Vance, pastor
regational church for two years, has
»nd has accepted a call to preach in

v^uu-

resigned
Albany,

Vt., and will move so as to begin his duties
;here August 15th. His many friends here
wish him great success in his new field.

Mass.,

visiting Mrs. Frost’s parents, Rev.
Fred H. Morgan.

are

and Mrs.
Mr.

and

Hawkins and

Mrs.

Miss

friend,

Scott of Brockton, Mass., are guests at Ed.
and Everett Pay son’s in Waldo.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest W’hite and Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Brown of Lawrence, Mass., were recent visitors with relatives in town.

Ernest Higgins has returned home from
Orono, where he had been attending the summer term of school at the University of Maine.
J. G. Harding, Mr. and Mrs.
D. O. Bowen and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bowen
attended the veteran’s meeting in Prospect
Mr. and Mrs.

last

Friday.

i_<euu

vv

wire.

lggiu,

1 cmuu

u*»<

auu

Mrs. Ralph Clements of Freedom were recent
at Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Beals’ and Rev.
and Mrs. Fred Morgan’s.
visitors

Rev. Wesley Wiggin and Mrs, Wiggin
Mrs. Ed. A. Richardson, who had been with
irisiting his brother, Judson B Wiggin. Mr. her husband at Montreal while his vessel was
Wiggin while here occnpied the pulpit Sunday discharging there, arrived home Wednesday.
morning, August 8th, and preached a very inWhen baby suffers with eczema or some
teresting sermon to a full house and the con- itching skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment. A
gregational singing was fine.
little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
are

Dr. M. M. Small from Waterville and Fred N.
Flye visited Mr. Small’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Small, in Deer Isle the past week and
called on Mr. Flye’s cousin on Flye's Point in
Brooklin, Maine; also visiting Dr. Small in
Bangor. They made the journey in Mr. Flye’s
auto.

LIBERTY.

|

MAKES DANDRUFF

and

|

-

several terms

Almoner's office of Malden, Mass., for many
years and was prized for her reliability and accuracy, coupled with a strong morality of
character. Recently, finding the rigors of our
New England winters trying to her impaired

Mrs. Emma Drew and daughter Bernice of
after a two weeks* visit with
her sister, Mrs. William Morrison, Church
street, left Saturday for Cutler, Maine.

Mr.

pupil

|

BE HELD ON—

I Wednesday, Thursday

parents having suddenly died,in her early childhood—and joined her sister and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. George Frye, in Malden, Mass., practically making her home with them thereafter.
She was employed as bookkeeper in the city

week.

Lowell, Mass.,

reasonable rates at the

|

M.. C. Institute, in Pittsfield, and always
a faithful, conscientious student.
More than
thirty years ago she left her birthplace—both

H. Ward well furnishes Shiro’s icecream regularly, and will provide any quantity desired at any time to patrons wishing the
palatable confection delivered at home,

will be

was a

J■

out, but the

us

MI I

at the

John

owners.

She

have tried

I Waldo County Fair!

an

toned nature.

Mrs. Clifford Simpson is a patient for medical treatment at the Waldo County hospital,

meeting for the election of officers of the
Northport Village Corporation was held Tuesday afternoon in the Casino and was largely

master-buiider of the First
Congregational church when it was erected in
was

razor

»■»

from

intestinal trouble, with various
after a gradual failure in
strength, followed by only two weeks of confinement to the bed in the home of her eldest
sister, Mrs. George Frye,at Agawam,Mass.Miss
Crooker was born in Stcckton, June 14, 1858,
spending her girlhood in her native towD, beloved by all schoolmates and acquaintances for
her kindly disposition, clear intellect and high-

Miss Frances L. Perham of Washington, D.
C., is the guest of the Misses Hichborn,
Church street.
She arrived Friday from
visits in Lynn, Mass.

A

Place.

Casiine,

early cottage

Life

to drown

complications,

entertainment.

devoted to the
Friday evening
Ladies’ Aid Society’s fair, ice cream sale and
disposition of fancy articles. Board and rooms

Rev.

wen-xnown

among the

ings.

Treat, Water street, Saturday.

a

m

|

—-

—v‘v

The handsome gasoline yacht, the Flora Del
Mar, with her owner Walter J.Blaisdell of Port
Washington, L. I., and party on board,has been
anchored in the harbor for a few days while
taking occasional trips up the river or down
Capt, and Mrs. John N. Staples and family
the bay. Mr. blaisdell is brother of Philo C.,
of Brooklyn, N, Y., arrived August 4th to
and Joseph Blaisdell, who are cottagers here,
and has been a frequent visitor in past seasons. ; spend two weeks with his mother, Mrs. Horace
West Main street. Welcome home,
The‘Temple Heights campmeetings will be- | Staples,
i John.
gin Saturday, Aug. 14th, and continue a week.
Thursday evening occurs the annual concert, | ^ Mr, and Mrs. Ermi Marsh, West Main street,
always one of the features of the week. So- are receiving congratulations on the arrival of
their home.
a
wee daughter, Aug. 6th, in
cials will be held at the Auditorium for those
Mother and babe are doing well at this writinterested on Wednesday and Saturday even-

A. Nichols of Boston arrived
Sunday for a few weeks’ stay with her mother, Mrs. Charles M. Nichols, Water street.
Miss Leverne

Capt. Sydney J.

abiii

a

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
motored to Searsport Monday evening last
week to attend the Klark Urban Co’s dramatic

Hon. and Mrs. Fredericks. Walls of Vinalhaven have been entertaining the following
house party: Mrs. George C. Webster, Mrs.
Alex Simpson and Mrs. H. F. Bobbins all of
Vinalhaven. Mr. and Mrs, Walls have an attractive home on the shore of the harbor and

Dr. Edward S. Calderwood, who visited his
family at the McClure homestead last week,
has returned to Roxbury, Mass.

spend

E.ubii.h«J 1839

Flood

and the

Clarinet solo, Mr. W. N. Lower, leader of
the Stockton
Springs Band.
Seng, "Along came Ruth,” by little Misses
Pauline and Julia Cole.
Reading by Mr. Harry Kearney.
Solo, "In the Valley of the Moon” by Miss
Doris Hersey of Chelsea, Mass.
Reading, "Editha’s Burglar/* bj Miss Mary
Calkin.
Solo, "The Minuet/* by Miss F. Miriam Stowers of West Palm
Beach, Florida, with Miss
Inez Hanson as accompanist.
All numbers were highly satisfactory to the
goodly audience, and the evening closed amid
merriment and hearty congratulations to the
weary workers who had made the affair so
acceptable. Thanks are extended to each and
all who so kindly assisted in the program

Mann, Middle street.

NORTHPORT NEWS.

__*.

where she will

lb la

of preservation, doing good work
withstanding its advanced age.

Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver entertained a party of
friends at 4 o’clock tiffm, at her home on Main
street Tuesday afternoon.

lyn, N. Y.,

itiiu

state

cottage, Main street.

winter

Mr. Wentworth prizes the
auu

evening:

--I-glorious day, was the only fine
one last week.
Fog, fog and rain continually. hands of the treasurer, Mrs. Annie K. Harri- j
man.
Clifton Snell of Malden, Mass., arrived
Obituary, On the morning of July 31,1915
from the White Mountains Saturday afterthe pure, gentle spirit of Miss Abbie Crooker, 1
noon.
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hiram 1
Miss Ruth McDonough of Winterport was
Crooker of this town, passed to the Eternal
the guest last week of Mrs. Charles O. Mc-

Tuesday,

John Fowler, and moved to its present location, the we6t side of Water street, on the
banks of Opeechee steam, where it is still
owned and occupied by James C. Blake, a
brother of Capt. Blake. The razor which was
used by the late Deacon Andrew Leach, who
was born Feb. 9, 1785, in Middleboro, Mass.,
is now in possession of L. W. Wentworth, extonsorial artist, who resides on Mt. Ephraim
road. It was also used by Mr. Leach's father
who was born in Glencoe. Scotland, in 1755
and also by his grandfather, who also resided

street.

European Warj
[The
|

Piano solo, Miss Elizabeth Treat of Chelsea,
Mass.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

bury, Mass in 1804, and where he lived until
Andrew McGown of Worcester,Mass .arrived
he bought the Winthrop Smith homestead opSaturday and is with his family at Pleasant
posite the Searsport National bank, where he
I
Cove,
died in 1824. The house on Bay View Place
Mrs. William P. Putnam of Baltimore is the before mentioned was bought by the late
Water
guest of her siBter,Mrs.C. M. Nichols,on
Capt. Osias Blake in 1846 of the late Capt.

Main

the

W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

boro.

Misses

I

is based upon the complete
approval of thousands of
housekeepers who have
used Clarions'during the
last forty-one years. Granddaughters follow the advice
of mothers and> grandmothers and find a repetition of the same satisfactory
You need this
service.
Consult
Clarion service.
the Clarion dealer today.

1—

Chester Bailey has moved into the Nickerson
house on Howard street.
B. H. Mudgett of Belfast was a business

White and Blue”—which, under the careful
manipulation Qf Mrs. Harriet (Clifford) Hichborn, caused much merriment and netted $14
to the
treasury of the Ladies* Aid Society.
The food
sale, an innovation, upon customary
features of "Bales/* comprised not only cooked
articles but preserves, jellies, ^marmalades
and jams, forming a much sought department,
which cleared $15 toward the printing of the
“Parish Cook Book,” contemplated in the near
future. The following program was given in

Mr. Lean of Boston is in town for
weeks’ stay and is at Wyman Tibbits’,

a

twc

in
week,

business visitor

a
a

few

days

last

P. Williams of Houlton and Mrs,
Williams are at Saint’s Rest cottage for the
month of August.
Rev.

T.

Mrs. White and two children of Canada arrived last week for a month’s stay with hei
mother, Mrs. Delia Wyman.
Mrs. Lillian Edmunds of Melrose Highlands,
Mass., arrived last week to pass a vacation ol
two weeks with her mother, Mrs. E.G. Norton
Chester Duncklee and children ol
Brockton, Mass., are in town passing the montfc
of August with her brother, Earl Stevens, anc
sister, Mrs. Inez Harriman.
Mrs.

took an auto trip tc
Mrs. Caroline
Unity and Pittsfield one day last week to meel
her son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harrj
Brown, who will pass a few weeks at the Brown
Brown

residence here.
Rev. David L. Wilson and family of Bath arc
passing the month at W. J. Knowlton’s cottage
ur, wiieon was

on LiOon lsiana.

pasior

01

vuc

North Church in Belfast for many years and
while there^spent his vacations at George’s
Lake.

a

box at all stores.

#

AMERICAN PORTS.

City of Augusta, Vinalhaven; Sarah L
Davis, Machias; aid, stm Millinocket, Stockton;
schs Edith McIntyre, do; Wawenock, Perth
Amboy for Charlottetown; 10, sld, sch N E
Ayer, Port Reading for Seal Harbor.
Boston, Aug 5. Ar, schs Willis & Guy,
Shullee, N S; Gen E S Greeley, New Haven;
6, ar, sch Mineola, Bangor; sld, sch Mabel
Goss, Bangor; 7, sld, sch Gov Powers, Philadelphia and Porto Rico; 8, sld, schs Theoline,
Jacksonville; Julia Frances, Bangor for Bridgeport; C B Clark, Bangor; W D Hilton, do;
Philadelphia, Aug 7. Ar, sch Horace A
Stone, Bath,
Norfolk. Aug 4.
Ar, sch Percy Setzer, New
York; cld, sch Charles Campbell, Para; 9, cld.
sch Jane Palmer. Searsport; sld, sch Mary E
Morne, Belfast; 10, sld, stm Montana, Bancor.
Gulfport, Miss, Aug 8. Ar, sch Fred W
Ayer, Cardenas.
In port, sch James W Paul,
Mobile, Aug 4
Jr, for Gulfport, Miss (to load for Rio Janeiro )
Charleston, Aug 7. Ar, sch J Manchester
Haynes, Wilmington.
Port Reading, Aug 7. Cld, 7th, sch N E
Ayer, Wilson, Seal Harbor.
Jacksonville, Aug 7. Sld, sch John Bossert,
Portland.
Bangor, Aug 4. Ar, sch Mary Ann McCann,
Gouldsboro; sld, stm Black Rock, New York
schs Longfellow, Newark; Robert Pettis, Boston; 6, ar, sch Frances Goodnow, New York;
7, aid, schs Irene E Meservey, New York; Metinic, do; Izetta, Boston; 10, sld, sch Mary Ann

McCann, Bridgeport.
Stockton, Aug 8. Sld, bark Santa Maria
(Ital), Palermo; sch N H Burrow, New Haven;
4, ar, stm Black Rock, towing barge W J Ler-

mond, for New York; 5, cld, sch Telumah, New
York; 9, ar, stnf Millinocket, New York;
Searsport, Aug 5. Ar, stm Frieda, Sabine
via Portland, with sulphur to Great Northern
Paper Co; sld, stm Frieda, New Yorx.
earn,

«iui.

L/ia,

norace

a

oione,

FOREIGN PORTS.

Ray Collins

and

son

Warren

are

guests ol

Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Coombs,

Buenos Ayres, Aug, 6.

Simmons, Gulfpt

Arr, sch, D H Rivers

rt.

Lisbon, July 20
Arr, schr J^mes B Drake,
Mrs. Velocia E. Coombs of Foxboro, Mass.,
McKown. Norfolk.
has opened her home in town for a time.
1
Rio Janeiro, Aug. 6. Arr, schr Bradford C
French, Norfolk,
Mr. Wood of Forest Hills, Mass., arrived

Aug. 6th
Bpending

visit with his family, who
the season in tow?:.
for

a

Mr. and

MARINE

are
«

Mr. and Mrs. Myron Farnswcrth and twc
children, Mildred and Jay, of Roslindale, Mass,
are visiting Mrs. Alice Pendleton and other
relatives in town.

Ralph Hamilton and little
daughter of Sewcktey, Pa., arrived last week
and are with Mr. and Mrs. Will Hamilton, who
recently began housekeeping in Riley Haynes’
house.
Mrs.

MISCELLANY.

The schooner M V B Chase, which founder d
last week off Scotland lightship with the loss
of Capt. Tuttle and one of the crew,was named
for the late M V B Chase of Augusta. She
was built in 1882 by the late James B Drake at
Bath,and was managed by him until 1889,when
she was sold to Harry Weston of Jacksonville,
Fla., and by him to McQueston & Co., of Boston. They sold to Capt. Geo A Gilchrest of
Belfast, who sold to the Pendleton Bro’s, the
owners at the time she was lost.

NOTICE—The subscriber hereGUARDIAN'S
by gives notice that he has been duly apof

pointed guardian

REGIMENTAL REUNIONS.
First Maine Cavalry. The forty-fourth
reunion of the 1st Maine Cavalry Association
will be held at Bucksport, Me., on Wednesday
and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9,1915. Headquarters at G. A. R. Hall.
Hotel rates: Robinson
House, |2 00 and 82 50 per day; Patten House,
81.00 and 81^0 per day. Board with private
families will probably be secured. No arrangements made with the railroads. Permission to
visit Fort Knox has been received. A visit to
the Fish Hatchery will be included. Comrades
will please notify me of the death of members
of the regiment in their vicinity.—Alfred C.
Strout, Cor. sec’y, Thomaston, Me.

*

Baker.
twin

In

ALFRED W. PULLEN of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands against
said Alfred W, Pullen are desired to present the
same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
MERTON G. NORTON, Guardian.

Palermo, Me., July 13,1916—3wh2

FOR SALE
farm of John w. davis. one of
the best wood lots in Northport. Address
WM. T. FLANDERS,
Lincolnville, Maine,
82tf
R. F. D. 2.

The

26,

Barbour. In Deer Isle, July
Mrs Archibald E Barbour, a son
Curtis.
In Bucksport, July
Mrs Walter F Curtis, a son.
T r.

B
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X
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Brookline, Mass., Aug
S Baker, formerly of

Ralph

and Mrs

8

I

FI 1 jarrtrtll

X

26.

S
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11

and Mrs. Howard E Cunningham, a
Marion Estelle.
Garey
In Belfast, August 8, t
Mrs. Benj. B, Garey, a daughter. A 1
Hutchins
In Bucksport, July
and Mrs Melville Hutcnins, a daugh'
Mitchell. In Ram Island Ligiu.
Harbor, to Mr and Mrs Almon Min
Theodore Roosevelt.
Snow.
In Rockland, Aug 3, to \I
Woodbury M Snow, a daughter

!

|

\
;

Adams.-Hooper. In Bucks port,
Rev H W Webb.Clif ton F H Adan
Eva Hooper, both of Bucksport.
Henry Tracy. In Hampden, Aug
man U Whiting, J P, Joseph Henr
Tracy, both of Hampden.
Shibles-Maxci. In Glencove, Aug
W L Pratt, Lester H Shibles of IM
Miss Nellie E Maxcy of Gelncove.
West-Mason. In Searsport, AugRev James Ainslee, William West.
Jennie Mason, both of Searsport.

!

L

York, Aug 4. Ar, schs Annie P Chase,
Bangor; Eagle Wing, Brunswick, Ga; sld, schs
Edward H Blake, Elizabethport for Halifax, N
S; Brigadier, Port Johnson for Boothbay; 6, ar,

sen

X
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New

ai.
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IBORN.

SHIP NEWS.

Philadelphia.

NORTH 1SLESB0R0
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50c

schs

Miss Viola Dade of Boston is the guest of
Mrs. Maurice Gray.

Hon. L. C. Morse was
Lewiston and Waterville

children.

3utter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
99 Onions,
Born,
Bracked Corn,
94 Oil, kerosene
Born Meal,
94 Pollock,
22 Pork,
Bheese,
Botton Seed,
180 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
Bodtish, dry,
8 Shorts.
Cranberries,
Blover Seed,
19 Sugar,
7 25a8 75 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
d. G. Seed,
3 75 Sweet Potatoes
Lard
13 Wheat Meal

\

]
t

i

<

5

DIED.
Babb. In Rockport, Aug. 5, Adel,
aged 83 years.
Collins. In Norwood, Mass., Au.
Reuben Collins, formerly of North 1
Jefferds. In Belfast, August 10,
A Jefferds, aged 85 years, 3 months
Jordan. In North Brewer, Augur
M„ widow of Capt. Hollis J. Jord:i
years and 13

j

days.

Johnson. In Camden, August 1
Johnson, aged 7S years.
Nutt. In Troy, August 3, Valent
aged 81 years, 5 months and 23 days
Pattee. In Searsport, August 6, J
tee of Belfast, aged 75 years and 11
Shaw. In Augusta, August 6, V*
of Belfast, aged 58 years.
Whitaker.
In Troy, August 5.

Whitaker, aged

i
/

j

>

j;
j

70 years, 5 months and

Bankrupt’s

Petition for

In the matter of
Samuel R. Stevers,

t

Bankrupt,

)

\

Disci

}
In Bar

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Jud.
District Court of the United Stau
District of Maine.
Samuel R. Stevens of Belfast, in
ty of Waldo and State of Maine, in .-.i
respectfully represents, that on n
o;' May, last past; he was duly adju>
rupt under the Acts of Congress
uaiiRiujjit),

his

mat

ue

na»

uuiy

)

sui

property and rights of property

fully complied

with
of the

all tie requ.;
orders of Cour

said Acts and
his bankruptcy.
W herefore he prays, That he may
by the Court, to have a full discha
debts provable against his estate
bankruptcy Acts, except such debt?
cepted by law from such discharge
Dated this 2nd day of August, A i
SAMUEL It. ST LA N
Hannah
ORDER OF NOTICE THERi

District

of

Maine,

;

;

j
?

|

<">

ss.

On this 7th day of August, A.
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hear
upon the same on the 17th day of
A.D. 1915, before said Court at Portia'
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoor
notice thereof be published in The I
Journal, a newspaper printed in s.t
and that all known creditors, and ot*
in interest, may appear at the sai>
place, and show cause, if any they
the prayer of said petitioner sin■<*

granted.

And it is further Ordered by the >
the Clerk shall send by mail to all kr
tors copies of said petition and this
dressed to them at their places of re

stated,
Witness the Honorable Claren*
Judge of tftesaid Court, and the so;
at Portland, in said District, on the Tti
August, A. D. 1915.
JAMES E.HEWEV
[L. S.]
A true copy of petition and order tln?rt'1'
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. <•
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